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The best stories encourage exploration. 

Sometimes the exploration is a conscious act, something actively 

pursued. Sometimes it’s a journey you didn’t realize you had until you 

look back on your steps. 

When The Phantom Menace was released, I was at the perfect age to be 

enraptured. At 8 years old, I latched on hard to Jar Jar Binks with much 

self-projection and clung to Qui-Gon Jinn like a beloved uncle, which also 

meant that I hated one Sith in particular. Though the backlash against the 

movie would eventually (and unfortunately) shape my opinion for a 

time, The Phantom Menace managed to weave itself into my DNA. I know 

this because when I rewatched it, a decade and a half after its release, I 

flinched. 

As a child, I had the final duel memorized to down to every move: Qui-

Gon takes Maul's hilt to the chin then black. My eyes were squeezed shut 

until I heard Obi-Wan scream, and I knew the deed was done. It was a 

sight I hadn't seen since my very first viewing of the movie in theaters. 

At the age of 24, I didn't shut my eyes. 

I watched it play out. 

And I flinched. 

Qui-Gon's death is the earliest memory I have of processing grief, and I 

would later realize Jar Jar had been an outlet for processing severe 

isolation. Both characters were critical to my emotional growth. They 

allowed me to explore difficult and negative emotions without becoming 

self-destructive. It's not a stretch to say that The Phantom Menace saved 

my life. 

For a time, 1999 would represent the peak of my engagement with Star 

Wars. A culmination of the years growing up with the Original Trilogy, 

sparked to new life by the buzz around the first of the Prequels. Hours 

were dedicated to arguments around the final battle, research to create 
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my own podracer, reading all of Jude Watson’s tie-in novels, and of 

course, the childhood classic of make-believe. 

There’s something powerful about the type of exploration that is 

prompted by make-believe. Whether through choosing to embody a 

canon character or your own original creation, it involves a degree of self-

discovery. I don’t think this type of exploration ever really goes away. It 

may look different, turning a page to become fanfiction or essays; it may 

stick its nose into the assertion of representation’s importance; it can 

even be found in discussions of the technical aspects of art. For how we 

communicate in-and-of-itself communicates something about us. 

As Star Wars and I grew older, that spark of self-discovery would 

reappear here and there within the franchise, the old darling of my youth. 

Ahsoka Tano and Rey would breathe life to the ember of the young dream 

that I too could be like Luke Skywalker. Obi-Wan and Satine choosing to 

forgo romance for something greater would soften the endless pressure 

I felt from society to be married before I could be whole. But it wasn’t 

until 2017 that the spark and embers would ignite again, sending me on 

a journey that would bring me all the way back to 1999. 

You hold in your hands the result of that journey, selected essays from a 

year-and-a-half study of Star Wars Rebels “Twin Suns.” It was a journey I 

actively pursued, and yet I didn’t realize what it truly was until I looked 

back on my steps. 

An examination of the canon and craftsmanship slowly revealed itself as 

the means by which I was processing long-denied trauma. It’s not a 

stretch to say that “Twin Suns” changed my life. 

In this book, you’ll find a variety of essays. Some focus on technicalities 

of storytelling or literary analyses, others still on wild canon theories or 

in-depth character studies. The best stories encourage exploration of all 

kinds. So, pull up a chair (and some coffee) and let’s take a journey 

together, under the light of twin suns. 
-Abigail Dillon 
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A Very Good Place to Start 
As I wrote the online version of the Star Wars Rebels “Twin Suns” Close 

Read, I broke things down scene-by-scene, working my way through the 

episode chronologically. In print, my aim is to bring together the various 

themes and present those as interconnected but stand-alone essays. 

However, I felt the need to leave my analysis of the cold open intact. 

This sets the stage for the various essays and their topics throughout the 

rest of this collection. I discuss technical aspects, themes, audience 

reactions, and more. Like the scene in the episode itself, it functions as 

an appetizer for what comes next. 

This is where the end begins. 

Always Remember, I Am Nothing 
I firmly believe that any inclusion in a story must serve the story first and 

then symbolism or fanservice second. A shot given for the sake of 

symbolism without contributing depth to the story leads to a lot of 

shallow pretenses of meaning (the overuse of the “Jesus pose” is an 

obnoxious symptom of this). “Twin Suns” masterfully puts symbolism in 

service to the story, not the other way around. This visuals of the opening 

scene can be interpreted on five different levels, all of which contribute 

depth to the narrative. 

The first level is, appropriately, setting the stage. By the shots of lifeless 

wastelands and of Maul alone against a far horizon, we are shown that 

he is lost, that he’s not even close to finding Obi-Wan. The shots of 

different landscapes – hills, canyons, and barren plains – shows that 

Maul’s trekked a long way, that he’s been searching for a long time. He’s 

desperate, and that is why he will draw Ezra back into his machinations. 
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The second level of interpretation brings in the metatext. It’s been a long-

time question (and occasional joke) in the fandom about why the Jedi 

chose to hide Anakin’s kid with his family on his home planet, especially 

since, as Owen Lars has put it: 

You’re a dangerous man, Obi-Wan Kenobi. Whether you see it 

or not. Trouble always has a way of finding you, doesn’t it? 

Though I suppose it doesn’t have to look very hard. 
(Aaron, Jason & Mike Mayhew. “From the Journals of Ben Kenobi,” 

Star Wars #15) 

With Maul, there was the addition assumption that soon after the 

episode “Visions and Voices,” he would have found Obi-Wan, instead of 

months later, as we see here. Executive Producer Dave Filoni and co-

producer Henry Gilroy (the credited writers for the episode) have stated 

that the Rebels team wanted to establish the fact that Tatooine is not an 

easy planet on which to locate someone, especially someone who 

doesn’t want to be found (1). Luke may be living with Anakin’s 

stepbrother, but people are not going to be tracking him down through 

Obi-Wan, a fact of which the Legends novel Kenobi made a point. The 

opening scene of Maul’s wanderings reinforces this and explains what 

he’s been up to since we last saw him in Rebels. 

The third level is simply humor. All of Owen Lars’s credibility aside, the 

particular trouble named Maul is having a very rough time finding Obi-

Wan Kenobiiiieeeaaugh. 

The fourth level is where we get to the symbolism. The Halo 

Legends episode “The Duel” also features a swift, samurai-style 

showdown similar to Obi-Wan’s and Maul’s in “Twin Suns.” Here is what 

essayist Alex Wakeford had to say about the stage set for the titular fight: 

Note how the colour of the scene changes. Where every other 

scene was awash with colour, with blue and red and gold, 

everything in this scene is completely white – as if this is all 

happening in some kind of void. 
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And that’s the point. 

Neither Fal nor Haka [the combatants] actually matter. 

What matters about Fal? His rank. He’s the Arbiter, he’s more of 

a symbol than a man, and that is what the Prophet declared 

earlier in the episode he would use. 

What matters about Haka? He’s the tool through which the 

Prophet plays this game, a means to an end. 

It’s not until this scene, the final scene, that we learn Haka 

actually has ambitions of his own – his goal to usurp Fal’s position 

and rule in his stead. He speaks of these empty ambitions in this 

void, and Fal’s own pursuit, that of revenge, is an empty one as 

well… (2) 

In a conversation with me, Wakeford elaborated further: 

…ultimately, neither Fal nor Haka actually matter within their 

own story… 

It’s more than fitting that their final confrontation takes place in 

an area with no detail whatsoever, it’s completely white, 

contrasting with all the vivid imagery of Sanghelios throughout 

the rest of the episode. They’re fighting in a void because their 

fight basically means nothing (3 p. emphasis mine). 

Though it cuts away to dunes and canyons, the place which Maul occupies 

on Tatooine shares a resemblance to the emptiness of “The Duel.” It’s a 

bleak, barren place that Maul has chosen to walk. It’s a reflection of 

himself and the futility of his goal. As Kevin Johnson of the AV Club points 

out in his review: 

Maul was a nobody, pursuing nothing, and had no chance at 

victory, both because Kenobi was a wiser, better fighter, but also 

because we all know Maul had no real impact on the Star Wars 

Story(tm). In the end, what was really the point of Maul? There’s 
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an intergalactic rebellion going on, and we’re spending all this 

time on this one dude’s petty revenge-fest? The cold opening of 

“Twin Suns” was really the key. Maul’s faux-Shakespearean 

speech, all bombast and melodrama, took place in the middle of 

a desert wasteland, with no one around to hear–or care (4). 

The fifth level is a combination of both symbolism and meta in Maul’s 

journey. There are mutliple arc words that follow Maul throughout his 

life. “Revenge,” for one example. For another, “Kenobi.” And for the 

discussion here: “nothing.” 

Maul: Always remember I am fear. Always remember I am 

hunter. Always remember I am filth. Always remember I am 

nothing. 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: You think you know me? It was I who languished for years 

thinking of nothing but you! Nothing but this moment. 
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: Once I had power… now I have nothing. Nothing. 
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

Maul: I see… nothing! Only oblivion! 
(“Holocrons of Fate,” Rebels) 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: If you define yourself by your power to take 

life, your desire to dominate, to possess, then you have nothing. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

This is accented by “empty” in the 2017 Darth Maul comic series: 

Maul: At last I know how it feels, taking a Jedi life. I did not 

foresee this. I expected to be fulfilled – at least momentarily – by 

the act. But my rage… my hatred… has only intensified. Eldra 

Kaitis died… and I only feel more empty. 
(Bunn, Cullen & Luke Ross. Darth Maul #5) 
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All this is reinforced by the emptiness of Maul’s surroundings. As the 

chaos of Lotho Minor was a reflection of his state in The Clone 

Wars episode “Brothers,” so is Tatooine here in “Twin Suns.” In fact, this 

emptiness has been a reoccurring theme in all the locations associated 

with Maul throughout Rebels, almost like a defeat tour of his life. 

Malachor from “Twiligh of the Apprentice” is an abandoned, lifeless 

planet, one that Maul know from his time as “apprentice to the most 

powerful being in the galaxy.” It was once a source of power for him, 

fueling his desire for revenge against the Jedi (Darth Maul #1), and he 

returns to it during Rebels in attempt to regain that power he has lost. 

The abandoned outpost of “Holocrons of Fate” is a remnant of his power 

as the head of Death Watch and Mandalore, where he once controlled 

skilled warriors (Son of Dathomir #3). Now, all that he has at his beck-

and-call are reprogrammed Mandalorian tourist droids. 

Dathomir, in “Visions and Voices,” he explicitly refers to as the source of 

his people’s power, particularly his mother’s, but all that’s left are ghosts, 

both literal in the Nightsister spirits and metaphorical in the shrines he 

built to his past. 

Maul has been abiding in abandoned places for the entirety of Rebels, 

emphasizing his own abandoned state and the emptiness that is 

consuming him from within. 

Sam Witwer, the voice of Maul in both Rebels and The Clone Wars, has 

stated that Maul is attempting to “fill that hole” in his hearts, that he’s 

trying to find out why he feels so broken (5; 6). This is why he asks the 

Holocrons for “hope,” which Witwer calls a “Jedi motivation.” 

Witwer: Jedi are all about hope. Jedi are about living a life that is 

worth remembering after you’re dead, right? (5) 

The Holocrons first give Maul an answer of “nothing! Only oblivion!” 

which is again echoed in his surroundings at the beginning of “Twin Suns.” 

However, what leads him there, to the emptiness, is the second answer 
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the Holocrons provide: Obi-Wan Kenobi. Once the Jedi is revealed to 

Maul, he seems to completely abandon his original question, becoming 

desperately Sith-like in his motivations once more. 

Moral: He who surrenders hope, surrenders life. 
(“Altar of Mortis,” The Clone Wars) 

This shift in his goals, from hope back to revenge, from a Jedi way of 

thinking back to a Sith’s, happens on the abandoned Death Watch 

outpost. This outpost was the last time he saw Kenobi in-person, near the 

end of the Clone Wars, and it’s also where Kenobi is reintroduced to his 

life in the age of the Empire, through the Holocrons’ vision. The reveal of 

Kenobi’s survival, especially under these circumstances, could easily have 

triggered that old response of his. 

During a convention, when asked about “Twin Suns,” Witwer provided a 

breakdown of Obi-Wan’s response to Maul’s threat by providing this 

analogy: 

Witwer: When you meet someone you knew in high school, even 

if you like them, you start noticing [a] younger version of yourself 

coming out. Like mannerisms you used to have when you were 

younger. Or if you had hard feelings, those hard feelings are 

coming up. Here’s the thing: so Maul sparks his lightsaber – that 

immediately makes Obi-Wan react. So what does Obi-Wan do? 

[Respond with] hard feelings (7). 

This is what appears to happen to Maul in “Holocrons of Fate.” He sees 

Kenobi and is immediately reminded of his past, how everything seems 

to take a downhill turn when the Jedi Master shows up. On Naboo, when 

he fell. On Florum, when he lost to Hondo Ohnaka. On Mandalore, where 

Satine’s death is almost immediately followed by Savage’s. Even on that 

outpost, Kenobi’s appearance precedes his mother’s death. 

Witwer: [Maul]’s thinking maybe I need to … Maybe the problem 

was I had all these opportunities to kill [Kenobi]. Maybe that’s the 
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thing. I never actually killed him. Maybe if I go murder this guy, 

the hole in my heart will be filled and solve the problem (6). 

Of course, corroboration does not equal causation, but Kenobi does 

frequently arrive as at least the harbinger if not the bearer of Maul’s 

downfall. So the vision of Kenobi in the Holocrons kicks off Maul’s 

instinctual reaction to the him, and Maul reverts, in essence, to the man 

he was on Lotho Minor. Devoid of hope. Driven forward by one thing. 

Maul: Revenge. I must have revenge. 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

Witwer: This is a guy whose life did not work out the way he 

expected or hoped. He knows at one point his life made sense and 

he knows that stopped making sense when he met Obi-Wan 

Kenobi. So he knows the answer lies back there. He’s gotta go 

back and find that guy and the unfortunate part, through his Sith 

training and the way that he is, his selfishness, he just keeps going 

in circles. He’s thinking maybe I need to … It doesn’t occur to him 

‘I can just go and talk to him. It’s like, no, I’d fight him.’ … The 

thing is he actually is right, he needs Obi-Wan to help him, it’s just 

not exactly what he expects (6). 

Ultimately, it’s Maul’s decision to pursue Obi-Wan as a Sith that makes 

the first answer of the Holocrons true: oblivion. Maul abandons hope for 

revenge and loses everything. As Obi-Wan says: “the truth is often what 

we make of it.” 

A final statement of the smallness, the near-nothingness, of Maul is how 

he considers Tatooine to be an echo of his old life. 

Of the two visits we know he took to the desert planet, one of which was 

when he took control of Jabba and the Hutts, a feat of which not even 

the Separatists or the Republic could boast. A feat that led directly to his 

take-over and rule of Mandalore. But this is not the occasion to which he 

thinks when he considers Tatooine. It’s the duel with Qui-Gon. 
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Of course, it is true that this fight was the first time the Sith truly revealed 

themselves to the Jedi after a millennium of hiding, and it was again 

during the time in which Maul was still tied to the “most powerful being 

in the galaxy.” However, that encounter is treated both in-universe and 

in meta as a small blip on the radar of galactic importance. It isn’t until 

Maul kills Qui-Gon on Naboo and is all but killed himself that the Jedi 

acknowledge the reemergence of the Sith. 

Therefore, for Maul to make such a grandiose statement – “it ends where 

it began!” – of an encounter that is considered so inconsequential is a 

demonstration of how he tries to hold up his selfish pursuit as something 

worthwhile and important, when in actuality it is small, almost 

meaningless. 

In the words of Hera Syndulla: 

Hera: If all you do is fight for your own life, then your life is 

worth nothing! 
(“Spark of Rebellion,” Rebels) 

Singular Hatred 
Fitting with the “nothingness” of Maul, Johnson’s quote in his AV Club 

review brings up an interesting point about Maul’s revived presence and 

actions not having a broader ripple effect on the Star Wars universe at 

large. At least not in how it pertains to the Skywalker Saga films, which 

are the primary access point for the majority of audiences. 

[W]e all know Maul had no real impact on the Star Wars 

Story(tm). (4) 

The interesting thing here is this is why Maul works. To explore why, 

we’re taking a detour into the sister franchise of Star Trek. Consider the 

difference of audience impact between Khan Noonien Singh in The Wrath 

of Khan and Into Darkness.  

In the Prime timeline (the Original Trek), Khan was established in the 

movie primarily as personal foe to Kirk. This was made clear even to 
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members of the audience who had not seen or remembered Khan’s 

introductory episode in the TV show. As a result, the emotional impact 

that Khan has on Kirk is both extreme and believable, despite the two 

characters never occupying the same space. 

In the Kelvin timeline (the Alternate or NuTrek), Khan is established 

primarily as a large-scale threat, and the movie waters down any 

potential rivalry between Khan and Kirk (or Spock). As a result, the 

showdown between the ships or and the final fisticuffs lack any vibrant 

emotional drama. No matter how at odds they are, Khan does not have a 

personal stake in what happens to Kirk or Spock; they’re just in his way. 

This can cause a major disconnect with audiences in the telling of the 

story. To quote a criticism of The Hobbit movies: 

The looming return of Sauron has no impact on Bilbo or Thorin. 

In Lord of the Rings, Sauron and the Ring were an actual threat 

to our heroes. We weren’t concerned about the end of the world; 

we were concerned about the end of their world (8). 

Halo 5: Guardians lead writer Brian Reed said this during the marketing 

campaign for his game: 

Reed: If you don’t have those quiet little human stories, it doesn’t 

matter how many planets you blow up, nobody’s gonna care (9). 

To be clear, large-scale villains like Dooku and Palpatine can and do work, 

and such villains can become personal foes as well. The main point here 

is that villains don’t always have to be a galactic menace in order to be a 

worthwhile inclusion. In the end, it’s not the scale of the villain’s influence 

that matters. It’s their effect on the lives of our heroes. 

I didn’t always think Maul was a worthwhile inclusion. I was not on board 

with the reveal of his survival at the end of The Clone Wars episode 

“Witches of the Mist.”  Then, when Maul finally arrived on screen, he 

carried on in a rant about Obi-Wan Kenobi, about an obsession for 

revenge against the Jedi, and my perspective flipped. I became invested 
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because it meant something for the story. It meant a spotlight on a 

character who had been mainly on the sidelines. It meant emotional 

stakes. That’s what Maul has provided ever since his revival: personal 

stakes, be it for Obi-Wan, Satine, Ahsoka, or Ezra. 

Count Dooku made an enormous impact in the shape of the overall plot 

that is the Skywalker Saga. Yet even though he trained Obi-Wan’s master 

and cut off Anakin’s arm, the personal stakes with Dooku aren’t there in 

The Clone Wars outside of Ventress’ arc. Going toe-to-toe with Dooku 

isn’t an emotional task for our heroes. Until murder comes into play 

in Revenge of the Sith, their encounters are politically and strategically 

motivated, the shared Jedi lineage barely being touched upon. It’s a 

grand scale that rarely lingers on the inter-character dynamics. In 

contrast, Maul’s fight against our heroes is always emotional, always 

personal. And that’s what makes him a potent character in the Star Wars 

universe. 

Maul’s faux-Shakespearean speech may fit the smallness of his influence, 

but the smallness of his influence is what made his revival work in the 

first place. So what if he’s inconsequential in the galactic scheme of 

things? Let him play with the rabble. That’s where his impact is greatest. 

Ghosts of Clone Wars Past 
When writing a story limited to 21 minutes, some things will get cut from 

the telling. On a Star Wars Celebration 2017 panel “Animated Origins and 

Unexpected Fates,” Lucasfilm creative executive Pablo Hidalgo and Filoni 

said that there were plans to have hallucinations of Savage and Duchess 

Satine haunt Maul during his trek through Tatooine (10). Despite the 

fascinating implications of these theoretical scenes, cutting them was the 

correct decision.  

Were this a Maul-centric episode, perhaps some other things could have 

been sacrificed for a deeper look at Maul’s mental state. However, this is 

not a Maul-centric episode, at least not solely. “Twin Suns” is equally 

about Ezra, Obi-Wan, and Maul, even if Kenobi himself doesn’t appear 

until the last third. As such, the ghosts from Maul’s past were rightly cut 
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for time. Nevertheless, we still have a few ghosts echoing from The Clone 

Wars scattered throughout this episode and in the soliloquy here. 

Visually, we have a callback to both “Revenge” and “Brothers” with a 

skyward scream in a desolate location. The gestures Maul makes before 

howling are similar to “Revenge,” bringing his hands to his chest before 

throwing them wide. However, the reasoning for his scream in “Twin 

Suns” is closer to that of Savage’s in “Brothers.” Both are unable to locate 

the individual that they believe will set their life right. 

“Revenge” and “Twin Suns” also have similar themes in the dialogue 

surrounding this scream. Maul begins by bemoaning his current condition 

and sensing something in the Force: 

Maul: It has been so long, and my path has been so dark. Darker 

than I ever dreamed it could be. … I was lost and became a rabid 

animal, and such is how you found me, brother. Discarded, 

forgotten. I have missed so much. The Force feels out of balance. 
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: Lost. I am lost. And yet I can feel his presence, so close, so 

close. I can see him in my mind’s eye. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

He continues by sinking further into despair and self-pity, before pulling 

out of it. On Dathomir, he has Savage to prompt him, but on Tatooine, 

Maul must make the effort himself. 

Maul: So [the Clone Wars] began, without me. 

Savage: You can begin again, brother. 
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: Will it end here, like this? No. No! 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Maul, of course invokes, Kenobi along the way… 

Maul: I was apprentice to the most powerful being in the galaxy 

once. I was destined to become so much more. But I was robbed 
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of that destiny by the Jedi. By Obi-Wan Kenobi. 
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: Kenobi. Kenobi! 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

…before concluding with a plan to fix whatever he believes is wrong in his 

life: 

Maul: Yes. We shall start with revenge. 
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: I must draw Kenobi out, tempt his noble heart. But how? 

How? …I know. I know. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Both instances are followed by Maul targeting children to trap Kenobi, 

and I want to draw attention specifically to Ezra here. In “Revenge,” Maul 

is accompanied by Savage, who listens and responds to Maul’s thoughts, 

reaffirming his worth. In “Twin Suns,” as Johnson points out, there’s “no 

one around to hear–or care. So of course he called for the only person in 

the galaxy who would care” (4). The silence between his lines, where 

Savage might have spoke, are left to linger like the space he was hoping 

Ezra would fill as an apprentice and as a brother. 

Beyond the content of Maul’s words, the inflection of one in particular 

also calls back to The Clone Wars. The second “No!” in his soliloquy is 

exactly the same as a “No!” he releases in the episode “Brothers.” This is 

immediately followed by a canted angle of the camera, showing that the 

mask Maul puts on over his obsessions is slipping, that he’s regressing or 

has already regressed to the state in which Savage found him on Lotho 

Minor.  

Maul’s design here is another echo of his time on Lotho Minor. While 

reacquiring his hood from “Twilight of the Apprentice” gives him a 

silhouette similar to Obi-Wan, two details in particular bring to mind his 

Spider-Maul look from “Brothers.” His legs are beginning to deteriorate 

(another demonstration of the difficulties in navigating Tatooine), 
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exposing wires in a manner reminiscent of the Force-locked garbage that 

once served as limbs. On his left arm are wrappings, something he hasn’t 

had since Lotho Minor. 

As for that canted camera angle, it begins to even out as Maul continues 

his rant. This shifting of the frame implies two separate, but not mutually 

exclusive, meanings. Firstly, we see the angle flatten as Maul finds his 

footing in a plan. He’s no longer desperately grasping at straws; he has a 

way ahead of him. Thus, his mask of calm is reapplied once more. 

Secondly, this also seems to indicate that Maul finds anchorage in 

attachment. Back around when Maul was reintroduced to Rebels, Tumblr 

user scribbleymark wrote an analysis on how he is a sympathetic villain 

because he becomes emotionally attached to others (11). This notion of 

Maul’s attachments was also what set him apart from the Ultimate 

Evil™ of Star Wars: Palpatine. In the episode “The Lawless” of The Clone 

Wars, we see Maul mourning his brother, which Filoni and Witwer point 

to as a positive quality. 

Filoni: I thought, also, [Savage’s death] gives us this evidence of 

Maul not shedding all lack of care either, because you see him 

affected by the death of his brother. It seems to matter to him, 

and it seems to register. Sam (Witwer) and I came up with this 

really good thing — and this is where Sam is just brilliant to have 

on your acting team — Sam wanted to start out by calling Savage 

‘brother,’ then transition into calling him ‘apprentice’ this season. 

And he doesn’t really refer to him as ‘brother’ again until right 

before he dies. You see Maul trying to shed that humanity by 

depersonalizing his brother, but he couldn’t even do it (12). 

That ability of Maul to emotionally attach to other individuals, even in a 

self-centered way, is the defining character trait that makes him 

sympathetic. 

In “Twin Suns,” the canted angle levels out as the last two emotional 

attachments of Maul are brought into alignment. Maul has a plan to find 

Obi-Wan Kenobi (whose very existence has define Maul’s life for 
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decades) and that plan involves Ezra Bridger (who Maul has been trying 

to take on as an apprentice since Malachor). 

This moment of decision for Maul would have been a perfect moment to 

reintroduce Savage, who he had led to his death on Mandalore, especially 

considering that Maul’s plan here on Tatooine revolved around leading 

someone else he cared for into danger. Were this a Maul-centric story, 

that haunting moment would have been key, but again this is not Maul’s 

story alone. The story he does have here in “Twin Suns” doesn’t work 

without one, critical element: 

Ezra Bridger. 
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Essential Ezra 

Johnamarie Macias: … most conversations in the fan community… 

believe [Ezra] was being arrogant, selfish, and foolish. Some even 

wished that he wasn’t involved in the episode at all, missing the 

point entirely (1). 

The desire for more Maul vs. Obi-Wan and less Ezra was indeed a 

common thread among reviews in the immediate aftermath of the “Twin 

Suns” airing. But, as Macias of The Wookie Gunner says, removing Ezra 

removes critical elements from the episode. 

The cast and crew of Rebels have done their best to treat the show as if 

it was someone’s first introduction to Star Wars. There are hints of the 

past and future of the franchise, but only so much as is needed to drive 

forward our characters, the crew of the Ghost. Even “Twins Suns,” 

starring two legacy characters, first and foremost functions – rightly so – 

as an Ezra Bridger Adventure™. 

Pablo Hidalgo of Lucasfilm: We had to avoid the temptation to 

bring a lot of [Maul’s] Clone Wars story into Rebels, not only 

because of the amount of time that has happened in the galaxy, 

but also out of a courtesy for these new viewers who may not be 

familiar with that (2).  

Maneuvering around a recap of Maul’s and Obi-Wan’s history in The 

Clone Wars and The Phantom Menace also helped to elevate the episode 

beyond the pitfalls that many shows and adaptations fall into.  

The most extreme example of the recap pitfall in shows is the clip 

episodes. These episodes are comprised of various scenes from earlier in 

the show to bring the audience up to speed. Some writers and producers 

have found ways to integrate clip episodes into their stories in a 
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meaningful manner. Others, however, use it to spin their wheels or reset 

developments back to the status quo. In some cases, clip episodes are 

unavoidable due to budget constraints. The Legend of Korra ended up 

with such an episode because the only other option was to lay off team 

members, and the show’s creators refused to do so (3). 

Star Wars has a big enough budget to avoid clip shows, so whenever it 

wants to convey recapped information, we get it through exposition. 

That’s how the Rebels viewers learn of who Ahsoka’s Master was before 

her showdown with Vader in “Twilight of the Apprentice,” or of Rex’s 

backstory and the chips of Order 66. This is also how we learn both of 

Maul’s original status as a Sith and his current disillusionment with the 

Order that abandoned him. 

The writers of Rebels have placed all these moments where it makes 

emotional sense for the characters revealing this information and the 

characters receiving them. Maul’s exposition on Malachor isn’t just to 

update the audience on where he’s at, it also puts Ezra off-balance by 

manipulating his empathy. 

Another pitfall of recaps, one found frequently in exposition or in 

adaptations, is dulling the emotion of the original story. For example, 

the Halo novel New Blood needed a recap for Halo 3: ODST to provide 

context for the characters’ team dynamic, but the iconic atmosphere of 

the game was lost in the translation to the new medium. 

The Star Trek novel McCoy: Provenance of Shadows is another story that 

struggles with recaps as it explores the what-if of the famous episode 

“The City on the Edge of Forever.” The half of the novel that follows 

McCoy’s life if he had saved Edith Keeler spends time exploring the 

emotional reactions to decisions and events. It keeps an even pace 

between plot points and character beats to create a world that feels alive. 

In contrast are the parts of the novel that follow the actual Star 

Trek canon, exploring the effects of the episode in the normal Star Trek 

timeline. Due to the longer span of time the author needed to cover, less 

time is spent with critical, emotional moments with the characters. The 
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reader must bring their own familiarity with the episode or movie 

referenced – such as Spock’s The Wrath of Khan sacrifice – to carry the 

emotional weight for them. 

All this is to say: recapping is a difficult thing to make spark with life, but 

it’s sometimes necessary to give context to the story you want to tell. 

What is one to do? There’s no one answer – to each their own, to live 

properly in the style of story they tell – but “Twin Suns” chooses Ezra. 

“Twin Suns” is a story that can function without a recap. On the most 

foundational leve, the story is about Ezra’s growth as a person. We don’t 

need to know the in-depth rivalry between Obi-Wan and Maul for the 

Ezra’s story to be told. Therefore, the recap of “Twin Suns” is not for 

brand new viewers who are here for an Ezra Bridger Adventure™; it’s for 

the long-time fans of the two legacy characters. 

The parallels of Ezra’s trials to both these characters remind us of the 

points that are important to Obi-Wan and Maul’s final meeting. They 

remind us that both have lost someone dear because of their actions, 

that they have both been so very alone for so long. Even the words that 

Maul and Obi-Wan use to describe the effect of the other on Ezra is really 

describing their relationship to each other: 

Obi-Wan: Maul used your desire to do good to [manipulate] you. 

He knows your fears, your heart… 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Think of how Maul draws Obi-Wan out in The Clone Wars by preying on 

his desire to do good. He first threatens a colony, and then in his display 

of revenge, he targets Obi-Wan’s fear (losing someone in the same way 

he lost Qui-Gon) and heart (that someone is Satine). 

Maul: Your pain, your sorrow, it calls to him. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Think of the cradle. The sheer gentleness that Obi-Wan shows to Maul, 

his old tormentor, in his final moments. The way he answers Maul’s 
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desperation for closure. His “noble heart” is specifically responding to the 

pain and sorrow of Maul’s life and death. 

Through Ezra’s experiences, we are given a recap of the emotional 

context we need for the final showdown between Obi-Wan and Maul. 

Because we see how these things affect Ezra, in real time, we understand 

again how it affected the legacy characters in their time. “Twin Suns” is a 

recap that maintains its emotional impact because we get to see it anew 

through Ezra Bridger. 

A point might be argued that if “Twin Suns” was written as the duel of 

Obi-Wan and Maul as its own separate entity, then it wouldn’t have 

needed Ezra for any sort of recap. However, that ignores the fact that 

either we needed a resolution to Maul’s influence in Rebels or Maul 

shouldn’t have been introduced in the show at all. The latter option 

would drastically alter the entire shape the latter half of Rebels, as Maul’s 

role has affected more than just Ezra. However, even then, it’s not about 

what Maul does for Rebels. It’s about what Ezra does for “Twin Suns.” 

We must understand, it’s not just that Ezra plays an important role in the 

“Twin Suns” story. It’s not just that “Twin Suns” is an essential part of 

Ezra’s story. It’s that “Twin Suns” as a story loses vital elements if told 

outside of the context of Ezra Bridger. 

Consider what makes good science fiction. 

What makes good science fiction is not just a good story with science 

fiction trappings. Good science fiction is the inseparability of the genre 

elements with the story. For the story to function, good science fiction 

needs the particulars of the genre, or it needs specific parameters 

recreated for its transfer to another genre. 

For a moment, let us return to the game Halo 3: ODST, which weaved 

together three separate stories. The primary one is the weakest in terms 

of being science fiction as none of its core was tied to the specifics 

of Halo. 
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Replace Halo’s version of the CIA with any intelligence agency, Halo’s 

Human-Covenant War with any war, the AI-specific mission with any 

retrieval mission, and the love story between the leads is unchanged. 

Nothing is added to the story by being a part of Halo, and no new 

understanding of Halo is added to the canon by the story. 

In contrast, the other two stories in ODST do work as science fiction. Darn 

good science fiction at that. 

Sadie’s Story, the audio drama within ODST, cannot exist outside of 

the Halo universe. The relationship between the city-wide AI and Sadie is 

irremovable from the story. That is its emotional core. The Covenant 

threat, which at first seems that it could be replaced by any significantly-

large invading army, becomes an important detail when a Halo-specific 

alien begins playing a role in that core relationship. In order to have the 

same story and themes play out, you would have to create analogous 

proxies to these things specific to the Halo canon. 

Likewise, the night missions used to frame the primary story of ODST is 

good science fiction, as they explore a very specific section of 

the Halo canon. The mechanics and level design of these missions act as 

a microcosm of greater Human-Covenant War. The emotions prompted 

in the player act as a reflection on humanity’s state in this specific 

universe. More meaning can be drawn from these missions as a result of 

its connection to the Halo canon. 

Essentially, good science fiction must ask the question: “Can the story 

exist, fundamentally unchanged, outside the context of the parameters 

of the genre or franchise?” 

And then it must answer: “No.” 

“Twin Suns” is darn good science fiction. It’s darn good Star Wars. And 

it’s a darn good installment of Rebels. Which means the particulars 

of Rebels are needed for the story to function. It requires the core thesis 

of Rebels to function: empathy. 
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No installment of Star Wars has weaponized empathy like Rebels has. 

The prequels, originals, sequels, and The Clone Wars have all touched on 

it. The Phantom Menace, Return of the Jedi, and The Last Jedi all use 

empathy as a major tool in their arsenal of storytelling. Compassion itself 

is core to the story of all of Star Wars. But in Rebels, empathy – not just 

compassion but specifically empathy – is the core. This is how they win 

time and time again and is ultimately the method by which they emerge 

triumphant in the finale. It’s Ezra and the Ghost crew’s empathy that 

connects them to the ragtag team that they slowly build, to the nature of 

Lothal and the purrgil, and to the civilians who rally around them in trials 

and in victory. 

There are many compassionate Jedi, but Ezra is the 

definitive empathetic Jedi. He makes connections with others and either 

inherently understands or makes an effort to understand the feelings of 

those around him. He’s the one constantly trailing after the others when 

they hide away, to see if he can help them through their emotions. He’s 

there to empathize with Sabine, Zeb, and Hera in the critical moments 

where they reconnect with their homes. 

Without this context of empathy, “Twin Suns” loses a vital piece of itself. 

It’s not the only core theme of “Twin Suns” – responsibility, family, and 

forgiveness are likewise there – but the episode is steeped in empathy. 

Ezra’s whole journey in the desert is about sharing the feelings that Obi-

Wan and Maul had lived through. Obi-Wan and Maul finally end their 

rivalry on a note of reconciliation, a gentle cradle and an 

acknowledgement of shared pain: “avenge us.” Removing Obi-Wan and 

Maul from the context of Ezra’s story means you lose the connective 

tissue between their poignant final moments and the transformative 

power of empathy and what it means for both Maul and Obi-Wan’s fates. 
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Whether it’s because… 

1. Rebels needed a conclusion to Maul’s influence on Ezra 

2. Longtime viewers needed a recap of Obi-Wan and Maul’s story 

3. Ezra himself had some character growth coming 

 

OR 

4. “Twin Suns” itself needed to be drenched in the context 

of Rebels’ empathy 

…Ezra Bridger is the reason this masterpiece works at all. 
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Fireside Chats 

Nnedi Okorafor: I like an economy of words, so I enjoy the 

challenge of making lean prose do as much as possible. I like to 

see what I can do with a few simple, clear words (1).  

Turns out, acclaimed science fiction author Nnedi Okorafor can do a lot. 

My first introduction to Okorafor’s work was through her short stories 

which I had come across in a couple of science fiction anthologies. In both 

cases, her work was never the longest tale, but it was always the one with 

the most staying power. Within a few pages and with her carefully 

selected words, she was able to weave deeply personal tales of 

discovering self-worth. 

The fireside scene in “Twin Suns” is an economy of words, visuals, and 

audio, highlighting the strengths of “Twin Suns” and the cast and crew 

behind it. 

He’s Kind of a Strange Old Hermit 
 “I think [sound design] adds so much to your storytelling,” Dave Filoni, 

showrunner and episode director, said in the “Twin Suns” audio 

commentary(2), “so I devised these cuts so that we’re going from a 

feeling of emptiness to very full [with] the sand and the chaos, and [then] 

we go back to emptiness.” 

The cuts he’s speaking of are when Ezra treks out into the desert after 

Maul, where the sound environment consists of “a very full-sounding 

shot and an empty-sounding shot.” 

Filoni: [T]hat’s Ezra’s mind. The chaos in his mind right now as 

he’s being beaten down… and again just crashing out into a 
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feeling of emptiness. So, y’know, if Ezra was wishing for the storm 

to stop, well now it has and now the sun is punishing (2). 

These two sound choices evoke an edge to the environment, painting it 

as unwelcome and harsh. This changes once Ezra wakes up to the 

campfire. Audibly, the environment is mellow. Not the harsh silence of 

the wastes or the overwhelming roar of the sandstorm. Instead, it’s a 

warm sound. The gentle crackle of the fire, the ambient noise of the 

planet’s night critters, the soft huffing of the dewback, which evokes 

(sorry, Zeb) the Lasat’s snores from the episode’s beginning. 

Visually, the colors and staging evoke the meeting of Rebellion leaders at 

the episode’s start. Night’s blue fading into a soft light, around which Ezra 

is counselled by mentors older and wiser than himself. Even the gestures 

and advice coming from Obi-Wan mirror that of Kanan and Hera. A touch 

on the shoulder, a reaffirmation of where he’s meant to be. 

Through both sound and picture, Obi-Wan’s presence is painted as safety 

and home. 

The reveal of Obi-Wan, or rather Ben as we should call him, is wonderfully 

unassuming. Like his appearance in A New Hope, he first enters the scene 

as a daunting figure – a hooded man with a horrid cry, a monolith looming 

against the suns – only for a second glance to reveal a gentle old man. 

Even some of Ben’s animation here emphasizes his age. He makes an 

effort to stand on more than one occasion, even using Ezra as a means to 

rise as Maul approaches. 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: Hngh. Why couldn’t we have hidden the boy… 

on a nice quiet world of natural hot springs? Oh, my back. 
(Aaron, Jason & Mike Mayhew. “From the Journals of Ben Kenobi,” 

Star Wars #15) 

Stephen Stanton’s vocal work here carries the natural gravitas of a Sir 

Alec Guinness performance, but his delivery is never overbearing. He 

captures that friendly, almost casual tone that Ben used with Luke 

throughout A New Hope. I especially love the little tch Stanton gives 
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before the line “About Maul?” as it is a vocal match to Guinness’ line “Obi-

Wan Kenobi? Now that’s a name I’ve not heard in a long time – tch – A 

long time.” Redeployed as it is here, Stanton uses the sound to mark a 

pensive state in Ben, speaking a name from a past life that ultimately calls 

him back to his role as a Jedi, even if only briefly in the case of “Twin 

Suns.” 

The fireside scene also starts painting us a picture of Ben that’s closer to 

reality than the one we saw in the Holocron at the episode’s beginning. 

Through the Holocron’s message, Ezra sees an outdated picture of 

Master Kenobi. He sees the charismatic General Kenobi, the Jedi who 

would fight a war. But Ben isn’t that man anymore. Here in front of the 

campfire is the down-to-earth Ben Kenobi, the one who has “no intention 

of fighting.” 

The new picture Ezra gets to see here is a Jedi Master who knows his 

place and responsibility. A man whose purpose is clear. 

 Some Nice Touches 
With the economy of storytelling at their disposal, the Rebels team were 

able to slip in small details that spark this short scene to life. For example, 

the inflection and syllables of Chopper’s line make it sound like “Look who 

found us,” prompting Ezra to look towards Ben. Personally, I prefer to 

translate it as “Look who I found,” because Chopper is the exact type of 

snot who would take credit for that. 

Another tiny detail comes in Ben’s expression. As he says, “One doesn’t 

survive as long as I have by being foolish,” his expression flickers into a 

small, wry smile, a flash of Obi-Wan’s humor. The camera then cuts to his 

lightsaber as he finishes his sentence: “…or unprepared.” It’s a noticeable 

cut, but not dramatic. As unassuming a statement as Ben Kenobi himself. 

Ben also gives a literal touch, a small pat, to Chopper. This time, it’s a 

chance for Ben to parallel Ezra instead of the other way around. It’s very 

much like the pat Ezra gives to Chopper when discussing how they should 

try to return home earlier in the episode. John Jackson Miller uses a 
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similar storytelling technique in his novel Kenobi. In Miller’s notes on the 

novel, he says, 

Seeing how Ben treats Rooh (the eopie) sells Annileen 

immediately on him. Always be kind to animals, folks — especially 

when trying to make a first impression! 

Showing Orrin’s somewhat soulful relationship with the 

environment was key in making Obi-Wan like him. It’s the 

equivalent of Annileen seeing Obi-Wan being nice to his eopie (3). 

Miller uses demonstrations of similar sensibilities to unite characters 

early on in the novel. 

Long-time Star Wars fans will know that Ben is one of the good guys, and 

that makes this touch a nice character beat. But some viewers who are 

starting their Star Wars journey with Rebels only know Obi-Wan from the 

Holocron message. He is a Jedi of the past, and like we saw with both the 

Grand Inquisitor and with Darth Vader in this show, these Jedi of the past 

sometimes turn out wicked. 

Here in “Twin Suns,” this pat of Ben’s that mirrors Ezra is a nice visual cue 

to the audience that Master Kenobi can be trusted. It unites the two 

before their heart-to-heart, demonstrating their shared similarities and 

kindness. 

Minimalist 
Economy was also something that came into the fireside’s dialogue. In an 

early draft of Maul and Ben’s conversation, their confrontation was 

spelled out in further detail. By the final product, we see Maul’s 

monologue intentionally kept lean, with so much communicated in so 

few words. 
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Filoni chooses to use the visual medium to its full extent, a reoccurring 

theme with the episodes between Maul and Obi-Wan. In The Clone Wars 

“The Lawless,” he intentionally kept Obi-Wan’s vocal reaction to a 

minimum to sell the “emotion in the animation” (4). Here in “Twin Suns,” 

we see the same. Ben Kenobi is serene throughout his appearances, 

never saying more than is needed, and the animation provides a 

consistent softness behind his eyes. Until Maul starts digging. 

The flinch Ben gives isn’t emphasized. It’s subtle, but because any flinch 

is a contrast to his serene countenance, it flies off the screen. When the 

softness is banished from his gaze at Maul’s threat, that too carries 
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immense gravitas. It’s these small yet detailed touches of animation that 

compliment Maul’s final monologue so perfectly. 

Like James Arnold Taylor in “The Lawless” – Obi-Wan’s voice actor 

from The Clone Wars – Sam Witwer also wanted to provide more 

dialogue, pitching ideas to Filoni for Maul in “Twin Suns,” which Filoni 

turned down. 

Witwer: … and some of the stuff that I pitched I thought was very 

interesting. But when you see it, you realize … you’re like, “You 

know, I think the spirit of everything that I wanted to say is in the 

episode, it’s in those shots. It’s in this arc of storytelling. It’s in this 

piece of, this little film that he made.” (5). 

I’d argue that the spirit of what needs to be said is in Witwer’s delivery of 

the lines as well. “Perhaps you are… protecting something?” is delivered 

with such mockery and vitriol that we can tell this is the one time in “Twin 

Suns” that Maul truly feels in power. Witwer has mentioned developing 

Maul’s humor in multiple interviews, and it always seems to show up 

when things are going well for Maul, like his little chuckle in “The Lawless” 

when he learns Satine has effectively baited Obi-Wan to Mandalore. His 

tone then turns entirely vicious when he hones in, not on something, but 

“someone.” 

This is a perfect summary of their rivalry. For long-time Star Wars fans it 

call to mind everyone Kenobi has lost to this man. For newer fans, these 

two lines and Ben’s subtle reactions contextualizes the exact hurt that 

has set these two at odds. 

It’s the perfect set-up for their final fight. 
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The Duel is in the Details 

No other portion of “Twin Suns” has been broken down quite as much as 

the final lightsaber duel. A thousand think pieces and YouTube videos 

have been made talking about Akira Kurosawa and the parallels to Qui-

Gon’s death. Yet I think there are still a few areas yet unexplored. 

Let’s start with a common topic broached when discussing this fight: 

classic filmmaker Akira Kurosawa. 

Pulling from the Classics 
Kurosawa is one those influences on Star Wars that has been around 

since the beginning of the franchise. Not only was his film Hidden 

Fortress an influence on the story of A New Hope, but Kurosawa’s 

frequent leading man was approached to play Obi-Wan Kenobi and Darth 

Vader (1). As such, it is hardly surprising when other Star Wars creators 

pull inspiration from Kurosawa as well. The Clone Wars’ “Bounty 

Hunters” episode was a direct homage to Seven Samurai. In preparing 

for The Last Jedi, director Rian Johnson chose to watch Three Outlaw 

Samurai “in lieu of rewatching Kurosawa,” as he had already seen 

Kurosawa’s work multiple times over and wanted to delve deeper into 

the samurai genre (2). 

Maul and Obi-Wan’s first meeting after Naboo, where their relationship 

and rivalry was well and truly established, was in the episode “Revenge,” 

which Christian Blauvelt at Entertainment Weekly said was “dripping with 

Kurosawa vibes.” 

This place looked like the village Sanjuro the bodyguard stumbles 

upon in Yojimbo. I’m kind of surprised, given Star Wars’ general 

proclivity for dismemberment, that an anooba or nek didn’t come 

trotting down the street clutching a severed human hand in its 
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teeth. What would Cartoon Network have thought about that! I 

did like the telephoto-style long-shots from inside an abandoned 

store of Obi-Wan making his way through the debris (3). 

Sanjuro is played by Toshiro Mifune – the man Lucas initially wanted for 

Obi-Wan Kenobi – and the comparisons are very apparent in Yojimbo. 

Sanjuro first displays his prowess as a swordsman when three criminals 

goad him into fighting, citing their crimes and sentences as a means of 

intimidation. It’s a scene that clearly is referenced by A New Hope – “You 

just watch yourself! We’re wanted men! I have the death sentence on 

twelve systems!” – complete with the removal of an arm and an 

accompanying shot of the lost limb. 

I find it very fitting that Obi-Wan’s first encounter with Maul post-Naboo 

carries a touch of Yojimbo and his final meeting Maul is heavy with the 

theme from its sequel, Sanjuro. 

In Yojimbo, Sanjuro wanders across a town that is caught in oppression 

and bloodshed because of the feud between two gangs. Throughout the 

movie, he takes a great degree of glee in killing men who deserve it. Not 

exactly a matching personality to Obi-Wan Kenobi, but the amount of 

destruction and slaughter that occurs around Sanjuro is comparable 

to The Clone Wars when put into contrast with the sequel Sanjuro. 

In Sanjuro, he is criticized early on in the film by the wife of a man he is 

attempting to rescue. The lady calls him a “sword without a sheath” and 

frequently asks him to check his violence, to resort to methods that do 

not required death. 

While outwardly scoffing her, Sanjuro also takes this criticism to heart. 

He seeks out alternative solutions and becomes furious with his allies 

with when they end up causing more death than was needed. At the 

movie’s end, Sanjuro even finds himself arguing against his foe Muroto, 

who demands a duel to satisfy the injury Sanjuro has done to him. 

Sanjuro: You insist on fighting? 

Muroto: Yes. I have never been so outraged. You made a fool of 

me. 
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Sanjuro: Don’t get so angry. I had to do it. I knew you were 

stronger than me, so I had to– 

Muroto: It’s too late for words. Draw! 

Sanjuro: I’d rather not. If I do, one of us must die. It’s not worth 

it. 

Muroto: It is to me. Otherwise I can never be at peace. 

Sanjuro: Very well. 
(Kurosawa, Akira. Sanjuro) 

This is the Ben Kenobi reflected in “Twin Suns,” the Jedi who would rather 

not fight, who doesn’t see Maul’s death as being worth anything. The 

dialogue from Muroto is also very close to the emotional state in which 

Maul is: rage, the belief that words cannot resolve the situation, and a 

desire for peace that he can only see as being sated through combat. Like 

Sanjuro, Ben also reflects sadly on the death of his foe. 

It’s a poignant set of bookends to have the violence of Yojimba reflected 

with General Kenobi and the meekness of Sanjuro evidenced in Old Ben. 

And meekness is not timidity, but power in restraint, a theme in many of 

Kurosawa’s films, as pointed out by Jesse Porch of Christ and Pop Culture: 

This idea of power that is useful because it is restrained is closely 

related to the concept of meekness. … the meekness of a samurai 

was not thought to diminish his power but to enhance it, giving 

guidance and structure to the violence he’d spent a lifetime 

mastering how to dispense (4). 

Chamberlain’s Wife: The best sword is the one that stays in its 

sheath. 
(Kurosawa, Akira. Sanjuro) 

A more direct reference to Kurosawa in “Twin Suns,” comes as Filoni 

again pulls from Seven Samurai, using the introductory fight of Kyūzō to 

highlight the different mental states between Ben and Maul. 

Filoni: …the very still movement of the samurai (Kyūzō), who is 

moving with intention and grace. It’s contrasted versus the anger 
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in the one man, and that guy’s moving his feet a lot. He doesn’t 

have a steady position. And I’m like, ‘Well, there you have it.’ Obi-

Wan has intention. He is calm in this moment; he is centered. 

Maul is on the edge. Maul is angry. Maul is getting ready – ‘I want 

to kill you! I’ve been waiting for this!’ He has all this energy built 

up (5). 

There are multiple visual parallels, including the staging as the fight’s 

aggressor tries to goad the swordsman into a duel: 

 
©Toho 

 
©Lucasfilm 

In the moment before the fight itself, not only is the framing similar, but 

so are the stances taken by both opponents. 
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©Toho, Lucasfilm 

And then of course it is complete with a tracking shot of the fight’s 

aggressor as he gives a shout and lunges forward to strike the swordsman 

down, which leads to my favorite decision of cinematography in the 

episode. 

Camera Cheats 
There is a certain language we expect from cinematography, even if we 

are only aware of it subconsciously. Framing a conversation from below 

and above on two different characters, instead of straight on, implies 

an imbalance of power (6). Not every member of the audience will 

consciously recognize this, but the effect is still there to evoke a particular 

emotion or assumption. 

In fight scenes, the language we expect is that the winner of an exchange 

will dominate the camera. Take for instance, the famous fight in The 

Princess Bride. Whenever Inigo or Westley get the upper hand, they begin 

to drive the other off camera, out of frame. Right before Westley wins, 
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he corners Inigo in the upper left corner of the frame, while he takes 

center stage. 

In the Halo Legends episode “The Duel,” the combatants have equal 

share of the frame. This leaves the identity of the winner a mystery until 

the right, dramatic moment. Even then, Fal and Haka share the center of 

the frame, which fits the outcome of the duel perfectly. 

The duel of “Twin Suns” is similar in the pacing to Halo Legends, 

beginning with the combatants facing each other, strategizing and 

scrutinizing their opponents, followed by a quick, decisive strike. Both 

cartoons are influence from Kurosawa, “The Duel” leaning heavily on the 

fight in Sanjuro, but in “Twin Suns” the camera language is closer to The 

Princess Bride‘s than “The Duel,” Seven Samurai, or Sanjuro. 

Maul crosses from the right side to center and stays in the center 

throughout the whole fight, while Ben is kept just away towards the left 

frame. We of course know that Kenobi will win this fight – he has a whole 

other movie to get to – but as an audience, we’re expecting the camera 

language to show us when he gets the upper hand. We’re expecting him 

to take center stage and force Maul to the edge of the frame before the 

final blow comes. 

At the very least, we’re expecting him to come to center frame, sharing 

the space equally with Maul. This is how the definitive strike plays out 

in Seven Samurai; Kyūzō and his opponent are on either side of the shot’s 

center, the camera even moving a touch to place them more equally in 

frame. The duel in Sanjuro has the closest composition to “Twin Suns,” 

with the aggressor taking the foreground as the final strike lands. This 

however is used to display that Sanjuro was quicker on the draw; we 

immediately get to see the blood erupt from the other samurai, and 

Sanjuro himself is in center frame. 

“Twin Suns” doesn’t use any of those visual cues.  Ben’s killing blow lands 

when Maul is still in the center of the frame, crowding Ben into the corner 

in a way that doesn’t give us a view of the strike. 
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©Toho, Lucasfilm 

This fits with Ben’s mastery of a defensive form of lightsaber combat, 

but it also places us, the viewers, in the same shoes as Maul. We’re 

expecting Obi-Wan to win, but the camera language makes the “how” 

and “when” of his victory as much a surprise to us as it is to Maul. 
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You Had One Job 
Within some circles of fandom, this duel was disappointing. It had 

neither the flash nor the length they were expecting from it. I had also 

expected something a lot grander. 

In his lengthy breakdown of Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, Bob 

Chipman discusses the need to have the titular fight to be the best part 

of the movie: 

One scene cannot save a bad movie. It can make a bad movie 

less bad, it can make an otherwise bad movie worth watching, 

but it can’t save it. 

That having been said, if the movie exists in order to set-up and 

execute one scene of sequence or plot point, and you get that 

scene right, sometimes, yes, that can override the existence of 

the rest of the film in the collective cultural memory to such a 

degree that might as well have saved it (7). 

I think many of us – myself included – were going into “Twin Suns,” 

expecting it to be a massive Batman v Superman event instead of the 

intense character-study it turned out to be. Some have blamed it on the 

marketing, on the trailers focusing more on Obi-Wan and Maul’s 

confrontation than Ezra, which ultimately led to the disappointment in 

the fight. I’m not sure that’s entirely fair, because with these two 

characters, a fight is always going to be expected when they occupy the 

same episode, especially now, with all the history behind them. 

The last time Maul and Obi-Wan were together in The Clone Wars, Maul 

won. Satine died. Mandalore fell. The last time they saw each other 

in Son of Dathomir, Maul promised that they would meet again. 

According to Dave Filoni’s plans for the Siege of Mandalore, Ahsoka 

took the fight with Maul personally because it was personal to Obi-Wan. 

Additionally, this is what Rebels itself had promised. Not necessarily an 

extensive lightsaber battle, but it had promised that showdown. Maul’s 

disbelieving, off-kilter laugh of “He lives!” in “Holocrons of Fate,” his 
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blood-soaked shrine and desperate “Where is he?” in “Visions and 

Voices.” This all lead to one single conclusion: 

Maul is looking for Obi-Wan, and he’s looking for a fight. 

We can’t blame the marketing for people’s disappointment. The 

expectation of an extended fight was built in from every conceivable 

point. 

The thing is, however, we Star Wars fans already had that fight, multiple 

times over. In “Revenge,” there is a team-up with Asajj Ventress where 

Obi-Wan wields a red lightsaber. In “Revival,” Obi-Wan takes on Maul 

and Savage alone while dual-wielding his and another Master’s 

lightsaber. And of course, there is The Phantom Menace. 

We already had our big, flashy clash between these two titans, and we 

had it on the big screen in a scene that would create and define their 

rivalry. We had our Batman v Superman fight. By “Twin Suns,” it was 

time for the characters and us, the audience, to grow beyond that, 

much like Ben Kenobi has. 

Therefore, “Twin Suns” gave us the fight we (and Maul) needed. This 

was our farewell to a fan-favorite, well-developed, multi-faceted, even 

sympathetic villain. This was our farewell to a long-standing rivalry that 

helped define the core of one of the very first Star Wars character ever. 

In the audio commentary, Filoni said that a lengthy lightsaber fight 

would not be helpful to Rebel characters (this is the Rebels show after 

all, not The Clone Wars), but a lengthy fight wouldn’t do anything 

helpful for Maul or Ben either. 

What we needed was the intense character study from before and the 

quiet fallout that came after. In fact, I’d argue that had we gotten that 

flashy lightsaber clash at the expense of the denouement of the fight, 

“Twin Suns” would be leagues behind the masterpiece it is now. 
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III 

 
Literary Analysis 
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Do We Enter as a Thief? 

Tatooine’s barrenness acts the backdrop to the grand stage for both Ezra 

and Maul’s journeys. Their trials and decisions on this stage hearken back 

to various stories considered classics. 

According to the audio commentary of the episode by Dave Filoni, each 

of Ezra’s hardships tests his conviction for why he came to Tatooine. 

According to Sam Witwer, these trials are a means to purify Ezra; he has 

to earn the right to see these two mythic individuals by walking in their 

shoes (1). A user on the site TVTropes also joined this train of thought, 

describing “Twin Suns” through the lens of a classic chivalric tale: 

[T]wo knights go on a quest across a desert, braving physical and 

mental trials and using enchanted compasses to find their way, in 

order to meet a wizard. One is humble and good-hearted and 

returns home unharmed and enlightened, while the other is 

arrogant and violent and dies by the wizard’s hand (2). 

Maul refuses to be humbled by Tatooine, instead using a cheat to bypass 

his own trials by drawing Ezra into danger. Ezra passes these trials by 

admitting his mistakes and thus is welcomed into Obi-Wan’s confidence 

by a campfire’s light. 

This refusal to pass through by the proper path carries similarities to a 

parable of Jesus, “Most assuredly, I say to you, he who does not enter the 

sheepfold by the door, but climbs up some other way, the same is a thief 

and a robber” (John 10:1), which was referenced in C. S. Lewis’ The 

Magicians Nephew. In this tale of Narnia, the main character Digory and 

the villainous Witch Jadis are both seeking a fruit that will grant them 

some boon, and both encounter the warning inscribed on the gates: 
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Come in by the gold gates or not at all, 

Take of my fruit for others or forbear, 

For those who steal or those who climb my wall 

Shall find their heart’s desire and find despair. 
(Lewis, C.S. Chapter 13, The Magician’s Nephew) 

Digory heeds these words and thus brings back protection for Narnia. 

Jadis heeds the wrong part of the words and steals a fruit to grant herself 

eternal life. Digory is granted healing for his dying mother but Jadis is 

cursed with a hollow existence until she is overthrown in another Narnian 

tale. 

In this case, Ezra is Digory, and the parallels of Maul to Jadis become ever 

stronger as Jadis tries to win Digory over to her side by demeaning 

Digory’s companions and invoking guilt as a weapon. In the end, it’s Ezra 

and Digory who truly gain what they need through the trial of Tatooine 

and the Garden, while Maul and Jadis are left empty. 

This also ties back into a previous scene in “Twin Suns.” The manner in 

which Ezra approaches and enters Kanan’s room here is similar to the 

way the Jedi Holocron draws him to the room in the very first episode of 

the Rebels: “Spark of Rebellion.” He finds the door locked, finagles it 

open, and takes a moment to look around for whatever it was that called 

him there. 

There are differences between the two scenes that mark Ezra’s growth 

as a character, such as Ezra using the Force to open the door as opposed 

to picking the lock. He also enters as a friend, not a thief, asking for Kanan. 

This parallel can be seen as an indication of a turning point in Ezra’s life. 

Ezra’s theft and opening of the Jedi Holocron in “Spark of the Rebellion” 

is critical to Ezra joining the Ghost crew, and in joining the crew, Ezra’s 

life takes a turn onto the right path. In “Twin Suns,” being drawn to the 

Holocrons turns Ezra off the right path, but the journey on which he goes 

eventually sends him back and removes the interruption of his path: 

Maul. 
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Maul and Ezra are consistently connected through the Holocrons. They 

retrieve the Sith Holocron together. Later, merging the Jedi and the Sith 

Holocrons creates a mental connection they then must sever. In “Twin 

Suns,” Maul lures Ezra back to him by manipulating the messages in both 

Holocrons. In other cases, Maul and Ezra aren’t in the same room, but 

they exhibit the same traits. 

When Maul retrieves the Jedi Holocron from Kanan’s room, he, like Ezra’s 

first time, is entering as a thief, and even gives a chuckle of approval when 

he learns Ezra stole it. In “Spark of Rebellion,” Ezra initially can’t figure 

out how to open it and shouts in frustration, throwing the Holocron 

across the room. In “Holocrons of Fate,” Maul is completely incapable of 

opening it, and we hear his furious screaming across the ship. 

The growth of Ezra from thief to friend is again what sets him apart from 

Maul in how he chooses to approach Master Kenobi. He faces trials set 

ahead for him, not trying to bypass it by dragging another into the danger 

with him. He actively tries to keep Chopper out of the danger he puts 

himself in. Maul on the other hand, seeks a way around the trials, for his 

own selfish gains, and puts another into danger for it. 

All of this then begs the question: could Maul have earned the right to 

see Master Kenobi? What if Maul didn’t draw Ezra into danger on 

Tatooine, or what if Ezra never came at all? What if Maul had allowed the 

elements to humble him? What if Maul had yielded? It could have been 

Maul waking up across the fire from Ben, an idea briefly teased at in the 

mid-season trailer for Rebels Season 3, the dialogue and scenes edited to 

make it sound as if Ben was admonishing Maul for being in the wrong 

place. It could have been Maul who departed from Tatooine with a 

restored sense of worth and purpose. Maul may have been closer to this 

ending than even he believed. 

The blue lighting up on the Holocron that Ezra takes with him to Tatooine 

threw viewers for a loop. Watching reactions videos makes it clear that 

some thought that it was truthfully leading him to Obi-Wan, one 

Youtuber thought it was Luke’s Force signature that the Holocron was 
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reacting to, and of course, Ezra was fooled as well into thinking it 

belonged to a Lightsider. The reveal that it was Maul all along brings up 

back a statement that Witwer has made multiple times about Maul since 

“Twilight of the Apprentice.” 

Sam Witwer: It’s fun to wonder how much of what we’re seeing 

from Darth Maul in [Twilight of the Apprentice] is him becoming 

more eccentric and older and wiser but also a little more frayed, 

versus what’s play-acting. You know what I mean? 

Entertainment Weekly: So he’s putting up a front even after all 

these years? 

Witwer: What is just a lie in terms of his behavior and what is 

actually the truth? People were commenting when we were 

recording the episode that they’d never seen a sincere, sweet 

Darth Maul [Laughs]. You know kind of a sweet, old man. To lie 

that convincingly, he has to understand the emotions he’s hitting. 

And in order to understand them, he must possess them in some 

degree. So in order to portray that level of sincerity, there’s got 

be some piece of him that is actually sincere (3).  

Witwer: [H]ere’s the other thing about Darth Maul is that we do 

play with the idea that on some level he understands sincerity. He 

understands what it means to love someone and to lose someone 

(4). 

The greatest tragedy about Maul is that he almost makes it. Since his 

revival on Lotho Minor, he has begun to understand compassion and 

goodness. By the time Ezra finds him on Malachor, he’s realized that 

something is wrong in his life, that he’s on the wrong path. To quote 

Witwer again, Maul is starting to ask “some of the right questions” (5). 

Even in “Twin Suns,” where he has so very clearly reverted to the 

revenge-based obsession that destroyed his life and the people he loved, 

he is still able to fake the Force signature of a Lightsider. Maul, on some 

level, gets it. He’s so close to breaking out of his own, self-destructive 

cycle. 
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This brings to mind a brief moment of hope in the novel Moby-Dick. 

Towards the end of the novel, right before the fateful encounter with 

Moby Dick, Ahab’s first mate pleads with him to consider reason, to 

consider his family, and turn back before it’s too late. 

Ahab’s response: 

What is it, what nameless, inscrutable, unearthly thing is it; what 

cozening, hidden lord and master, and cruel, remorseless 

emperor commands me; that against all natural lovings and 

longings, I so keep pushing, and crowding, and jamming myself 

on all the time; recklessly making me ready to do what in my own, 

proper, natural heart, I durst not so much as dare? 
(Melville, Herman. Chapter 132 “The Symphony,” Moby-Dick.) 

Ahab is aware of his own folly; he’s aware of what’s good and right, but 

he cannot bring himself to change his course. In a similar vein, Maul 

understands sincerity; he understands the Light Side, but he refuses to 

respect it (6). Thus, consumed by their own hatred, Ahab and Maul spell 

out their own doom. 
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A False Monomyth 

We Can Walk That Path Together! As Friends! …As 

“Brothers”… 
Maul is a character who lives in a cycle: climbing to power, seeking 

revenge, and falling hard. According to his voice actor, Sam Witwer, he’s 

been reliving the same exact cycle since Naboo. 

Witwer: I think Darth Maul has been on a vicious cycle, he’s been 

on a merry go round. In some way he’s begging for Obi-Wan 

Kenobi to take him off that ride. Guess what? We’re going to see 

almost a replay of what we saw in Clone Wars because this guy is 

not learning what he needs to learn. Maybe he is going about it 

in slightly smarter ways and maybe he understands a little bit 

more through the loss of Savage what it means to have a brother, 

but ultimately he’s going to make a lot of mistakes. This is a man 

who needs Obi-Wan to help him get off this ride, to help him out 

of this cycle. That’s the way I read it. Without anyone’s help, 

Darth Maul will only commit himself to his mistakes of the past. 

Every time we find this character, he is living in the past and in 

some cases he is living with the dead (1). 

In pursuing Ezra as an apprentice, Maul constantly tries to pull Ezra down 

the same path he walked. He has seen various degrees of success, but in 

“Twin Suns” we see Maul’s efforts start to pay off. Ezra’s departure from 

Atollon and his arrival on Tatooine parallels two different episodes of Star 

Wars in a manner that indicates Ezra is now regressing into his own 

repetitive cycle. 
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To begin with, his departure from Atollon is similar to the Season 2 

episode “Brothers of the Broken Horn.” In this episode, Ezra bails from a 

responsibility to his family (scrubbing the Ghost, the recon mission to 

Lothal) to chase after a distress signal that is not his to pursue. This brings 

him into contact with an old man (Hondo, Maul) who is not to be trusted. 

Unlike “Spark of Rebellion,” in which the parallels to “Twin Suns” 

accentuated a growth in Ezra in learning from past experiences, the 

parallels to “Broken Horn” show Ezra repeating mistakes. This is unlike 

Ezra. He never stops making mistakes, but he rarely makes the same 

mistake twice. The fact that he’s doing so now in “Twin Suns” indicates 

that Maul’s plan to remake Ezra into a version of himself is working. 

Granted, Ezra’s desire to go help Obi-Wan is coming from a place of 

greater maturity. One of the primary differences between Ezra’s actions 

in “Broken Horn” and “Twin Suns” is that in the former, Ezra is chaffing 

under too much responsibility and running away from it. In the latter, he’s 

trying to take on too much responsibility and running after a problem that 

he believes he created. 

“No, I’m not running away from my problems,” he tells Chopper 

unconvincingly in “Brothers of the Broken Horn.” “I’m simply helping 

someone else with their problems.” In “Twin Suns,” this is no longer an 

excuse for Ezra; it’s something he genuinely means. 

However, even though the repetition of his mistake in “Broken Horn” – 

bailing on an important task, stealing a much-needed ship, and flying 

after a distress call that was not his to answer – may have been born out 

of a sense of responsibility, it was still the wrong decision to make. And 

the consequences for such a mistake have been amplified. 

The Phantom’s autopilot brought it back home, the supplies (and Hondo) 

in tow. The A-wing Ezra stole was destroyed. In helping Hondo, Ezra puts 

himself and Chopper in danger. In pursuing Maul, Ezra puts himself, 

Chopper, Lothal, Obi-Wan, the Lars’ homestead, and by extension, the 

entire galaxy, in danger. 
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Even more damning is that Ezra knows this. On some level, he knows 

what he’s doing is wrong, even if he’s doing it for the right reasons. 

“Hera, I hope you can forgive me,” he says, even as he consciously makes 

a decision to begin a cycle of his own. Between his departure on Atollon 

and his arrival on Tatooine, his cycle takes a distinctly darker turn and 

begins to parallel someone else. 

In The Clone Wars episode “Brothers,” Savage Opress commandeers a 

ship, using a mystical, blue device to track down his brother Maul. During 

this mission, he lands on a backwater planet, fights some locals, and is at 

one point tricked into believing the person he seeks is dead. 

In the time it takes him to travel from one planet to the other, Ezra has 

shifted from repeating his own cycle to entering Maul’s via his brother. 

With every step Ezra takes, he’s falling deeper into the ex-Sith’s designs. 

Crossing the Wrong Threshold 
Maul is so good at faking sincerity, at least where Ezra is concerned, that 

he even pulls it off on a metatextual level. The trap that he’s laid for Ezra, 

this path into the self-destructive cycle, carries all the trappings of a 

Hero’s Journey. 

The Hero’s Journey, also known as the Classical Monomyth or just the 

monomyth, has been a formative part of Star Wars since the beginning, 

so it’s no surprise to find elements of it throughout the franchise. “Twin 

Suns” is no exception. In fact, it’s almost an abridged version of the 

monomyth, with nearly the entire structure – stages and archetypes alike 

– present. 

A few notes on the interpretation of the monomyth used in this essay 

before we dive into it: 

For this analysis, I am mostly using The Writer’s Journey by Christopher 

Vogler. This is because Vogler, in his examination of Joseph 

Campbell’s The Hero with A Thousand Faces, uses more modern stories 

as examples than Campbell did. In doing so, Vogel explains the 
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monomyth using the same sort of environment that produced “Twin 

Suns.” Additionally, in updating Campbell, Vogel also removes most of 

the misogyny from Campbell’s interpretations of stories. 

Beyond the misogyny, Campbell’s monomyth also tends to accentuate 

the similarities and not the differences between cultures, thus leading to 

a very Eurocentric view of the world and a simplification of the cultures 

analyzed. These are exceptionally valid criticisms, but since the 

publication of The Hero with a Thousand Faces, much of our western 

stories have revolved to some extent around this formula, thus making it 

a valid lens through which to view, analyze, or interpret stories. This 

impact on western media is another reason why I chose to use 

Vogler’s The Writer’s Journey, as it takes Campbell’s influence into 

account. 

Campbell’s monomyth is a flawed, incomplete interpretation of what 

stories mean to us and how we tell them, but we cannot deny its impact 

on the Star Wars franchise. That’s why I find it significant that “Twin 

Suns” seems be a perfect example of the Hero’s Journey at the surface, 

but on closer inspection, it falls apart in the comparison at critical points. 

The basic idea of the monomyth goes like this: 

A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a region 

of supernatural wonder: fabulous forces are there encountered 

and a decisive victory is won: the hero comes back from this 

mysterious adventure with the power to bestow boons on his 

fellow man (2 p. 23). 

Vogel in The Writer’s Journey outlines the structure of that idea like this: 

1. Heroes are introduced in the ORDINARY WORLD, where 

2. they receive the CALL TO ADVENTURE. 

3. They are RELUCTANT at first or REFUSE THE CALL, but 

4. are encouraged by a MENTOR to 
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5. CROSS THE FIRST THRESHOLD and enter the Special World, where 

6. they encounter TESTS, ALLIES, AND ENEMIES. 

7. They APPROACH THE INMOST CAVE, crossing a second threshold 

8. where they endure the ORDEAL. 

9. They take possession of their REWARD and 

10. are pursued on THE ROAD BACK to the Ordinary World. 

11. They cross the third threshold, experience a RESURRECTION, and 

are transformed by the experience. 

12. They RETURN WITH THE ELIXIR, a boon or treasure to benefit the 

Ordinary World (3 p. 19). 

Let’s examine how these stages apply to “Twin Suns.” 

Ordinary World 
The Ordinary World is the everyday world inhabited by the hero, sharply 

contrasted in mundanity to the wonders of the Special World (3 p. 10). 

There is often something wrong with the Ordinary World, some flaw that 

needs remedy, and the remedy – called a “boon” or “elixir” by Vogel – 

can only be found in the Special World. 

In the framework of “Twin Suns,” Ezra’s place in the Rebellion is his 

Ordinary World, and in this, we see the mundane highlighted. Our first 

introduction of Ezra is while he is sleeping. His first few scenes are not of 

action but of talking. In a deleted scene, he would be performing the 

equivalent of household chores. This world is busy and collaborative in 

nature, a far cry from the isolation he is about to experience on Tatooine. 

The wrong faced in the Ordinary World are the Sith. Whether it be by the 

Empire or by Maul, the Sith are a constant threat to the Rebellion and to 

the galaxy itself. And Ezra believes he must bring back the key to destroy 

them from the Special World: Tatooine. 
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However, Ezra exists outside of the framework of “Twin Suns.” It’s the 

show as a whole that encompasses his monomyth. The Rebellion is not 

the Ordinary, but the Special. His true Journey began back in the very 

premiere of the show, as the crew of the Ghost called him up and out of 

his Ordinary World, Kanan and Hera doing so quite literally. 

His true Ordinary World – Lothal – is the place to which he needs to return 

with the true elixir: the Rebellion. It’s significant as well that on Lothal, 

before being called into the Rebellion, Ezra was very much in isolation, 

even if he was surrounded by other citizens. The fact that going to 

Tatooine returns him to isolation is another indication that Maul is 

leading him into a cycle. 

Call to Adventure 
The Call to Adventure is what highlights the wrong in the Ordinary World, 

presenting a challenge for the hero to take on. This is often presented by 

a Herald archetype who delivers the message. 

In “Twin Suns,” the Call is the activation of the Holocrons. Since learning 

that Obi-Wan Kenobi was dead, it appears that the Rebellion and Ezra set 

aside the hunt for Obi-Wan and Maul. The Holocron messages reignite 

the fire in Ezra to destroy the Sith. 

But again, Ezra’s Call happened all the way back in the premiere, where 

the Force itself drew him to the Holocron and Obi-Wan’s message. Here, 

in “Twin Suns,” Maul wears one of Ezra’s initial Heralds’ faces as a mask, 

a commonality in monomyth (3 p. 101), to draw Ezra in. 

Refusal of the Call/Meeting with the Mentor 
The Refusal of the Call is when the hero turns down the Call for the sake 

of remaining in their ordinary world. See, for example, Luke initially 

refusing to go to Alderaan in A New Hope. Frodo’s ongoing delay in 

leaving the Shire is another. The entirety of Halo 2 is essentially one long 

Refusal by the Arbiter. What’s interesting is that some stories don’t put 

the Refusal of the Call at the feet of the hero.  
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While many heroes express fear, reluctance, or refusal at this 

stage, others don’t hesitate or voice any fear. … However, the fear 

and doubt represented by the Refusal of the Call will find 

expression even in stories of willing heroes. Other characters will 

express the fear, warning the hero and the audience of what may 

happen on the road ahead (3 p. 110).  

“Twin Suns” is the Journey of a willing hero, so the Refusal is performed 

by Rex, Kanan, and Hera. Obi-Wan is dead, this is likely a trick by Maul, 

and Lothal needs you, Ezra. The issue here, the indication that this is not 

Ezra’s true Journey, is that these three aren’t Threshold Guardians (a role 

discussed just ahead) that Ezra needs to defeat. These are his Mentors. 

The Meeting with the Mentor is a moment in the Journey in which a form 

of aid is given to the hero to prepare them for their entry into the Special 

World. Because “Twin Suns” is a false Journey, this Meeting is masked as 

a Refusal that the hero must overcome. As such, Ezra leaves in defiance 

of his Mentors, which means that he is unprepared for the trials ahead. 

Crossing the First Threshold 
This is the moment that the hero fully commits to the Journey and passes 

from the Ordinary World into the Special World. This is often a trial that 

the hero must overcome in order to gain access to the Special World, a 

trial that is usually given by a Threshold Guardian. This Guardian is often 

a personification of the Ordinary World, a representation of what the 

hero is leaving behind for their journey (2 p. 64). Sometimes this is a test 

to prove the hero’s worth, or sometimes it is the last remnants of the 

Ordinary World attempt to maintain control of the hero. In “Twin Suns,” 

we find neither. 

As mentioned before, Rex, Kanan, and especially Hera act as 

metaphorical Guardians in this drama of Maul’s. All three and their advice 

are placed in opposition to Ezra’s false Journey, but this is not an effort 

to maintain control of Ezra’s life. All of them are willing to let Ezra choose 

his own path; it’s Maul who seeks control of the young Jedi. 
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The flight deck officer that Ezra faces acts as another Guardian. Ezra must 

use his wits to first discover which fighter to take and then to give the 

officer the slip. However, this is not a test of his skills or his character. He 

did not have to earn the officer’s trust nor did he have a fight in reaching 

the A-wing. This is especially significant because encountering and 

defeating a Guardian usually indicates that the hero has learned 

something new (3 p. 51), but here, nothing is learned. Ezra doesn’t gain 

anything new from this trial and is regressing to old tricks. 

All these are once again clues that this isn’t the true First Threshold of 

Ezra’s Journey, but it is undeniably still a Threshold. Many First 

Thresholds play out like a leap of faith: “[l]ike jumping out of an airplane, 

the act is irrevocable. There is no turning back now” (3 p. 130). Ezra seems 

to understand this as he asks for Hera’s forgiveness; it feels almost like a 

good-bye that she won’t ever hear. 

With that good-bye, Ezra fully commits to the path Maul has laid out and 

crosses the wrong Threshold. 

After the crossing, Maul’s hand becomes far more evident. Ezra has been 

repeating his own cycle on Atollon, Savage’s above Tatooine, but upon 

setting his feet on Tatooine’s sands, he fully enters Maul’s. The trials that 

Maul put him through mirrors much of Maul’s life, and it becomes more 

clear how Maul has cast himself in almost every archetypal role in the 

Journey. 

We already know that he wore Obi-Wan’s face to play the Herald. We 

already know that he’s cast himself as Ezra’s Mentor since Malachor, but 

once again he also fakes Obi-Wan’s Force signature through the 

Holocrons to guide Ezra to the Tuskens’ territory. As the Shadow, he 

knows he is a reflection of the Dark Side’s draw on Ezra, and he reveals 

himself as an enemy to lure Ezra deeper into the desert. And of course, 

he sees himself not only as Ezra’s true Mentor but also his true Ally. In 

“Twin Suns,” Maul is the ultimate Shapeshifter, projecting whatever 

masks he requires to draw out the right reaction from Ezra. 
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If we follow Maul’s false Journey for Ezra to its conclusion, we see that, 

by the end, it’s not even about Ezra anymore. That, on the surface, it 

makes for a very weak Hero’s Journey: 

A frequent flaw in screenplays is that the Hero is fairly active 

throughout the story, but at the most critical moment becomes 

passive and is rescued by the timely arrival of some outside force. 

At this moment above all, a Hero should be fully active, in control 

of his own fate (3 p. 31). 

But in “Twin Suns,” this works, because this isn’t supposed to be Ezra’s 

Journey, even by Maul’s standards; Maul has also cast himself as the 

Hero. 

The Reward to be claimed is Maul’s: the death of Obi-Wan Kenobi and 

Ezra as an apprentice. Ezra’s Road Back, that return to the Ordinary 

World, bearing the life-giving elixir, is completely erased. His 

Resurrection would be that into a Sith: Maul’s Reward. That is the 

endgame of Maul’s design. 

And what of the true elixir for both Maul and Ezra? Destroyed. Maul’s 

hope will have ended by his own hand, and Ezra will have left Lothal to 

fall. 

The metatextual angle of Maul’s deception here with the Journey almost 

indicates a manipulation of fate itself, which does exist, in some form, 

in Star Wars. Obi-Wan will later say that Maul “altered many things,” and 

that Ezra “should never have been” on Tatooine. In the Mortis arc of The 

Clone Wars, the Son breaks the laws of time in an attempt to change the 

future into what he wanted, an act that has to be undone. From “Master 

and Apprentice” in the A Certain Point of View collection, Qui-Gon, being 

one with the Force, can see that Obi-Wan will die on the Death Star. Not 

just a possibility, but an actual fact. 

And, interestingly enough, this doesn’t negate the existence of free will 

in Star Wars. Obi-Wan still choses to die in the manner that he did. It was 

his decision. He makes it freely. The fact that the Force, being all times at 
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once, knows this outcome does not negate Obi-Wan’s ability to choose 

it. Therein lies the difference between the Force (the Light Side, 

specifically) and the actions of the Son and Maul. The former cooperates 

with free will; the latter two seek to overrule it. 

We see this on an even broader scale in the Legends novel Darth 

Plagueis. The entire novel is about the manipulations of Plagueis and 

Sidious, both with Republic politics and midichlorians, to undercut and 

overpower the free will of the galaxy. The Sith prepare to spend long 

hours in meditation to beat the Force itself into submission in regards to 

their experiments with midichlorians; experiments that were designed to 

extend their lives and their rule indefinitely.  

The battle they are expecting doesn’t happen; the Light Side doesn’t 

attempt to override the free will of even the Sith. Yet it does not remain 

passive either. As Plagueis and Sidious continue to experiment with 

midichlorians to control life itself, the Force responds in kind, using 

midichlorians to give birth to one who will defeat the Sith: the Chosen 

One. 

Even though the circumstances of Anakin’s birth may no longer be canon, 

we do know that the Light will actively push back against the Dark Side, 

as we saw with Obi-Wan’s holocron message here in “Twin Suns.” 

Projected by Maul, but still giving Ezra warning of what lies ahead. 

Additionally, the Light seems to do so by working within the medium 

being used to control free will. From Plagueis’ experiments to Anakin’s 

immaculate conception: midichlorians. From Maul’s bait to Obi-Wan’s 

warning: the Jedi Holocron. Maul’s trap, framed as a Hero’s Journey for 

Ezra, is no different. 

Into this false Journey, so carefully constructed to draw Ezra into Maul’s 

own self-destructive cycle, the Force begins to weave in a redemptive 

layer as soon as Ezra’s boots touch sand. 
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Road of Trials 
We come now to the Road of Trials in Ezra’s false Journey here, called in 

Vogel’s The Writer’s Journey as “Tests, Allies, and Enemies.” This is now 

the Special World, sharp in contrast to the Ordinary World, that the hero 

must learn to survive in and through. 

The most important function of this period of adjustment to the 

Special World is testing. Storytellers use this phase to test the 

hero, putting her through a series of trials and challenges that are 

meant to prepare her for greater ordeals ahead (3 p. 136). 

“The greater ordeals” referred to are the “Approach to the Inmost Cave,” 

where the hero faces not just another ordeal but “The Ordeal,” that 

which will result with acquiring the elixir to save the Ordinary World. 

“Twin Suns,” being as short as it is, combines the Tests and the Approach 

in a sequence of four trials: 

1. The Tusken attack 

2. Maul’s temptation 

3. The sandstorm 

4. The empty wastes 

According to the audio commentary of the episode by Dave Filoni, each 

of these trials tests Ezra’s conviction for why he came to Tatooine. 

According to Sam Witwer, these trials are a means to purify Ezra; he has 

to earn the right to see these two mythic individuals by walking in their 

shoes (4). The connection to Maul’s story is, again, a deliberate 

construction on Maul’s part, to draw Ezra into the cycle Maul lives in. The 

connection to Obi-Wan’s story, however, is not something intended by 

the Journey’s architect. It’s the Force pushing back against Maul’s 

manipulations through the medium Maul has chosen. 
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THE TUSKEN ATTACK 

When Maul returns to power in The Clone Wars and Son of Dathomir, he 

raised an army – the Shadow Collective – and thinks himself prepared to 

take on the Separatists and Sidious himself, especially with Mother 

Talzin’s backing. However, at the climax of this grand chess match 

between Talzin and Sidious, in which he himself is little more than a 

pawn, Maul finds he was never prepared for this. His supplies are swiped 

out from under him, the only allies he has left from the Collective and 

Talzin’s authority are the Mandalorian Death Watch, and his home is lost. 

Here on Tatooine, Ezra has brought supplies from Atollon and considers 

himself prepared for the path ahead. However, as Maul sets the conflict 

into motion, Ezra’s supplies are destroyed, he only has Chopper at his 

side, the Jedi Master nowhere to be found, and he has lost his means to 

return home. 

Here is also where we see Obi-Wan’s story rising alongside Maul’s in the 

Journey: 

Witwer: [T]here’s something that feels right about Ezra getting 

attacked, going, “Whoa, this is a trap, Chopper, this is a trap, but 

now we must go into the desert anyway.” Why does that feel 

right? You go, “Oh, because that’s what happened to Obi-Wan.” 

…Obi-Wan coming under attack, realizing it’s a trap, and fighting 

anyway, and moving on anyway, it’s the Clone Wars. The Jedi go, 

“Wow, we’re screwed and we know we’re screwed. And we know 

this is all a trap set by the Sith, but we can’t see our way out of it, 

so we have to fight this war.” (5) 

Critically, the mindset Ezra displays here after the fallout of the trap is not 

that of Maul’s, but of Obi-Wan’s. 

After the fall of Dathomir and the Shadow Collective, Maul goes back. He 

returns to Mandalore and begins his cycle anew – rising to power, having 

it torn away again, and scrambling to pick up the scraps of what he once 

had. Obi-Wan and Ezra however, look ahead. 
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“Do not return to the Temple,” Obi-Wan says in the Holocron’s message. 

“That time has passed.” And his actions speak to this. Instead of 

wallowing in his loss, Obi-Wan chose to look to the future, watch over it, 

and guard it. 

In “Twin Suns,” Ezra’s path is more literal, but it carries that same spirit 

of Obi-Wan decision: “What else can we do? We have to go forward.” 

MAUL’S TEMPTATION 

If we did want to split the Tests and Approach portions of the Journey, 

this would be the ideal place, as Ezra crosses as literal a Threshold that 

Tatooine can offer, which is usually an indication that the Approach has 

begun. 

 
©Lucasfilm 

This is the only trial that does not fit with either Maul’s or Obi-Wan’s 

story, as it is a moment that Maul inserts himself directly into the 

narrative again, to draw Ezra out into the desert. This is the moment that 

Maul needs to act directly again to set his Journey back on track. Ezra has 

seen that this whole thing was a set-up, a trap, and he’s following the 

advice of his Ally – Chopper – to find a way out. 

Of course, Maul doesn’t see any of Ezra’s friends as Allies, so by his 

appearance, Maul deliberately recontextualizes the scene as he did with 
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Kanan and Hera back on Atollon. Chopper goes from an Ally figure – a 

sidekick specifically, providing levity to an otherwise grim tale – to 

another Threshold Guardian. Thus is Ezra set back on the course Maul 

wants for him. 

THE SANDSTORM 

Once again, the parallels to Maul’s Journey are constructed by Maul 

himself. He goads Ezra on to “Draw [Kenobi] out,” a tactic Sidious used 

in Son of Dathomir, attacking Maul again and again until Talzin was forced 

reveal herself so the Sith could kill her. Maul also makes Ezra go in literal 

circles, as we see the Holocron no longer pointing straight ahead in Ezra’s 

palm. 

The parallels to Obi-Wan’s story, however, are entirely beyond Maul’s 

control. The sandstorm, it’s blinding particles whirling past, only gives 

Ezra a glimpse of the Sith he’s trying to find. The Sith who has constructed 

this conflict as a trap for the Jedi. It’s an embodiment of the Dark Side 

clouding everything in the Clone Wars, never letting Obi-Wan or the 

others see clearly the Sith right in front of them. 

THE EMPTY WASTES 

The final parallel to both Maul and Obi-Wan is the loss of Chopper. 

Chopper here is a stand in for the ones Maul and Obi-Wan have lost along 

the way, both individuals and their very people. With the Obi-Wan 

parallels, this is a painting of everyone he has lost to Sith machinations, 

all the way back to Qui-Gon Jinn, through Satine, and concluding with 

Anakin and the Jedi Order itself. For Maul’s parallels, this also becomes a 

warning for Ezra. 

Maul lost his family to his single-minded pursuit of his enemies, and he 

lost his entire planet. Dathomir is barren; he is the last of its children. This 

is exactly the threat Ezra has brought upon Lothal itself by pursuing Maul 

to Tatooine. 
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However, Ezra’s response to losing Chopper instead parallels once again 

Obi-Wan, not Maul. He begs Chopper to stay with him and when Chopper 

doesn’t respond, he takes responsibility for the loss. 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: I have failed you, Anakin. 
(Revenge of the Sith) 

Still, Maul isn’t through with Ezra yet. At Ezra’s lowest point, Maul comes 

back around to taunt him further, in a dialogue that mirrors that of the 

Grand Inquisitor in Season 1, “Gathering Forces.” 

Grand Inquisitor: The Darkness is too strong for you, orphan. It is 

swallowing you up, even now. 

Ezra: No… 

Grand Inquisitor: Your Master will die. 

Ezra: No! 

Grand Inquisitor: Your friends will die, and everything you’ve 

hope for will be lost. This is the way the story ends. 

Ezra: NO! 
(“Gathering Forces,” Rebels) 

Maul: He is dead. He is dead! 

Ezra: …No… 

Maul: You led me to him! 

Ezra: No… 

Maul: You failed your friends! 

Ezra: No! 

Maul: You will die! 

Ezra: NO! 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Not only is the repetition of “No!” a parallel to Maul’s own denial at the 

start of the episode, but the scene with the Grand Inquisitor is tied 

directly to Ezra’s connection to the Dark Side. With the Inquisitor’s 

taunting, and Kanan and the Ghost at risk, Ezra taps into it for the very 

first time, summoning a monster with his anger and fear. 
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Part of the torment is meant to increase Ezra’s emotions to draw out 

Kenobi (6), but it’s also intended to push Ezra farther into the Dark Side, 

to where he has no choice but to join Maul. Yet still present is Obi-Wan’s 

Journey, guiding Ezra down a different path, that of atonement. The 

moment Obi-Wan finds Ezra is the moment that the false Journey is 

hijacked by the Force entirely, completely slipping out of Maul’s hands. 

Both Filoni and Witwer in multiple interviews and commentaries (5; 7) 

have said this about Obi-Wan Kenobi: Tatooine is a state penance for him. 

In the Clone Wars, he took on the role and title of a General. He became 

a warrior. He made mistakes and did things that were antithetical to the 

Jedi Code. To now remove himself from the Galaxy, to watch over Luke 

Skywalker as a hermit, is a form of purification for his sins. 

This is where he learns from Qui-Gon Jinn once more. This is where he 

visits in his vision in “Time of Death” (From a Certain Point of View) and 

ascends to become one with the Force. This is where he becomes a true 

Jedi again. 

The beating that the elements bring upon Ezra is also that sort of 

purification. His path shifting from Maul’s to Obi-Wan’s is a shedding of 

the Dark Side influence that has been weighing on him since “Gathering 

Forces” and which only increased since “Twilight of the Apprentice.” This 

is what has transformed him from the hopeful youth of Lothal into the 

bitter teenager we find in Season 3.  

While the false Journey may have been yanked to a halt by Obi-Wan’s 

actions, Ezra still returns home with a Boon: himself. Tatooine, walking 

Obi-Wan’s path, meeting with the Jedi Master, all of this leads to the 

moment Ezra becomes the Jedi Lothal needs. 
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The Old Men and the 
Dune Sea 

Maul is not a self-aware character, and with no self-reflection comes 

great self-projection. We see this in an earlier episode of Rebels, in his 

rant to Ezra in “Visions and Voices.” In that episode, as Ezra refuses 

(again) to abandon his friends for Maul, the ex-Sith demands that Ezra 

“[f]orget the past! Forget your memories! Forget your attachments!” It’s 

a little rich, coming from a guy who defines himself by all three of those. 

Part of it is selfishness – Maul wants others to sacrifice for him but won’t 

do the same for others – but another part of that is that clear lack of self-

reflection. 

After Maul’s debut in The Clone Wars, Sam Witwer discusses this lack of 

reflection in an interview with Entertainment Weekly: 

EW: Back to the idea of “the party” (i.e. the Clone Wars) having 

started without him. Wouldn’t Maul feel resentment toward 

Darth Sidious for pretty much just forgetting about him? 

Witwer: He’s not brave enough to acknowledge that resentment. 

He definitely feels it. But the Sith are fearful people… They’re all 

about themselves, all about accumulating power to protect 

themselves. Everyone’s always out to get them, everyone’s 

always limiting them and they want to break through their 

limitations. But the person they could point to — if they had any 

logic or reason — who has done them the most harm is their 

master. Maul takes all that resentment he should have toward 

Darth Sidious, who put him in that terrible position to begin with, 

and places it on the most convenient target: Obi-Wan Kenobi (1). 
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Not only is Obi-Wan a convenient target for revenge, he’s also a 

convenient place for Maul’s self-loathing to land. His first direct comment 

to Old Ben Kenobi in “Twin Suns” sounds very much like Maul describing 

himself: 

Maul: Look what has become of you, a rat in the desert. …I have 

come to kill you, but perhaps it’s worse to leave you here, 

festering in your squalor. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Back in “Twilight of the Apprentice,” we find Maul in the most self-aware 

place he’s ever been in his life, fully admitting that he has fallen from 

power and from whatever twisted version of grace the Dark Side has to 

offer: “Once I had power, now I have nothing. Nothing…” He was 

marooned on Malachor, having to scrounge to survive, the very picture 

of a rat in squalor. Now, he’s eager to see that Obi-Wan Kenobi has fallen 

to the same fate. 

This bears similarities to “The Lawless” from The Clone Wars, where Maul 

finally takes his revenge by killing the woman Obi-Wan loves. In 

murdering Satine, Maul metaphorically recreates his own fall on Naboo. 

He pushes for Obi-Wan to latch onto his hate, takes the life of Obi-Wan’s 

other half, and orders him to be imprisoned to wallow in his misery. Maul 

has brought in all the elements that had resulted in his state on Lotho 

Minor. He, according to the Rebels Season 3 featurette “Apprentices to 

Outcasts,” wants more than simply to see Obi-Wan suffer like he did (2). 

Maul wants to see that Obi-Wan would take the same path as him. Maul 

wants to see that the man who bested him would still fall prey to the 

same failings as he did. 

This desire carries through all those years to Tatooine. Maul’s taunts in 

“Twin Suns” reflect his actions in “The Lawless.” He wants to see that Obi-

Wan has sunk as low as he has. He wants to claim some degree of victory 

from knowing that his old foe is as desolate as him. And that’s a mindset 

that Ben Kenobi shares, but from a different perspective. 
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According to the audio commentary by Filoni, Old Ben wants to see that 

Maul has changed (3). He wants to see that Maul has also risen above 

their old rivalry, that he has been able to make something of his life. It’s 

a stance that’s also very reminiscent of “The Lawless” 

The conversations Maul and Obi-Wan have in both these episodes share 

equal beats: 

1. Maul taunts Obi-Wan, intending to get a rise out of him. 

2. Obi-Wan responds by declaring his own identity and the power 

that comes with it. 

3. Maul doubles-down on his initial stance. 

4. Obi-Wan responds with a sympathetic commentary on the effect 

Maul’s choices have on the Sith’s life. 

5. Maul reacts by lashing out and throwing Kenobi’s words back into 

his face. 

6. Obi-Wan lets the reaction pass. 

7. Maul calms himself by threatening someone Obi-Wan loves. 

Right now, we find ourselves at the fourth point in the conversation, a 

line in “Twin Suns” that doesn’t necessarily sound sympathetic at first: 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: If you define yourself by your power to take 

life, a desire to dominate, to possess, then you have nothing. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

These words specifically target the methods which Maul has used to form 

bonds with others. His connection to Obi-Wan was entirely through 

killing others. With Savage, Maul made it clear that it was not a 

partnership; Maul was the dominant brother. As for Ezra, it has almost 

always been about possession; how often does he stress the 

phrase “my apprentice,” especially around Kanan? 
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Within one sentence, Ben has rejected all the emotional attachments 

that were significant in Maul’s life. Rejects everything which Maul has 

built his life around, leaving Maul with face-to-face with nothing. Only 

oblivion. Hardly a declaration that sounds kindly, until we contextualize 

it. 

Consider again the scene of Satine’s death. Before that final blow, Obi-

Wan attempts to make a gesture of peace, even of reconciliation. As he 

blatantly shuts down all of Maul’s arguments for the powers of the Dark 

Side, he also dares to show sympathy towards his enemy: 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: I know where you’re from. I’ve been to your 

village. I know the decision to join the Dark Side wasn’t yours. 
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul interrupts him, consumed by his hatred, and Obi-Wan’s gesture 

appears to go to waste. 

But in this light, Ben’s takedown of Maul’s self-definition here in “Twin 

Suns” seems also to be an offer, a suggestion to seek a better way. To 

actually have a life that means something. Maul isn’t even the first person 

Kenobi has approached like this. In The Clone Wars, we see Obi-Wan pull 

this with another of his nemeses, General Grievous: 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: I hear a lot of talking, General, but in the final 

accounting, what does all the talk get you? A futile quest for 

power? A mutilated body? Your place as Dooku’s errand boy? 

…An army with no loyalty, no spirit, just programming. What 

have you to show for all your power? What have you to gain?  
(“The Grievous Intrigue,” The Clone Wars) 

Ben is inviting Maul to reflect on his own life, to truly become aware of 

all that has kept him down, to humble himself so that he can rise above 

that which had defined him and kept him in squalor. But instead, Maul 

rejects Ben in-turn and slaps out the fire with an enraged question, “And 

what do you have?!” 
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This refusal to reflect on himself, even when given ample opportunity to 

do so, makes Maul an unreliable narrator. His broken worldview has him 

frequently speaking lies as if they were truth, because he wholly believes 

them. This puts Maul in the same boat as the titular character of The Old 

Man and the Sea. 

Hemingway’s famous novella is one of those literary classics that has a 

thousand interpretations. Some see it as a thrilling triumph of the human 

spirit. Others see it as a sobering tale about the futility of human 

suffering. Others still interpret it as a critique of America’s cultural 

imperialism in Cuba, a singularly fascinating read, highly recommended 

(4). Personally, I came away with something else entirely. 

The plot of The Old Man and the Sea goeth thusly: 

Santiago is an old fisherman with a long streak of bad luck with 

no catch. The boy Manolin is his friend and used to work on 

Santiago’s boat until his parents instructed him to work with a 

fisherman who had better luck. Manolin still spends his evenings 

and mornings with Santiago, talking with and helping the old man 

in any way he can. Santiago often reflects on the days of his prime 

during these times and is confident that his luck will return soon. 

One morning Santiago sets out to fish, meticulously tending to 

his craft in ways that surpasses many other, luckier fishermen. As 

the day stretches on, his line is taken by what could only be a 

massive fish. Three days pass in which Santiago battles the 

biggest marlin he has ever seen, pushing his body, mind, and skill 

to the limit. On the third day, he finally kills the fish and lashes it 

to his boat to return home. 

As he returns to the ports, sharks come, and though Santiago 

fights them off as best he can, when he finally reaches his home 

town, there is nothing left of the marlin but its head. Manolin is 

there to greet him and help him home while the other fishermen 

marvel at the largest catch their port has ever seen. Santiago 

goes to sleep and dreams again of the days of his prime. 
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Most interpretations I found in my research painted Santiago’s struggle 

in a triumphant light, as “a heroic testimony to [a] person’s endurance 

and courage,” (5) their articles displaying titles like “The Majesty of 

Human Effort” (6), while framing Santiago as a Greek hero in which “one 

gets an unforgettable glimpse of what stature a man may have” (7). By 

these interpretations, Santiago is defined by what he conquers, 

regardless of whether he kept the marlin or lost it. They’re almost a 

reaffirmation that he is still the man he was in his prime, making 

incredible catches of fish and winning impossible feats of strength. 

Santiago is defined – revered even – by taking life and by dominating. 

This is not the conclusion I reached by the end of The Old Man and the 

Sea, but nor did I reach the opposite conclusion, that the loss of the 

marlin was a tragedy. In fact, I feel that both interpretations miss the 

point, as Santiago and maybe even Hemingway himself did. That is not to 

say that these other interpretations of the text are invalid – that’s the 

beauty of literary analyses – but that I believe there is another, critical 

way to view Santiago’s life and purpose. 

I’ve found that many of these interpretations begin with the assumption 

that Santiago is correct in his worldview, that he himself is not an 

unreliable narrator. Thus, they make value statements like these: 

Santiago fights his bloodiest battle alone, without even the 

awareness of others to comfort him. He repeatedly wishes that 

the boy were with him, but he realizes that his loneliness is a 

necessary condition if he is to maintain his self-respect (8 p. 

emphasis mine). 

He wishes that Manolin, his boy, should have been there… yet 

he knows that every man’s struggle is his own and has to be 

waged alone.He even aspires to prove to Manolin his strength 

since Manolin is now growing up and worships him as his hero. To 

prove himself worthy of this boy’s cult of hero worship, he 

brings the skeleton of the marlin in spite of losing its flesh to the 

rapacious predatory sharks (9 p. emphasis mine). 
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In assuming that Santiago’s worldview is the manner in which the 

narrative itself works, we are shown a very bleak world in The Old Man 

and the Sea. A bleakness that is strangely offset by the novel’s opening, 

in which we are first introduced to Santiago through the lens of Manolin. 

In this manner, the novella starts off incredibly warm in tone. We meet 

Santiago, not defined by his failure, but defined by the love the boy 

Manolin has for him. But Santiago almost seems oblivious to this. Flashes 

of clarity and humility come to him – 

He was too simple to wonder when he had attained humility. 

But he knew he had attained it and he knew it was not 

disgraceful and it carried no loss of true pride. 
(Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Man and the Sea. p. 13-14) 

– but there is still a different sort of pride that keeps Manolin at a 

distance. He pushes back at any real sort of vulnerability, still determined 

to prove himself as the face he gave his friend: 

“I told the boy I was a strange old man,” he said. “Now is when I 

must prove it.” 

The thousand that he had proved it meant nothing. Now he was 

proving it again. 
(Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Man and the Sea. p. 66) 

Santiago is constantly reliving his past. His past feats, his past abilities, 

and trying to recreate them to find a sense of worth. He “eagerly tries to 

re-establish his working relationship with the fishermen in his village, 

including Manolin” (6) but fails to recognize that there is nothing to re-

establish. He already has Manolin’s love. He already has the respect of 

his fellow fishermen, including Martin, the store owner who aids Manolin 

in providing for Santiago’s needs at the novella’s beginning. 

Santiago is so caught up in defining himself by what he can do – or rather 

could do – in defining himself by his past, he misses the worth 

he could have been defining himself by all this time. Much like a certain 

Zabrak. 
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Witwer: I think [Maul]’s living in the worst case scenario. The 

worst case scenario is never being able to achieve his potential in 

any way. The problem is he’s thinking about it in all the wrong 

ways. One can achieve one’s potential simply by helping other 

people, by being selfless, by looking after others before you 

think to look after yourself in some cases. That’s not how he was 

trained to think by Palpatine... For him that he’s not conquering 

star systems and bringing entire governments to their knees and 

all kinds of stuff he feels like my life is a failure. No one is 

acknowledging my greatness and boy I have that potential, I’m 

smarter than everyone, I’m faster, I can fight better, I can do all 

these things. 

He completely missed the point of life. If he could have just hit 

the brakes and gone in the opposite direction, taken a 180, served 

someone else, then that probably would have filled the hole in his 

heart. The problem with the Sith and the Sith philosophy, it’s 

about that hole becomes a black hole, something that can never 

be filled... 

That’s the whole thing. He’s an Olympic athlete who trained his 

entire life and never got to go to the Olympics. What he’s missing 

is [that] your life can be so much fuller than that. It’s not about 

that. You could actually be your own person and make better 

choices. But he’s incapable of seeing beyond himself … It’s that 

person who never made it to the NFL because he blew out his knee 

in his final college game. It’s that. That guy can go around being 

obsessed with the fact that he blew out his knee and he should 

have had a big NFL contract and all these things that never 

happened for him and he missed out on all that. You can obsess 

over that. Or you can reach out to people who could use help, 

who could use a friend, you can make your life more about the 

people around you and suddenly your life has extraordinary 

meaning (10 p. emphasis mine). 
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Santiago nearly catches that understanding of real worth near the end. A 

quick glimpse of his real purpose, if only he would grasp at it. A truth that 

seems to slip unbidden into Santiago’s thoughts. 

[H]e thought, everything kills everything else in some way. 

Fishing kills me exactly as it keeps me alive. The boy keeps me 

alive, he thought. I must not deceive myself too much.  
(Hemingway, Ernest. The Old Man and the Sea. p. 106) 

This moment of clarity, of humility, is lost again as Santiago fights against 

the elements of the sea. Neither Santiago nor Maul allow themselves 

time – though time is the one thing they both had in abundance in the 

hunt across their respective seas – to reflect on how they are defining 

their worth. Santiago thinks constantly of Manolin, reflecting on their 

time together. Maul calls out to Ezra, as he knows that his life began again 

by meeting the boy, and he will need him again to gain some resolution 

(3). Yet still, neither of the old men reflect on why that relationship is or 

was meaningful. As one article puts it: 

Santiago is detached from all others: nearly everyone else is a 

name encountered in the newspaper or a dim recollection or a 

presence encountered on trips back and forth to his boat. 

Santiago says that he loves Manolin, but it is not clear what his 

love amounts to (11). 

Both Santiago and Maul miss the purpose that is waiting for them in the 

meaning life has in simply loving another being. They both nearly get it at 

multiple points in their journey, Savage and Talzin both being lead-ins to 

the impact Ezra makes in Maul’s life, and by the end, they come the 

closest they ever get to this revelation. But they still can’t fully grasp it. 

Santiago admits to the Manolin that he missed him and agrees to let him 

help on his boat again, but he goes to sleep – on what’s commonly 

interpreted to be his death bed – and dreams again of the days in his 

prime. Maul allows himself to accept and return Ben Kenobi’s 

sympathies, but it’s still within the context of revenge, of the final 

domination of his foe, Sidious. 
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This is what sets Ben Kenobi apart. 

Ben too shares similarities with Santiago. A strange old man, he lives on 

his own, detached and rarely interacting with others. He had a purpose 

in watching over – and hopefully training – a young boy, but due to the 

boy’s caretakers, he is kept at a distance. But unlike Santiago, Ben 

recognizes this purpose for what it is, recognizes its importance. 

Youtuber Generation Tech spends a good portion of his “Twin Suns” 

video looking at the differences between Ben and Maul through the 

context of purpose: 

Obi-Wan has an extremely important purpose, one with galaxy-

wide consequences. Maul’s purpose only serves himself. …There 

was a time that Maul would taunt his enemies into attacking him, 

but this time, Maul’s dialogue is different. Instead, it’s searching 

for something. Purpose. It’s all about purpose. Everything is about 

purpose. And when Darth Maul finds out about Obi-Wan’s 

purpose, he becomes filled with jealousy and hunger. …Darth 

Maul dies because he has no purpose. And Obi-Wan Kenobi’s 

purpose is so great that he can never fail (12).  

And that purpose, so important and unfailing, unclaimed by Maul and 

Santiago alike, is simply the love of another person. 

Like his promise to Qui-Gon to train Anakin, Obi-Wan’s protection of Luke 

may have started off as a sense of duty to someone he loved, but in the 

same manner that Obi-Wan grew to love Anakin not as “the Chosen One” 

but as his brother, Ben grew to love this “remarkable boy” (“Time of 

Death,” From a Certain Point of View) not as Anakin and Padme’s son, not 

as but as Luke himself. 

Disregarding all that Savage had done for him, Maul is not content to be 

defined just as a brother; he must be the Master. 

Allowing all his former glory and fame as a Jedi and Master to fade away, 

Ben is content to simply be defined by his love for Luke Skywalker. 
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IV 

 
Canon Theories 
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From A Certain Point of View 

One of the delights of Star Wars is the variety of interpretations available 

to us. In between the lines of the cut-and-dried facts is an abundance of 

meanings to be parsed, all depending on one’s point of view. The 

Holocrons of Rebels provide ample opportunities to catch various 

interpretations scattered throughout “Twin Suns.” 

“Holocrons at times take on a life of their own,” says Kanan, hinting that 

there might be more than just a broken recording at work. While we 

know that Maul is exerting his own influence on the Holocrons in “Twin 

Suns,” I don’t think it’s unreasonable to argue that the Jedi Holocron 

would be fighting back against a Darksider’s use to give its own message. 

As a result, we have a set of reused dialogue from Obi-Wan Kenobi that 

could be read with multiple meanings. 

Near the beginning of the episode, the only sign of Obi-Wan is his 

disembodied voice saying “I regret, I regret,” as if all he has is his 

name and his loss (1). 

As Megan Crouse of Den of Geek points out, the beginning of the message 

is an echo of a Kenobi in the midst of Order 66. It’s a mournful painting 

of an old master. Of course, as we come to find out later, this is an 

incomplete picture of Obi-Wan. He doesn’t even have his name anymore, 

but he is not entirely defined by his loss. He is also defined by the “new 

hope” of which he speaks. 

However, neither Ezra nor Maul are aware of this; they are operating with 

an outdated or self-projected view of Kenobi, demonstrated by Ezra 

seeing a recording of a younger man and Maul being the one that 

prompted the message to project in the first place. 
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The brokenness of the message itself could be read as a reflection of 

Maul’s manipulations, whether it’s by the message being distorted by his 

current hand or through the destruction of both Holocrons in his search 

for answers. Said destruction is another fascinating image here, as Maul 

(the Sith Holocron) and Obi-Wan (the Jedi Holocron) are surrounded by 

the remnants of their respective Orders and their place in it. 

The Jedi Holocon continues: “This message is a warning…” This could 

apply to both Ezra and Maul. Ezra is being lured out into danger by a Sith 

Lord; Maul is charging down a self-destructive path. 

Then Ezra is singled out in particular (as we later learn Obi-Wan is in no 

need of a warning): “to any surviving Jedi, surviving Jedi…” It combines 

with a preceding phrase of “a dark shadow,” which seems to be letting 

him know exactly where the threat is coming from. 

Ahsoka Tano: Who are you after? 

The Eight Brother, referring to Maul: A shadow. 
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

This warning to Ezra is coupled to an observation by YouTuber Urban 

Acolyte: this message of Obi-Wan’s is a message to stay away (2). Stay 

away from the Jedi Temple. Stay away from Obi-Wan. Stay away from the 

trap set by the Sith. Like his manipulations of Ezra’s sense of 

responsibility, Maul’s use of this message to lure Ezra in is an example of 

him twisting something that is intended for good unto his own ends. 

Not appearing in this broken recording is the following line of Obi-Wan’s 

original message: “Trust the Force.” That I find significant, again 

considering this is not the Force reaching out to Ezra with a vision. This is 

Maul, and this situation is not to be trusted. 

“A new hope will emerge. A new hope.” Not only does this apply to Luke 

and Obi-Wan’s purpose on Tatooine, but it again can be read as a 

message to both Ezra and Maul. Upon hearing from Bail Organa that Obi-

Wan was dead, it’s possible that Ezra lost hope that the Sith could be 
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destroyed. As for Maul, “hope” is what he was initially seeking from the 

Holocrons, and this is a reminder that never reaches his ears. 

Now the Sith Holocron chimes in: “Kenobi… Kenobi!” 

…that bit is fairly straightforward. 

The earlier message given to Ezra from the Holocrons also might be a little 

more straightforward than we initially thought: the key to destroying the 

Sith. 

Luke Skywalker. Protected by Obi-Wan Kenobi. This is why the Holocrons 

showed Ezra the old Jedi Master and Tatooine. Right? 

Well, yes. From a certain point of view. 

From a more literal perspective, Ben Kenobi himself is the one who 

destroys the Sith plaguing Ezra’s portion of the Rebellion. He is the one 

who kills Maul. He is the one who frees Ezra to refocus his efforts on 

Lothal. 

We can also give this interpretation a different metaphorical bent. If Maul 

hadn’t insisted on and instead talked to and listened to his old foe, Ben 

still would have “destroyed” the Sith. 

Anakin was “destroyed” by becoming Darth Vader. Ben Solo was “killed” 

by becoming Kylo Ren. Luke Skywalker “destroys” the Sith by redeeming 

Vader. Maul and the last remnants of his Sith title could likewise have 

been destroyed by a change of heart, by redemption through Obi-Wan 

Kenobi. 

But Maul rejects that and instead is destroyed literally. 
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What’s in a Title? 

A Wall for Our Thoughts 
There is so much symbolism wrapped up in the titular “Twin Suns,” 

scattered across the episode, that I will need a little help keeping it all 

straight. The solution is to take representative screencaps and place them 

all up on a wall. 

 
©Lucasfilm 

Maybe a wall with a little less blood… 

 
©Lucasfilm…? 

(with apologies to Always Sunny In Philadelphia) 

That’s better. 

https://dillondevelopment.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/sun-wall-1.png
https://dillondevelopment.files.wordpress.com/2017/08/sun-wall-2.png
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The first screencap is the suns. Apart from being representative of 

themselves, this is also the opening shot of the episode. The way the 

camera angle fades in on the suns and then slowly pans down to see the 

empty waste feels like we’re starting this episode from Maul’s literal 

point of view (POV), much like the opening to “Through Imperial Eyes.” 

The POV shot has many uses in visual media, but one that seems 

especially relevant here is conveying powerlessness (1). Maul is stranded 

by his own doing, lost and unable to locate the one person in the galaxy 

he thinks will set his life right. 

In addition to his helplessness, this POV shot is used in the same manner 

as “Imperial Eyes,” which established Kallus as our audience surrogate for 

the episode. In “Twin Suns,” this establishes that Maul is one of our 

primary viewpoint characters. 

This leads us to our second screencap. With another sight-based shot – 

an extreme close-up of Ezra’s eye opening – the status of viewpoint 

character is passed to the young Jedi. 

 
©Lucasfilm 

Our third screencap involves the Holocrons, where I would like to draw 

attention to their positioning. While they are on a level shelf, the camera 

movement and the source of the light for both are at a slant. Obi-Wan’s 
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message projects above the Holocron, Maul’s originates from the 

Holocron itself, thus putting Maul below Obi-Wan, similar to the 

positioning of Tatooine’s twin suns. Let’s make a “high ground” joke and 

stick it up on that wall. 

 
©Lucasfilm 

The fourth screencap is the two moons of Tatooine. Establishing them as 

Ezra approaches the planet is a good way to make sure we still get the 

visual call backs to the suns even at night. It also brings to mind Lothal 

and that planet’s twin moons. 

The fifth is the Tusken Raiders. 

This episode marks the first appearance of the Sand People in the 

animated canon of Star Wars. There was a plan for Boba Fett and Cad 

Bane to go up against a tribe in The Clone Wars, to the point of the vocals 

already being recorded and some base animation being constructed, but 

the episode itself never aired and it was not released in-full to the public 

like the unfinished Utapau and Bad Batch episodes were. So, thanks to 

the cancellation of The Clone Wars, this is a bit of a landmark appearance. 

There are certain parallels to established canon here. The shot of the 

canyon walls as the Tusken cries echo from Maul’s assault calls forward 
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to A New Hope when a similar cut happens after Luke is beaten into 

unconsciousness. The brief glimpse we get of Maul slicing at the Sand 

People calls back to Anakin’s slaughter of the Tusken village in Attack of 

the Clones. If Legend’s Kenobi by John Jackson Miller was still canon, it 

would have been confirmed that the Sand People, as a whole, are aware 

of a lightsaber’s power, due to news of Anakin’s assault on the one village 

spreading across the different tribes. Miller’s From a Certain Point of 

View story, “Rites,” which stars the lead Tusken of Kenobi, does suggest 

– though less explicitly – that this is still the case in the new canon. 

This of course gives greater meaning to the brief cower we see from the 

Tuskens before the camera cuts away from the slaughter. While definitely 

a fascinating connection, this not the sole influence of Kenobi that I wish 

to discuss in regard to “Twin Suns.” I’m moreso interested in a different 

story of the Tusken culture, one of the suns themselves. Therefore, these 

folks go up on the wall as well. 

 
©Lucasfilm 
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Sixth, seventh, eight, and ninth screencaps are Ezra, Obi-Wan, Maul, and 

Luke. 

 
©Lucasfilm 

What a lovely collection. 

 

Now let’s start connecting some dots. 
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The Skybrothers. It is the legend. 

 

There has been a lot of discussion regarding the suns or “sons” referring 

to Obi-Wan and Maul, the “orphaned children” of the Jedi and Sith Order 

(2), and already we’ve seen the broken Holocrons act as a visual 

representation of that. The placement of Obi-Wan and Maul over each of 

the suns as they appear to Ezra only reinforces this interpretation. 

However, it’s which suns that Obi-Wan and Maul are associated with that 

is even more interesting. 

With the Holocrons position, again the camera angle and movement and 

the source of light are at an angle. Obi-Wan is projected above the 

Holocron, Maul originates from the Holocron itself. Like the suns of 

Tatooine, one is above the other. 

This association is again found in Ezra’s brief glimpses of both characters 

on Tatooine. Maul takes the place of the lower sun, Obi-Wan that of the 

higher. This positions them as the skybrothers of Tusken legend. 

While the skybrothers themselves, the Tusken name for Tatooine’s suns, 

has been recanonized in From a Certain Point of View, this particular 
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legend is still… well… Legends. But as Ahsoka has told us, there’s always 

a bit of truth in legends, and Filoni and Co. has always been willing to take 

pieces from Legends to flesh out the new canon. And this legend fits oh 

so well. 

Everything casts two shadows. 

The suns had determined this at the dawn of creation. Brothers, 

they were, until the younger sun showed his true face to the 

tribe. It was a sin. The elder sun attempted to kill his brother, as 

was only proper. 

But he failed. 

Burning, bleeding, the younger sun pursued his sibling across the 

sky. The wily old star fled for the hills and safety, but it was his 

fate never to rest again. For the younger brother had only 

exposed his face. The elder had exposed his failure. 
(Miller, John Jackson. Chapter 1, Kenobi) 

“You have a duty.”… She spoke quietly but quickly. “[Novel’s 

antagonist] showed his true face. You kills him now, or he 

pursues you forever!” She pointed to the suns. “It is the way of 

skybrothers.” 

Ben stared. “This – this is another legend?” 

“It is the legend.” 
(Miller, John Jackson. Chapter 43, Kenobi) 

Miller himself has noted that the skybrothers were made to parallel Obi-

Wan and Anakin (3), and they certainly fit certain aspects of the story far 

better, and within the context of the Kenobi novel, this is the allegory we 

are meant to draw. Like Ezra in “Twin Suns,” this legend in Kenobi is 

supposed act in place of the recap; provide the emotional context 

through metaphor. However, just as the title of “Twin Suns” can be 

applied in multiple manners, the skybrothers can also refer to Obi-Wan 

and Maul. 

Obi-Wan has been placed as the elder sun, the one higher in the sky. Maul 

is the younger sun: red, burned, and bleeding, and in pursuit of the elder 
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for a blow struck against him. Even the reveal of the “true face” can still 

be applied here to Maul. It’s through Maul that the Sith are revealed to 

have survived, and it’s upon this reveal that Obi-Wan first strikes him 

down. 

But, as we have seen, and like the elder sun, this strike failed. Maul rose 

again and has been at Obi-Wan’s heels for decades. There is even this 

sense in canon that Obi-Wan has to be the one to end Maul’s threat, one 

way or another. “Finish what he started, Obi-Wan must,” Yoda says of 

Maul’s return in The Clone Wars. This is Obi-Wan’s responsibility. 

He must heal this old wound. 

Twin Sons 

 

Obi-Wan and Maul were the abandoned sons of old orders, while Luke 

and Ezra are the next generation of Jedi, the new sons. Almost twins, in 

fact. They are only a few days apart, and Luke’s cameo in “Twin Suns” is 

Ezra’s model at a distance (4). It’s also significant that Ezra is from a planet 

notable for its twin moons which are featured in a lot of Lothal imagery 

throughout the series. 
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An obvious observation: the sun is associated with light, the moon with 

dark. In terms of character design, we can see this reflected in our two 

sons of the Jedi Order. Luke, from the planet with twin suns, is white with 

blonde hair. Ezra, from the planet with twin moons, is brown with black 

hair. But this association also applies to their journeys, which are slightly 

inverse of each other, fitting with the association of suns and moons. One 

sets as the other rises. 

Ezra’s journey started in a darker place, having lost his parents at an early 

age to the Empire, abandoned by the man who was supposed to take care 

of him, and forced to raise himself on the streets. As such, he already had 

a personal stake against the Empire, but it took Hera and Kanan to give 

him a purpose. 

Luke by no means had a cushy life growing up, but he did have loving 

guardians to raise him and a Jedi to protect him. He had a good childhood, 

sunny compared to Ezra’s. Luke had a desire for purpose for a long time, 

but no outlet for it. The personal stakes came later with the murder of 

Beru and Owen. 

Ezra’s teachers were hardly classic Jedi: a half-trained Padawan who 

turned his back on the Jedi philosophy after Order 66, another Padawan 

who left the Jedi Order before competing her training, and a straight-up 

(former) Sith. Kanan, uncertain in his early teachings, didn’t know how to 

address the Dark Side with Ezra until Ezra had tapped into it. Ahsoka 

distanced herself from Ezra’s training widely because she didn’t consider 

herself a Jedi, and so was unavailable to caution his path. Maul was 

actively encouraging and prodding Ezra down the path to the Dark Side. 

Therefore, Ezra’s ability to resist the Dark Side and Sidious came from 

experience with it, from touching it in “Gathering Forces,” “Twilight of 

the Apprentice,” and “Steps into Shadow.” He has a personal, first-hand 

understanding of what falling to that temptation will do. 

Luke, on the other hand, primarily learned about the Dark Side from 

lectures by Obi-Wan and Yoda and one strange Force vision. He knows, 

on an intellectual level, that the Dark Side is bad, but doesn’t have 
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practice in resisting its temptation. As a result, his confrontation with 

Sidious results in him falling into anger and hate. I don’t want to discount 

the teaching he did receive; it enabled him to identify the Dark Side and 

pull away before it was too late. However, it was that same type of Dark 

Side temptation that lead him to hide away on Ahch-To, becoming lonely 

and purposeless like Ezra was in his youth. 

Another inversion is that Tatooine is the place that Ezra breaks free of the 

Dark Side in “Twin Suns,” but it’s also the place where we see Luke 

beginning to edge towards it in Return of the Jedi.  

Ezra’s journey to Tatooine acts like Luke’s journey to Dagobah, with Maul 

playing, or at least playacting, a similar role to Yoda in The Empire Strikes 

Back. 

Yoda: Away put your weapon, I mean you no harm. 
(The Empire Strikes Back) 

Maul: Please, put your weapon away. I mean you no harm. 
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

A young man, prompted by a vision of Obi-Wan Kenobi, splits off from 

the fleet in search of a Jedi Master, with an astromech tagging along and 

trying to talk him out of it. A descent into clouds, reading of life forms or 

a specific lifeform on the planet. Danger native to the planet destroys the 

ship and the young man reassures the astromech about the safety of the 

situation. 

Luke Skywalker: Yes, Artoo, I’m sure it’s perfectly safe for droids. 
(The Empire Strikes Back) 

This starts out as a darker reflection of Luke’s journey as it’s entirely a 

trap set by Maul for both Obi-Wan and Ezra. It’s not a planet teeming 

with life; it’s a punishing desert. It’s unsafe, “yes Chop, especially for 

droids.” Yoda’s role is played by a man who does believe wars make one 

great. However, when Ezra’s journey starts instead to look like Obi-

Wan’s, the desert acts as a means to burn away the influence of the Dark 

Side and Maul. 
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For Luke, his return to Tatooine in Return of the Jedi also is a reflection of 

a darker path, not just of his father – 

Luke Skywalker: You can either profit by this or be destroyed, 

but I warn you not to underestimate my power. 
(The Empire Strikes Back) 

Darth Vader: Don’t underestimate my power.  
(Revenge of the Sith) 

– but also of Maul’s. As Maul first began building his criminal empire with 

the Shadow Collective, he targeted the Hutts, demanding their 

cooperation or death. On Tatooine, he delivers a single snarl to Jabba, 

“Submit or suffer,” similar to Luke’s demand, “Free us or die.” In the arc’s 

novelization by Jason Fry, the similarities between Luke’s and Maul’s 

threats to Jabba is brought to an even finer point: 

Maul didn’t care. The galaxy was changing, and he was the agent 

of that change. The Hutts could profit from this, or be destroyed. 
(Fry, Jason. Darth Maul: Shadow Conspiracy) 

Of course, the intent behind their two demands of Jabba could not be 

farther apart: Maul seeks power, Luke wants to rescue his friends. 

Nevertheless, we know that even the best intentions can take a steep 

turn towards the Dark Side. In the Emperor’s throne room on the Death 

Star, Luke reaches the same point Anakin did on Tatooine when avenging 

his mother, treading dangerously close to becoming the new Sith 

apprentice. 

Both Skywalkers lash out in rage at a loss or threat thereof, a mistake 

Luke will later repeat with his nephew. When Luke confronts his mistake 

with Kylo Ren again, bringing light to his own darkness, he also brings us 

back to the twin suns. 
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Gi Shatta Gasha 

 

An early draft of A New Hope had a different take on the Chosen One 

prophecy, tying it closer to Tatooine than the final version: 

And in the time of greatest despair, there shall come a savior and 

he shall be known as THE SON OF THE SUNS — Journal of the 

Whills 3:127 

In The Clone Wars, there was a Talz chieftain who went by this title, but 

the original connection to the Chosen One never made it into canon (5). 

However, that didn’t stop author Jason Fry from playing a little with the 

idea:  

So here's a little story about a #StarWars Easter egg that worked 

so well that it didn't work at all. Warning: the dorkery gets high 

octane here. Protective equipment is advised. 

…At the end of the ROTJ special edition, we see citizens of 

Coruscant celebrating the Empire’s fall. …There are a lot of “wild 

lines” vaguely audible. One attracted particular attention. Was it 

“The time has come”? Or “long live the Republic”? 
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Maybe. But there was also an Internet fan theory that what we 

were hearing was “The Son of the Suns!” And this was supposedly 

a sneaky reference to a prophecy noted in an earlier draft of A 

New Hope. An early version of the Chosen One idea, basically. 

Pablo dug into this, chatting with Matt Wood and obtaining audio 

of the recording session. The verdict: the line was “Gi Shatta 

Gasha!” and a bit of made-up Huttese that meant … nothing. 

I couldn’t leave well enough alone, and thought I saw a chance 

for some supremely geeky mischief. (Or may have swiped the idea 

from Pablo. It was years ago.) To amuse myself further, I decided 

this should be a two-part maneuver… 

Step 1: In “Darth Maul: Shadow Conspiracy,” my Scholastic 

adaptation of the Maul/Mandalore Clone Wars episodes, I 

dropped in a line that Tatooine’s twin suns were called “Gi Dopa 

Gasha” in Huttese. 

I was also updating the Episode I Visual Dictionary for DK, tied 

into the 3-D release. In that one, I noted that Aurra Sing’s aliases 

included Nastah and Shatta Aunuanna. “Nashtah” tied in with the 

Legacy of the Force novels. But what about that other mess of 

letters? 

Aunuanna was introduced in the Dark Horse series Emissaries to 

Malastare. She’s Aurra Sing’s mother. 

So put that together. “Gi Gasha” means “The Suns” and “Shatta” 

means … “Daughter.” BUT in Legends Hutts were 

hermaphrodites. So maybe “Shatta” isn’t so restrictive in what it 

means. 

Maybe “Gi Shatta Gasha” means “The Son of the Suns” (6). 

While the canonicity of Shadow Conspiracy is a bit dubious, there are 

interesting connections to take from “The Son of the Suns.” The Chosen 

One of course is Anakin, but because there’s no official version of the Son 
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of the Suns prophecy from the Whills, I think there’s room to play a little 

here. And even though – or perhaps because – most of the evidence here 

is non-canon, play I shall. 

Let’s look at what we got: 

1. “And in the time of greatest despair, there shall come a savior 

and he shall be known as THE SON OF THE SUNS — Journal of the 

Whills 3:127” 

2. “Gi Shatta Gasha” is shouted right before Palpatine’s statue falls 

on Coruscant. 

3. “Gi Dopa Gasha” means “The Twin/Double/Two Suns” in 

Huttese. 

4. “Shatta” is a gender-neutral or gender-fluid term for offspring in 

Huttese. 

We have the capacity for multiple takes here. Just as Ezra and Maul’s 

visions from the Holocrons had different but equally true interpretations, 

I think “The Son of Suns” can refer to more than just one person. After 

all, “the time of greatest despair,” even if it only refers to the Empire, 

stretches across two decades, and the Rebellion hit low points on 

multiple occasions throughout the fight. 

Of course, the gender-neutral/fluid term of Shatta opens up a lot of 

possibilities with Leia or even Shmi, but that’s not where I want to focus 

here. What I want to focus on is that Anakin may be the Chosen One, but 

Ezra and Luke are each the Son of the Suns. 

Neither of them are born on Tatooine, the planet of twin suns. Ezra is 

born on Lothal, Luke is born in a secret medical facility. However, 

Tatooine was formative for both of them. Luke was raised on that planet, 

and according to Meg Cabot, author of “Beru Whitesun Lars” in From a 

Certain Point of View, it’s on Tatooine, with his caretaker that the values 

that make him a hero are instilled (7). Ezra found a type of rebirth on 
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Tatooine, and the tenuous connection that this all has to canon is through 

a phrase in Huttese. And what name did Ezra frequently use as an alias? 

Kallus: And you are? 

Ezra: Jabba the Hutt. 
(“Spark of Rebellion,” Rebels) 

Brom Titus: And what would your name be, young man? 

Ezra: Jabba the Hutt. 
(“Stealth Strike,” Rebels) 

Ezra: Call me Jabba. 
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

Hitting the hardcore theories right now, ain’t we? 

Both Luke and Ezra become saviors in times of despair and provide one 

very specific message to the galaxy: the Empire can be defeated. Ezra and 

his friends liberate and keep Lothal, removing Grand Admiral Thrawn 

from the war. Luke destroys the Death Star, removing Grand Moff Tarkin 

from the war. Furthermore, in keeping with the fact that we hear “Gi 

Shatta Gasha” shouted right before Palpatine’s statue is toppled, Luke 

and Ezra fully become the Jedi they were meant to be, become the Son 

of the Suns, by defying Palpatine directly. 

Ezra resists his sorrow and his longing, rejecting Palpatine’s temptations 

and defying the Sith access to the Temple he could use to reshape time 

itself. Luke resists his anger and his fear, rejecting Palpatine’s offer and 

opening up the opportunity for Anakin’s redemption. 

Anakin was the been the Chosen One. Luke provided the path for 

redemption. And as for Ezra: a moon provides light in the dark until the 

sun can rise. 
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In the Eye of the Beholder 

 

As I was first developing the “Twin Suns” close read, there was one 

element that eluded interpretation. With every ridiculous theory I crafted 

for the episode’s name, I could not place it. Why were there so many 

shots of eyes that looked like the suns? 

Maul’s eyes were the right color. Obi-Wan’s were similar to the blue of 

the twin moons, which served as a stand-in for the suns at night. There 

was a close-up of Ezra’s eye that made the pupil and the dot reflection 

look like the suns across the blue “sky” of his iris. Even Chopper had a 

moment where he was cropped by the frame so that only two of his 

optics were visible. “Twin Suns” used eye close-ups and point-of-view 

shots to establish whose perspective the audience was to engage with, 

so these decisions were not wholly without reason, and yet I still could 

not make the connection to why these eyes resemble the suns, almost 

deliberately so. 

Then I realized I was thinking about this wrong. I was trying to work out 

what it meant for the eyes to be suns; what I needed to consider was 

what it meant for the suns to be eyes. 
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If you want to say that I’ve gone too far and that “Twin Suns” broke me, 

well… Yes, I suppose that is fair. I still ask that you hear me out. This is 

about more than my obsession with a single cartoon episode. 

“Twin Suns” is a small story that perhaps is never shared beyond the four 

people who lived through it, which makes the events feel even smaller, 

more intimate. A story that will eventually be lost to the sands of time. 

But if the suns (and moons) truly represent eyes, then this is a story that 

was witnessed, a story of which someone made note. 

The Force is the obvious culprit here. Powerful embodiments of the Force 

have displayed this ability before: the Priestesses who watched Yoda, the 

Mortis Force Wielders who watched Anakin. However, there’s also the 

possibility for the witness to be a simple mortal as well. How many have 

ever stepped into the World Between Worlds of the Lothal temple? Could 

it have been someone else on the other side of a portal, looking through? 

Or perhaps the eyes belong to someone a little more ethereal. Maybe the 

witness is us. Maybe we were the twin suns all along. 

If you want to say that “Twin Suns” has clearly gone straight to my ego, 

well… Yes, I suppose that is also fair. But “Twin Suns” is not the first 

overlap of the Force and the audience occupying the same space. 

In the first article I wrote for the journal Eleven-ThirtyEight, I discussed 

one of Star Wars’ archetypes: the Arbiter of Compassion. This archetype 

is one who tests the heroes on their quality of character. These arbiters 

help guide others along better paths, ever closer to the light. So it’s only 

fitting that the arbiter of the prequel era, where the descent into 

darkness begins, is gutted before our very eyes. 

Qui-Gon’s death and the shrouding of the Force in The Phantom 

Menace means that there is no arbiter left in this era of Star 

Wars. As such, the arbitration of whether or not a character 

passes the test of compassion is left up to the audience, who has 

no power to guide the characters to better choices. Almost if we 

are Qui-Gon himself: unable to manifest physically, and forced to 
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watch the Jedi and the Republic fall apart, watch Anakin 

slaughter a village, watch an unjust war twist good people into 

collaborators, and watch test after test of compassion failed or 

denied for the “greater good” until evil wins (8).  

Adam Kranz discusses a sibling to this idea in “The Force and I Have 

Different Priorities” (9), but what I want to examine goes beyond 

authorial intent. This is the weight of audience interpretations. 

In Star Wars, there is a power in simply being a witness to an event. A 

story has value because it was seen. There are many tales in The Legends 

of Luke Skywalker and From A Certain Point of View, and perhaps the 

entire concept of both books, that can be read this way. After all, who is 

Beru talking to? But one story makes this power of witness explicit. 

“Stories in the Sand” was written by Griffin McElroy, whose first foray 

into crafting fiction with The Adventure Zone: Balance was also about the 

power in remembering and being witness to a story. That sensibility is on 

full display here. 

Jot is a Jawa who adores stories, but he must destroy all that he comes 

across as a part of the salvage process. And because he is the final and 

perhaps sole witness to the last memories of these droids, he feels an 

almost sacred duty to remember them. 

He watched the stories with rapt attention, trying to memorize 

each and every detail, making silent promises to remember 

them to the best of his ability. 

He had to remember, because after viewing each memory core, 

Jot gently removed its casing and carefully detached its internal 

battery, instantly erasing its contents in the pursuit of 

optimization. 

Jot deplored doing it… 
(McElroy, Griffin. “Stories in the Sand,” From a Certain Point of View) 

For a significant portion of the tale, we are Jot, squirreling ourselves into 

hiding to catch a glimpse of a galaxy far far away. Then R2-D2 comes 
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down the salvage line, and Jot realizes the galactic importance of the 

story in his hands. 

The warm security of his secret compartment drained away, and 

for the first time since discovering the gap, he felt completely 

exposed. He felt watched. 
(McElroy, Griffin. “Stories in the Sand,” From a Certain Point of View) 

In this moment, we are not Jot. We are the multitude of eyes on him. Due 

to McElroy’s penchant for weaving the meta and the narrative together 

(10), I truly think that he intended this interpretation. We all know Artoo’s 

fate, but we don’t know what Jot will decide, so we watch. Under this 

scrutiny, Jot seizes upon his role in the story. The witness becomes a 

participant by deciding what stories are worth remembering. 

The thought of carrying out the data wipe didn’t even cross his 

mind. Jot didn’t believe himself worthy to participate in this 

droid’s story. He certainly did not deserve to bring it to an 

unceremonious end. 
(McElroy, Griffin. “Stories in the Sand,” From a Certain Point of View) 

By our witness, we change the story. 

I don’t just speak about the influence we might have on Lucasfilm or even 

the transition some of us make from fan to creator, I speak of fandom 

itself. 

How many different messages, theories, and fanfics were crafted from 

The Last Jedi alone? How many different stories did each of us witness in 

that single movie, regardless of the message Rian Johnson was intending 

to tell? I don’t believe fully in the Death of the Author but rather that 

authorial intent and audience interpretation are symbiotic even when 

they pull into tension. 

Fandom is born in that tension, and what we speak from it determines 

the stories that are remembered. 
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Johnamarie Macias of The Wookie Gunner is forever championing one 

Ezra Bridger (11; 12). Constable Zuvio is single-handedly kept from 

obscurity by one dedicated podcaster (13). I spent a year and a half of my 

own life pouring all my writing skills into a study of “Twin Suns.” The team 

behind A Star Wars Comic celebrates a multitude of characters by telling 

the tales of their little moments (14). And all of us bend our ear to hear 

the voices of Loan (Kelly Marie) Tran (15) and Ahmed Best (16). 

The galaxy of Star Wars may never know that Cassian and Jyn embraced, 

finding home in their final moments, but we do. The galaxy may never 

know the infinite kindness of Obi-Wan cradling Maul until he passed, but 

we do. The galaxy may never know the depth of Beru Whitesun Lars’ love 

for Luke, but we do. We see them, we hear them, and we decide they 

should not be forgotten. 

We are the twin suns, bearing witness to even the smallest of stories. 

We’ve seen things people wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off the 

horizon of Yavin 4. We watched hope shine in the dark beneath Scarif’s 

gate. All those moments that would have been lost in time, like ashes in 

the wind, saved by our remembrance. 

If you want to say that “Twin Suns” has made me too melodramatic about 

all this, well… Yes, I suppose that is fair too. 
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The Chosen One 

The World Was Wide Enough  
For Both Obi-Wan and Me 

Joel Aron, CG Supervisor – Lighting & FX: When Maul kicks out 

the fire… you all of a sudden feel the vastness of where they are 

(1). 

Kicking out the campfire leaves Ben and Maul lit by only their sabers and 

the sky, and when the battle of “Twin Suns” is complete, and their sabers 

go out, they are left in a field of stars. 

 
©Lucasfilm 
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©Lucasfilm 

Filoni: [The Star Wars movies and shows are] all a connected 

thing. …They’re not disparate from each other. …They are 

inclusive of each other. I believe that Star Wars has this grandeur 

to it; I believe the Force has this infinite space to it. 

So I started seeding…this idea of a place where there are stars (2). 

The final image of Ben holding Maul is an extreme long shot. According 

to The Filmmaker’s Eye by Gustavo Mercado, this is used to emphasize 

the scale of a location, especially in contrast to the size of subject of the 

shot (3 p. 65). Extreme long shots can also be ideal as emblematic shots: 

Emblematic shots have the power to communicate abstract, 

complex, and associative ideas with compositions that reveal 

special connections between visual elements in the frame. 

Emblematic shots can “tell a story” with a single image, 

conveying ideas that are generally greater than the sum of their 

parts. Audiences watching Luke Skywalker looking at the twin 

suns of Tatooine in George Lucas’ Star Wars (1977) get more out 

of that shot than the literal content of the image (young man 

watches suns setting). Instead, the audience is encouraged to 

identify larger meaning from the connections and associations 
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contain in the visual elements, specifically by their placement in 

the composition and the symbolism associated with them. These 

connections transform the concrete meaning “young man 

watches sun setting” into the symbolic “he feels his future is out 

of reach” in the minds of the audience (3 p. 107). 

These emblematic shots are generally placed at the beginning or end of 

a sequence. At the end, they are used to comment on or to contextualize 

the events preceding it. 

In “Twin Suns,” there are multiple elements in this single shot that aim 

for the symbolic. The recreation of multiple different deaths associated 

with Maul and Obi-Wan “alert[s] the audience that [the] story has come 

full circle” (3 p. 107). The moons above the two men are also placed in 

the same configuration as Maul and Ben in the sands below, a reminder 

of the symbolism associated with the twin suns. The larger of the moons 

– Ben’s moon – even has a greater glow than the smaller, a bit like the 

sheen one might find on a Force Ghost. Ben has achieved the next life, 

while Maul has faded away. 

Another element in this shot is the scale of the characters. “We really 

wanted to show the desolation, and how empty it is,” said Henry Gilroy 

in Rebels Recon #3.20 (4), and “desolation” seems to be a good word 

here, because previous extreme long shots in this episode indicate the 

death of hope. 

 
©Lucasfilm 
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Maul falls into despair, thinking himself utterly lost and on the verge of 

death. Ezra falls into despair, realizing how deep he’s caught in Maul’s 

trap and what it cost. And here with Ben and Maul, there is another hope 

killed. Had Maul not forced Ben’s hand into a battle, had Maul repented, 

both men could have found hope. 

By pursuing the answers that the Force gave him like a Sith, Maul ends 

up missing out on the one thing that would have truly brought him that 

hope he sought: not vengeance but redemption. And in witnessing 

Maul’s refusal to change, Ben loses a hope that he may not have known 

he had: that Anakin could be brought back as well. 

Maul’s redemption would have had a massive ripple effect on the galaxy 

moving forward. Not just in another powerful warrior truly joining the 

Rebellion, but the hope it might have instilled in Ben. Imagine how Ben’s 

confrontation with Vader on the Death Star might have been different. 

Imagine how Luke’s training might have been different, with that hope 

instilled in him from the start. Maul could have hastened the actuality of 

Anakin’s redemption and the fulfillment of the Chosen One prophecy (in 

which he did place his final hope) had he simply repented. 

That is yet another element in this emblematic, extreme long shot. The 

emphasis on the scale of their location is also an emphasis on the scale 
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of the story surrounding them. As YouTuber Urban Acolyte and essayist 

Alex Wakeford put it, respectively: 

We [Maul and Obi-Wan] have had our personal battle, our 

personal war, but this [is a] bigger story (5). 

For the first time, Maul is able to let go and recognise that this 

story will go on without him (6). 

Theirs is a small fight in this far larger story, and Maul, tied up in his 

own self-importance and self-debasement, doesn’t see that greater 

picture until he realizes who Ben’s charge is. 

A line that sparked a thousand discussions after the episode aired. 

Who is the “Chosen One?” 

Is it Luke, contrary to George Lucas’s statements on the matter? Is it still 

Anakin? If so, then why would Ben Kenobi tell Maul that Luke was? 

General consensus among both fans and creators is this: Anakin is still the 

Chosen One, but Ben personally no longer believes that. 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: There’s still hope, Master Qui-Gon. You 

thought Anakin was the Chosen One. Perhaps in a way, he was. 
(Aaron, Jason & Mike Mayhew. “From the Journals of Ben Kenobi,” 

Star Wars #15) 

While I agree with that consensus, I think there’s one more factor 

involved in this line: 

Filoni: It’s similar to saying that Anakin Skywalker was the best 

starfighter pilot in the galaxy. I’m like, “Well, yeah, in your 

opinion, man.” [Laughs] What else are you going to tell this guy’s 

son, who’s alone and has no hope? He’s not mediocre; he was 

“the best.” That’s just good parenting by Obi-Wan Kenobi at that 

point (7). 

Just like telling Luke that Anakin was the “best star pilot in the galaxy,” 

Ben is also telling Maul what he needs to hear in this moment: that 
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reminder of a greater story and of the coming redemption. As Wakefield 

writes: 

Neither Maul nor Obi-Wan can be the ones to fix this problem 

that the galaxy is facing, to right the wrongs that they have 

suffered in the past when they were being moved on the galactic 

chessboard by Palpatine. …The active pursuit of revenge can’t 

solve this problem. 

…But Luke… Luke can solve this problem. 

He can avenge them because he doesn’t carry the weight of their 

past with him, he’s a blank slate in a sense. Despite suffering his 

own losses to the Empire, he’s not fighting for revenge. The end 

result of him fighting against the Empire and redeeming his 

father (who then kills Palpatine) is that Obi-Wan and Maul will be 

avenged – the word here implying more of a passive result (6). 

Luke refuses to play the Dark Side’s game, rejecting its control and 

instead embracing compassion even if it means death. It may have been 

Anakin Skywalker who killed Palpatine, but it was Luke who broke 

through the cycle of vengeance. Everything that Maul ever sought, from 

vengeance on his abuser to the simple desire to not be abandoned, was 

bestowed through compassion in his final moments. 

For the first time, Maul is able to let go and recognise that this 

story will go on without him in a way that will bring some justice 

to what he and Obi-Wan suffered as equals – as pawns in 

Palpatine’s game. 

… In his final moments, I believe that this was the “hope” Maul 

was searching for, and that all who have suffered (as he did) at 

Palpatine’s hands will find the same peace. 

Maul won’t be around for that galaxy, he’ll never get to see it 

or feel it, but he knows it’s real. For once, that is enough for him 

(6 p. emphasis mine). 
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If I May File A Complaint 
Now I come to the one major criticism I have with “Twin Suns” as a story: 

this is the first time that the “Chosen One” has been uttered in Rebels. 

In the broader context of Star Wars, we know that the Chosen One is both 

the embodiment of the hope Maul was looking for and the key to 

destroying the Sith. We know what both Luke and Anakin do that bring 

these results about, but if someone only watched Rebels, only followed 

Ezra’s story, they wouldn’t know that. 

Why is the Chosen One important to Ezra’s story? Because destroying the 

Sith is not his responsibility or destiny. That belongs to Anakin and Luke. 

That’s what Ben’s line and Luke’s cameo contribute to Ezra’s story: the 

acknowledgement that in leaving the false Hero’s Journey set out for him 

by Maul and his own hyper-responsibility, he trusts someone else to fulfill 

their purpose. A lesson he learned on a smaller scale with Sabine’s 

mission in “The Antilles Extraction.” A lesson he employs on an even 

larger scale when he trusts his family in the finale to protect Lothal in his 

absence. 

I don’t think there should have been an additional line in “Twin Suns” 

about the Chosen One; the episode is already packed, and there is no 

natural place for it in the final cut. However, I do think that a mention of 

it could have been slipped into Season 2’s “Shroud of Darkness” as Anakin 

does appear in that episode. Even so, I cannot begrudge “Twin Suns” 

or Rebels too much. Not only is hindsight 20/20, but according to 

an interview with Stephen Stanton (8), there was a time that Filoni and 

co. didn’t even know if they had the greenlight to make “Twin Suns” until 

they were already recording Season 3. 

Even in terms of its development, it seems that “Twin Suns” always has a 

bigger story at work. 
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V 

 
Character Study 
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The Boy Who Would 
Be a Jedi 

“Twin Suns” acts in many ways as a successor to the Rebels Season 2 

episode “Legacy,” both in spirit and character development. The very 

opening sequence of “Legacy” is mirrored in the post-title scene of “Twin 

Suns.” 

Both open on the location where the rebels are currently stationed, 

followed by a shot of the Ghost, and then a shot of Ezra and Zeb’s room. 

Ezra is then prompted by a message through the Force. This message 

brings him to wander about an abandoned hallway and room. Within the 

room, the message informs Ezra of a person’s location, which sets him off 

on his journey for the episode. Other visual parallels include the use of 

blue to denote something trustworthy and red to denote danger, Ezra 

falling, and an old man in hiding. There are even some of the same audio 

cues, such as the high-pitched note persistent throughout his vision in 

“Legacy,” which is the same noise the Sith Holocron makes as Maul’s 

voice carries over. This is a hint that the message is not from the Force 

like it was in “Legacy,” but merely transmitted through the Force. 

This is more than simple repetition for the sake of looking clever or 

reusing an old plot point; these parallels are there to help us 

understand why Ezra makes the decisions that he does. It all revolves 

around family. 

“Legacy” is the story of how Ezra discovered what happened to his 

parents. Even though there was nothing he could have done to save 

them, Ezra could very well be haunted by the fact that he received his 

vision the same night they were killed, and he did nothing. 
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This is further reinforced by the number of episodes in Season 3 in which 

Ezra is frustrated by inaction or his inability to take action. We see this 

frustration in the “Antilles Extraction,” in which he is constantly anxious 

about Sabine’s solo mission. This could be read as one of his motivations 

in attempting to extract Kallus in “Through Imperial Eyes.” This is what 

prompts him to start using the Sith Holocron in “Steps into Shadow,” to 

make sure he will never again be helpless to save his new family. 

Unfortunately, this desire to protect others is what sets him down the 

path Maul has wanted for him all along. 

Even though Maul’s immediate goal in “Twin Suns” is to find and kill Obi-

Wan, his long-term goals still include Ezra’s apprenticeship. His use of 

Ezra as bait to “tempt [Kenobi’s] noble heart” to draw Obi-Wan out is also 

intended to draw out Ezra himself. And in order to do so, Maul must 

tempt Ezra’s noble heart as well. 

To understand the tactic Maul is using here, we have to understand the 

dynamic between Maul and Ezra that began in the Season 2 finale 

“Twilight of the Apprentice,” and to understand that, we have to 

understand Ezra’s character development leading up to and following 

after that finale. 

Ezra has been demonstrated to be a highly empathetic person, and 

Maul’s first real victory in Rebels is on Malachor, when he gets Ezra to 

empathize with him over their shared loss of family. As Ezra responds to 

Maul’s tragic life with compassion, Maul looks at him and smiles. It starts 

off kindly and genuine, but in the last moment, the true, scheming reality 

slips through. 

Ezra is continually prompted down Maul’s path throughout “Twilight of 

the Apprentice” by Maul reiterating time and time again Ezra’s 

helplessness to save his friends if he refuses to use the Dark Side. This 

leads to Ezra constantly agreeing with Maul throughout the episode and 

eventually to Ezra’s use of the Holocron in Season 3, which again, is 

exactly what Maul wanted (1). Throughout their encounters, Maul is 

constantly trying to remake Ezra into a version of himself, praising him 
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for his ambitions (even when those ambitions are aggressive against 

Maul) and pleading for Ezra’s company as a brother at the expense of 

those around the boy. 

“Twilight of the Apprentice” acts as a microcosm of the events of Revenge 

of the Sith, in which the dynamic between Ezra and Maul is an echo of 

Anakin and Palpatine. An old Sith (Maul) acts as a friend towards a young 

Jedi (Ezra) to drive a wedge between him and his Master (Kanan) and the 

Jedi Order (Ahsoka). The Sith exhorts the Jedi to kill another Darksider, 

claims to see the Jedi’s true potential, expresses trust towards the young 

Jedi, and pretends to be concerned for the Jedi’s loved ones. The Sith acts 

as an ally against the external threat of the Separatists (Inquisitors) but is 

playing a longer game that would result in the death of both sides with 

the Sith alone on top. 

But Maul is not Palpatine and makes a few critical errors. Palpatine never 

directly attacked Obi-Wan or Padmé and thus kept his hands clean, in a 

sense. Maul flat-out blinds Kanan. Palpatine was patient and willing to 

play the long game until he had established a personal repertoire with 

Anakin. Maul expects Ezra to be won over in a night. But to say that his 

failure to turn Ezra was entirely the fault of Maul’s would be a disservice 

to Ezra himself. 

Ultimately, Maul fails because Ezra is not Anakin. 

Ezra and Anakin are foils to each other, beginning as far back as their 

childhood. Both of them were raised by a loving parent or two who taught 

them to be selfless. 

Anakin Skywalker: Mom, you say the biggest problem in this 

universe is that nobody helps each other. 
(The Phantom Menace) 

Ezra Bridger: They used to say it all the time when I was little, “If 

we don’t stand up, who will?” 
(“Legacy,” Rebels) 
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These words of their parents end up changing the course of their lives. 

Anakin insists on following his mother’s teaching, and as a result, Qui-Gon 

frees him and brings him away from Tatooine even as Shmi Skywalker is 

still enslaved. Ezra’s parents – Ephraim and Mira – live out their teaching 

in front of their son, and as a result, they are taken off Lothal into captivity 

even as Ezra stays behind, free but alone. 

In both Anakin and Ezra, this establishes a fear of abandonment and loss, 

and the fear that they are helpless to do anything about it. Anakin’s 

response is to immediately aim to grow more powerful to prevent such 

things from happening ever again. Ezra’s response is to grow callus and 

selfish to prevent himself from getting hurt ever again. When they both 

get checked by a mentor figure – Obi-Wan telling Anakin to know his 

place and Hera scolding Ezra for living selfishly – their response 

demonstrates a significant difference in who they are. 

Anakin hides from his flaws, seeking to blame others for the things wrong 

in his life, and is positive that if only people got out of his way, he could 

save them. He doesn’t accept that he could be the one responsible for 

something bad happening to him or them. So Anakin pushes back harder 

against the limits that he believes are keeping him from saving people. 

When he does take on guilt, it’s never pointed back to his character or his 

choices, but to his abilities. To him, everything wrong is external. 

Ezra will argue and buck and complain, but at the end of the day, when 

he learns he was wrong, he changes. He takes responsibility for his 

actions. He’s willing to adjust his worldview when presented with new 

information. Ezra understands that sometimes the things that are wrong 

in his life are internal. 

When Anakin is confronted by the death of his mother, he slaughters a 

village. When Ezra encounters Tseebo, the man he holds responsible for 

his parents’ capture and (assumed, at the time) death, he searches deep 

to draw out the forgiveness necessary to free both himself and Tseebo 

from the guilt. 
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Having that moral compass that is separate from – even if occasionally 

muddled by – his feelings is what keeps Ezra from killing the Seventh 

Sister in cold blood. It’s what has him turning against Maul even before 

he learns Kanan was attacked. 

Palpatine won by playing on Anakin’s ego and fears, and this is the tactic 

Maul initially tries. And then tries again in “Holocrons of Fate,” and then 

again in “Visions and Voices.” 

Maul: You are as ambitious as ever! 
(“Holocrons of Fate,” Rebels) 

Maul: This is your opportunity to embrace your destiny. 
(“Visions and Voices,” Rebels) 

While Maul discovers that the fear of losing his friends is an effective 

motivator, he eventually learns that Ezra’s ego is not. 

We do start seeing shades of Anakin’s arrogance – the belief that he can 

save everyone if only he was allowed power and the belief that anything 

wrong was not his fault – in Ezra in the Season 3 premiere as he begins to 

use the Sith Holocron. But as he reaches a breaking point, with Kanan 

both literally and metaphorically reaching down into the dark to draw 

him back, Ezra acknowledges he took the wrong step and later refuses to 

use the Sith Holocron even when Kanan gives him permission in the next 

episode. 

Therefore, by the time Maul swings back around into Ezra’s life, Ezra has 

regained his footing enough to dig his heels in against Maul’s cajoling and 

flattery. Unfortunately, in doing so, Ezra exposes his true pressure point: 

responsibility. Or rather his hyper-responsibility. 

Hyper-responsibility is similar to the arrogance shown by Anakin in that 

both are essentially a desire to save others and set things right, but 

whereas Anakin’s arrogance is outward pointing in its blame, Ezra’s 

hyper-responsibility is inward pointing: “If we don’t stand up, who will?” 
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We see that inward blame happening consistently around Maul. Ezra 

blames himself for Kanan’s injury. He directly says to Maul that Kanan 

and Sabine were trapped by the Nightsisters “because of us!” And as 

such, Ezra has a responsibility to act. 

Thus, in “Twin Suns,” Maul knows that he cannot appeal to Ezra’s ego in 

order to get the response he desires. He has to appeal to his guilt and 

hyper-responsibility to manipulate Ezra into walking Maul’s path. 

Multiple reviews of “Twin Suns” have stated their frustration with Ezra 

defying orders and rushing off on his own, which everyone could see 

coming from a mile off with this line: 

Ezra: It means that Master Kenobi could be alive and in danger 

right now! 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Once again, it appears that Ezra has decided he knows better than the 

older, more experienced people around him, which is a valid enough 

critique of his choices throughout this season. He’s been doing it since 

“Steps into Shadow.” However, he’s also been learning to defer 

judgement when he realizes he’s emotionally compromised by the 

situation, such as at the end of the “The Wynkahthu Job”. In “Holocrons 

of Fate,” Ezra forgoes using the Sith Holocron in order to ask for Kanan’s 

guidance, and in “Visions and Voices,” he’s ready to defer to Kanan’s and 

the Bendu’s advice until Maul forces his hand by threatening Chopper 

Base. 

As a result, this attitude of Ezra’s here feels like a step back, unless we 

review it in the context of “Legacy.” Because with great power may come 

great responsibility, but with great guilt comes that hyper-responsibility, 

so let’s talk Peter Parker. 
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©Marvel 

The very first issue of Spider-Man in Amazing Stories by Stan Lee and 

Steve Ditko ends with the now-famous refrain. “With great power comes 

great responsibility” was not originally a line of Uncle Ben’s; it was a piece 

of narration over the final image of that comic. However, as Spidey was 

rebooted into different comic universes or translated to different 

mediums, the line or at least the lesson itself, was brought in to be a part 

of Ben Parker’s character and of the way in which he and May raised 

Peter. This shift in the various Spider-Man canons meant that Uncle Ben’s 

life as well as his death was an influence on who Peter would become. 

It’s Peter’s failure to live by his uncle’s words that leads to Ben’s death, 

and so it’s that same failure of Peter’s that spurs him on to become a 

superhero. A great portion of Peter’s motivation is his guilt from this 

moment. 

“If we don’t stand up, who will?” is Ephraim and Mira’s version of “great 

responsibility,” and like Peter, Ezra initially fails to follow those words. 

Ezra Bridger: Why would I risk my life for a bunch of strangers? 
(“Spark of Rebellion,” Rebels) 
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Police Officer: What’s with you, mister?? All you hadda do was 

trip him or hold him for just a minute! 

Peter Parker: Sorry, pal! That’s your job! I’m thru being pushed 

around – by anyone! From now on I just look out for Number 

One – that means – me! 
(Lee, Stan & Steve Ditko. “Spider-Man!” Amazing Fantasy #15) 

While we don’t see direct consequences for Ezra’s abandonment of his 

parent’s values – unlike Peter – we do see him suffering from guilt over 

it. In the very first Rebels episode, his experience giving food to the 

people in Tarkintown clearly left a mark on him, and after the pilot, he’s 

usually the first to begin springing up to help someone else in need. This 

especially stands out in “Legacy.” 

In this episode, Ezra is desperate to find his parents, even making a 

promise to do so to the last picture he has of them. Yet, he constantly is 

willing to delay his search to help others. He refuses to take off in 

the Phantom until Zeb and Chopper are safely on the Ghost. He tries to 

stay behind to help free Commander Sato and Rex from the Imperial 

tractor beam and has to be ordered away. “Legacy” does more than just 

give us the words of Ezra’s parents; it shows him living them out. 

It’s important to note that for the first two seasons, Ezra generally takes 

on responsibility that’s within his abilities; there’s the occasional over-

reach, but he tends to focus on what he is capable of doing. Then 

Malachor happens, and all bets are off. 

It’s the threat of the Sith, namely the Inquisitors, that brings Ezra to 

Malachor, a degree of guilt that his, Kanan’s, and Ahsoka’s mere presence 

might bring the Empire down on the Rebellion’s head. It’s this threat and 

this guilt that causes Ezra to ask for the key to destroying the Sith, a job 

that was never his to begin with and is nowhere within range of his 

abilities. 

On Malachor itself, it’s Ezra’s search for answers that brings him in 

contact with Maul, and it’s his insistence on trusting Maul that brings 

Maul into contact with Ahsoka and Kanan. And it’s this contact that 
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results in Kanan’s injury and Ahsoka’s presumed death. Thus does Ezra’s 

guilt become magnified and his sense of responsibility inflates into the 

dangerous hyper-responsibility we see in Season 3, especially when Maul 

comes into play. 

Therein we see the critical difference in Ezra’s choices in “Legacy” and 

“Twin Suns.” Ezra’s sense of responsibility in “Legacy” allows him to 

understand and respond to the broader picture. His guilt regarding Maul 

and his hyper-responsibility regarding the Sith as a whole has put blinders 

on his focus. 

This is yet another step down Maul’s path. Just as Maul’s better pursuit 

of hope was abandoned in the search for one man, so is Ezra’s part in the 

wider Rebellion abandoned here. This briefing scene made a point to 

establish exactly how critical Ezra is to the movement, but he throws it all 

away, fueled by his singular focus on Maul. 

In addition to the guilt and resulting hyper-responsibility, Ezra is also 

reacting from experience. 

Ezra was consistently proven correct in “Legacy,” even against Kanan and 

Hera’s cautions. Anytime that he made a declaration of “it means…” in 

that episode, he was right. His vision did coincide with the prison break. 

He was meant to return to Lothal. The man in his vision did know his 

parents. 

In Season 3, Ezra has been consistently protecting people from Maul. 

Why does Ezra give up the Sith Holocron to Maul? To keep Maul from 

killing the crew of the Ghost. Why does Ezra agree to go to Dathomir? To 

keep Maul from exposing the Rebel base. And he succeeds in both cases, 

so why wouldn’t he expect anything but success in saving Obi-Wan 

Kenobi? 

Ezra isn’t being arrogant here for the sake of arrogance; he is being 

informed by a past experiences, both with his visions and with Maul. 
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Of course, just as with the Holocron message, the lens of “Legacy” also 

provides Ezra with warnings against pursuing Maul, namely the lack of 

Hera’s blessing in this endeavor. In “Legacy,” Ezra was willing to put his 

search for his parents on hold to help others, and in the end, it was Hera 

who urged him to go. In “Twin Suns,” Hera insists that Ezra stay on Atollon 

to help prepare for the attack to retake Lothal. 

Defying this request of Hera’s, especially when it means compromising a 

mission to Lothal, is another example of Ezra’s hyper-responsibility. This 

show, and Ezra’s journey, has been about freeing Lothal from the 

beginning. Even as the story of Rebels expanded in Seasons 2 and 3, 

everything – and Season 4 – has always come back to the importance of 

Lothal, and that is where Ezra’s responsibility should be focused. But in 

attempting to eliminate the threat of the Inquisitors, Vader, and 

especially the reoccurring presence of Maul, Ezra has lost perspective and 

is reaching for something beyond his capabilities. 

This hyper-responsibility is reflected in Ezra’s animation. In the first two 

seasons, Ezra has a great deal of bounce to his movements. His mop of 

hair helps to accentuate his movements, make them seem lighter, more 

playful, but also his body language was radically different: animated and 

carefree.  

In Season 3, Ezra is more rigid. He has his moments of playfulness, but 

they are fewer and farther between – no “Fighter Flight” or “Stealth 

Strike” in this season – and are generally more subdued. 

This plays well into his character arc, establishing his growth into a 

mature young man. However, there’s also a bitterness to it as well. While 

his increased maturity and the shedding of his naïveté is a good 

development, especially in the moments he’s providing emotional 

support to his space family, the rigidness itself is a mark of innocence lost. 

Between the trauma of Malachor, the Sith Holocron’s influence, his 

increasing responsibility and accountability in the Rebellion, and of 

course, Maul’s pursuit, Ezra has been forced to give up what little of his 

childhood he had left. 
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It carries shades of how the Inquisitors sought to take away the childhood 

of those they hunted in “The Future of the Force” and how Sidious took 

away Maul’s. In fact, the only thing out of those four factors which 

allowed Ezra to hold onto to pieces of his youth is the Rebellion; it honed 

and grew him, to be sure, but he still smiled, cracked wise, and played. 

Everything else, everything related to the Dark Side, just kept taking. 

“Twin Suns” gives us a small bounce of Ezra as he slips away from the 

flight deck officer on Atollon. Because of the rigidity of his animation 

throughout this season, it is more than just a light-hearted beat in an 

emotionally heavy episode. It’s a visually important contrast between the 

loss of naïveté the Rebellion required of him and the loss of innocence 

the Dark Side forced on him, which is something that Obi-Wan gets to 

address when the two of them meet. 

When Maul arrives at the campfire, Ezra feels guilty for letting the Sith 

use him to get to Obi-Wan. 

Ezra: I led him to you; let me make it right. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

In Obi-Wan’s response – “That is not your responsibility” – his voice takes 

on an edge that has never been present in the Alec Guinness Obi-Wan. 

Not even when fighting Darth Vader or telling Luke that he must be willing 

to kill his own father does his voice take on such a hard tone. It’s as close 

to a snap as any line Ben Kenobi ever gives. 

In part, this is because this is what Ezra needs to hear. He needs to be 

told, in no uncertain terms, that the Sith – be it the Inquisitors, Maul, or 

the Empire itself – is not his problem to fix. It wasn’t his problem to fix 

back when they went to Malachor. It wasn’t his problem to fix when he 

began using the Sith Holocron or when he and Maul joined the two 

Holocrons together. It isn’t his problem to fix now, on Tatooine. The Sith 

are not his fight, and their presence is leading Ezra away from what he is 

meant to do and who he is meant to be. 
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Which is the other reason Obi-Wan’s reprimand here is so harsh in 

comparison to anything else he says in the Original Trilogy. The presence 

of the Sith, which led to the Clone Wars, led the Jedi as a whole away 

from what they were meant to do and who they were meant to be. 

Mace Windu: We’re keepers of the peace, not soldiers. 
(Attack of the Clones) 

Qui-Gon Jinn: I can only protect you. We can’t fight a war for 

you. 
(The Phantom Menace) 

The Sith and their war turned the Jedi into Generals who became willing 

to overlook the people who needed their help for the sake of a “larger 

picture.” Felucia, Mandalore, and Onderon, among others, all became 

the “Lothal” of the Clone Wars. These farmers, pacifists, and freedom 

fighters were those that the Jedi Order were sworn to help and defend, 

but due to the Jedi’s focus on the war of the Sith, such things fell to the 

wayside to varying degrees. 

And Obi-Wan sees that clearly now. With this line, not only is he setting 

Ezra back on his own path, away from the false Hero’s Journey Maul had 

crafted for the boy, but Obi-Wan is also making sure Ezra doesn’t make 

the same mistake that the Jedi Order did years ago 

At the most basic level, “Twin Suns” is about Ezra regaining perspective. 

The perspective his parents gave him. It’s about him learning to pull his 

focus off the Sith and back to Lothal, where his true responsibilities lie. It 

removes the influence of Maul and the Dark Side, letting Ezra put both 

behind him and move forward. “Twin Suns” is almost a reversal of THe 

Last Jedi’s Canto Bight. 

Canto Bight has been widely argued amongst viewers. Some see it as 

superfluous while other movie critics defend it for being critical in 

demonstrating the theme of failure, and providing growth for Finn. Like 

Ezra, Finn has an issue of perspective. While Ezra’s focus is to a problem 

well beyond his responsibility, Finn’s focus is too small. At the start of The 
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Last Jedi, Finn is primarily concerned with making sure Rey is safe, and 

that one person influences many of his decisions. 

However, on Canto Bight, Finn begins to see the bigger picture: even 

outside the First Order, the strong and wealthy prey on the weak and 

downtrodden. Rose pointing him to that fact gives him the perspective of 

what the Resistance is truly about. That is what makes him stop running. 

Just as viewers were uncertain about the purpose of Canto Bight, before 

“Twin Suns” aired, fans were overall uncertain about what to expect from 

this episode. Would it ultimately be superfluous to the overall story of 

Rebels? As Ben Wahrman of Eleven-ThirtyEight writes: 

[I]f Ezra and Kanan do meet Obi-Wan, what then? He will never 

leave Tatooine, he has a sacred charge while he is there and 

leaving that charge to fight a battle he has already lost once, long 

ago, is not something I can see him doing. 

Ezra’s search is, to use the TV Tropes term, a Shaggy Dog Story: 

“a high level of build-up and complicating action, only to be 

resolved with an anti-climax or ironic reversal, usually one that 

makes the entire story meaningless.” Even if he searches, and 

hunts, and finds, and no matter what he sacrifices to find 

Tatooine, to find Obi-Wan, we as the audience know that his 

search will end without bearing any meaningful fruit. Not the fruit 

that Ezra expects, anyway. Obi-Wan might hold the secret that 

will destroy the Sith, from a certain point of view, but it is not 

something for Ezra to commandeer for his own fight (2). 

Ultimately it comes back down to the same thing it meant for Finn. Even 

though Finn and Rose’s trip to Canto Bight was a part of a failed plan, it’s 

what makes Finn the hero the Resistance needs by the movie’s end. For 

Ezra, the adventure of “Twin Suns” is what puts Ezra back on the path to 

be the Jedi Lothal needs. 

Ezra’s shift in focus could also be summed up in a single quote from Rose 

Tico: 
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Rose Tico: That’s how we’ll win. Not by fighting what we hate 

(Sith), by saving what we love (Lothal). 
(The Last Jedi) 

In addition learning – or relearning – that it is Lothal, not the Sith, that is 

his responsibility, Ezra also learns that it’s himself that Lothal needs. 

Filoni points out in the audio commentary that Ezra has been constantly 

looking outward for answers to save Lothal (3). He looks to Kanan and 

Hera, Ahsoka, even Maul and the Sith Holocron, and now Obi-Wan for 

someone to save Lothal. In spite of his hyper-responsibility, Ezra doesn’t 

see himself as capable of saving Lothal. It’s very much like another of The 

Last Jedi’s protagonists. 

Rey is not one to back down from a fight; she’s always the first one to 

charge in to help. Yet she denies that her role in the story is anything 

large. Throughout The Force Awakens, she’s committed to defending BB-

8 through all odds, but she refuses to accept that the Force calls her to 

be something bigger, grander. 

By the end, by the times The Last Jedi begins, Rey has accepted that 

she does have a larger role, but it’s still centered around who else she can 

bring to the fight, not what she herself can. She looks first to Luke, and 

when he fails her, she looks to Kylo Ren, as pointed out by Eleven-

ThirtyEight’s Mark Eldridge. 

Rey assumed, as many fans did, that the story’s hero must be a 

Skywalker: first she thinks it must be Luke, then Ben. When she 

catches the lightsaber that has bisected Snoke, she gazes up at 

Ben as if she has found her hero (4). 

It isn’t until the end, again, that Rey accepts that it’s her – Rey from 

nobody and nowhere – who can bring hope back to the galaxy. 

It is Rey the Resistance look to as their hero, awe on their faces as 

she lifts the rocks to save them (4). 
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Ezra is very much in the same vein. When he commits, he commits hard, 

but he doesn’t yet realize what he has to offer just as himself. Like Leia 

answering Rey’s despondent question, folding her hand over the young 

Jedi’s – 

Rey: How do we build a rebellion from this? 

Leia Organa: We have everything we need. 
(The Last Jedi) 

– Ben Kenobi reminds Ezra of the hope he can be. 

Ben Kenobi: What you need, you already have. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

I don’t think it’s coincidence that Ezra’s bounce returns after Tatooine. 

The Dark Side shed from him, he becomes again the Jedi Lothal needs: 

which is just himself. 
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Did You Ever Hear the 
Tragedy of Darth Maul 

the Lost? 

Maul has become one of the best examples in Star Wars about the 

transformative power of compassion. Not exactly the character I would 

expect, but here we are. 

Before We Move On 
With ableism and the stigma of mental illness alive and well in our media 

and our culture, I would be remiss if I didn’t acknowledge its existence 

both in Star Wars as a whole and Maul’s story in particular. This 

unfortunately means that, in discussing this portion of Maul’s journey in 

my “Twin Suns” close read, ableist undercurrents will be present. 

Particularly, I will have to touch on how Maul’s connection to the Dark 

Side is manifested as a mental illness. To pretend otherwise would be to 

deny that ableism, even unintentional ableism, exists in Star Wars. 

This is How You Find Me, Brother. 
Discarded. Forgotten. 
Ben Kenobi catches Maul. 

It’s such a simple act, and yet all the more powerful for it. It could have 

been just as easy to let Maul hit the ground, as Qui-Gon and Satine had 

fallen before him, kept out of Obi-Wan’s reach. As Maul himself did, time 

and time again. No one was there to catch him on Naboo, Mandalore, or 

Malachor, and his victims were likewise discarded. Even here in “Twin 

Suns” we see Maul do what Ben could have done. 
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When Ezra lunges at the vision of Maul in the desert, Filoni uses the frame 

of the camera to hide whether or not Maul is actually there until the 

reality hits Ezra hard. It’s similar to the trick Filoni uses to surprise us 

with Ben’s killing blow. And here, Maul lets Ezra collapse to the ground 

with a derisive laugh, and then leaves the boy abandoned to be bait for 

Kenobi. 

Maul has not only been living in abandoned places for the entirety 

of Rebels, Maul has been living in abandonment over the entire course of 

his life. In the comic Son of Dathomir, we receive two conflicting stories 

of how Maul came into Sidious’ possession. Maul’s mother, Talzin, claims 

he was stolen from her, Sidious forgoing his promise to make her his 

apprentice by taking her son. Sidious makes this claim: 

Sidious: Maul came to me as a child – a not-so-appreciated gift 

from Mother Talzin. Her spite for me runs deep… 
(Barlow, Jeremy & Juan Frigeri. Darth Maul: Son of Dathomir #1) 

Here, Sidious’ claim carries more weight. There is no reason for him to lie 

to Dooku about whether Maul was stolen or gifted to him. Talzin, on the 

other hand, tells her version of the story in Maul’s presence while trying 

to win Dooku’s alliance. She needs Maul to remain loyal to her. Thus 

Sidious’ tale of Talzin willingly handing Maul over to him rings truer. 

Once owned by Sidious, in the old Legends continuity, abandonment 

remained a looming possibility. In The Wrath of Darth Maul, Maul: 

Lockdown, and the short comic “Marked,” Sidious threatened Maul with 

replacement by another apprentice again and again. This constantly 

undermined Maul’s self-worth and sense of purpose. 

Sidious: I already have an apprentice. He stands before you now. 

If you wish to take his place… you will kill him. 

Maul: Master…? 

Maul, thinking: My Master has forsaken me… and without him… 

I have no purpose. I am nothing. Master. Do not leave me. I am 

afraid. 
(Williams, Rob & Cully Hamner. “Marked,” Star Wars Tales Volume 6) 
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The potential canonicity of such threats is strengthened by a visual call-

back from the canon Son of Dathomir to the Legends tale “Marked,” as 

Sidious recalls how Maul came to him. 

 
Left: “Marked” (Legends). Right: Son of Dathomir (canon). ©Lucasfilm 

Whether or not such threats will see the light of canon again, we still 

know that the eventual abandonment by Sidious after Naboo stung hard 

and deep. 

Maul: And such is how you found me, brother: discarded, 

forgotten.  
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: Since new apprentices are apparently so easy to find. 
(Barlow, Jeremy & Juan Frigeri. Darth Maul: Son of Dathomir #3) 

Maul: The Sith… used me as a weapon, then cast me aside. 

Abandoned me!  
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

The last thing we ever hear Sidious say of Maul, his first apprentice is this: 

Sidious: Maul’s future has been erased. 
(Barlow, Jeremy & Juan Frigeri. Darth Maul: Son of Dathomir #4) 

With Talzin dead and waste laid to Dathomir, Maul was again discarded 

from his old Master’s considerations. And after the rise of the Empire, 

even old allies like Gar Saxon turned their oaths to Sidious, leaving Maul 
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but a piece of their history, if he is even given that. Upon seeing the 

darksaber again, Bo-Katan has no words to say of Maul’s wielding of it; 

her only thoughts are towards her sister. 

While it’s easy and truthful to blame Sidious for a lot of this, it’s also clear 

in his adult years that Maul himself perpetuated this cycle of 

abandonment by refusing to leave the Sith philosophy behind him, even 

after he left the Order itself. Maul has constantly been looking to reclaim 

a sense of purpose, to fill the emptiness in him, and the Force actually 

keeps giving him answers. But because he pursues those answers from 

the Sith mindset, he keeps coming up empty-handed. 

Maul: I am lost… and yet I can feel [it], so close, so close. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

In Rebels alone, he’s given someone (Ezra) to advocate for him so that he 

has a chance to join something bigger, to find a purpose again. But in 

choosing to manipulate and betray Ezra, he loses any chance of even a 

friendship with him. When he’s looking for hope, he’s given a vision of 

Obi-Wan Kenobi, who, in their last real conversation, had told Maul that 

he could make a choice to turn from the Dark Side. But instead of 

pursuing his original question of hope, Maul reverts to revenge and in 

doing so causes his own death. 

It would have been a thematically fitting end to Maul, had he fallen 

untouched to the sand, his grip on the Sith philosophy leaving him 

abandoned at the very end. There would have been a touch of poetic 

justice as well, seeing how Qui-Gon, Satine, and even those he cared for 

(Savage, in his death, and Ezra) were never caught. Let Maul fall and 

complete the cycle of events.  

But compassion disagrees. 
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Sympathy is in the Eye of the Beholder 
It’s important to note the manner in which this act of compassion is 

framed. 

Sam Witwer: This is why [Return of the Jedi] is brilliant. The 

interest we have in Darth Vader is mostly because of ROTJ. It’s not 

because of ESB. …We all think all that interesting character stuff 

happened in ESB, but it didn’t for Vader. It all happened in ROTJ, 

and then when you watch ESB after ROTJ, you see all these layers 

that you didn’t see before. …Jedi informs Empire in the same way 

that Empire informs Jedi… 

<Lawrence Kasdan voice> “Why would [Luke] save his father, 

George? I don’t understand” 

<George Lucas voice> “Because we’re going to take Darth Vader 

and make him into a sympathetic character” (1). 

When Star Wars was first coming out, Darth Vader was a cold and 

calculating villain and little more. He only became sympathetic to 

audiences only after we saw him through Luke’s eyes in Return of the 

Jedi. Slightly contrasted to Vader and Return of the Jedi, we did get to 

watch Maul’s arc through The Phantom Menace, The Clone Wars, 

and Rebels before “Twin Sun” was released. It’s been enough to make the 

audience not only sympathize but also empathize with Maul. 

Nevertheless, Maul frequently undercuts his own moments of sympathy 

because of what he chooses to do with the trust and compassion offered 

to him. His brother brings him back from the brink of madness, and in 

return Maul slaughters an entire colony and forces Savage into 

submission. Obi-Wan tries to reach out and show compassion for his 

childhood trauma, and in return, Maul kills Satine. Ezra empathizes with, 

trusts, and advocates for Maul, and in return Maul torments him and his 

entire family. 

This is taken to the extreme in “Twin Suns,” where we never see Maul 

through any sympathetic lens until after the duel. His visions of Savage – 
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the source of his sympathetic viewpoint in The Clone Wars – were cut 

from the final script, as well as this storyboard image of him in sorrow 

after Ben tells him he has “nothing.” 

 
©Lucasfilm 

In the episode itself, we have no such glance. The shot cuts right to Maul’s 

snarl as he begins to pick at Ben’s reason for being there. This leaves Maul 

with a bitter and cruel role, which perfectly fits him as a character: 

undercutting his own sympathy. The cold open shows him as desperately 

vicious, followed swiftly by manipulative cunning. His presence then 

becomes a torment to Ezra, leading him into traps and goading him into 

despair. When he finally shows up by Ben’s fire, it’s the throne room of 

Mandalore all over again. Hateful, mocking, and cruel. Not even his own 

moments as our viewpoint character is Maul seen as sympathetic, which 

says something about how he perceives himself. 

Maul: Always remember, I am filth… 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

The one place we see Maul sympathetic in “Twin Suns” is through Ben’s 

eyes. That must have been deliberate. Because Ezra doesn’t need to 

redeem Maul; he needs to be free of him. Because Maul doesn’t 

comprehend the compassion that will be his redemption. It’s only by Ben 

that we are brought to sympathy. 
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This redemption in Maul is incredibly small, but for him, incredibly 

radical. Throughout two animated series, compassion has act as a 

transformative agent in his life. “Twin Suns” was the coup de grâce of it 

all, literally the “blow of mercy.” 

It Grows Strong and Fierce in You, Like a Cancer 
“Compassion” is frequently cited as a weakness of the Jedi and other 

Light Side wielders. It makes them vulnerable, predictable, and 

exploitable by Darksiders (and bounty hunters, and the Empire, and…). 

Maul himself takes advantage of this: letting the Naboo transmission slip 

through on Tatooine to track Queen Amidala, slaughtering the colony on 

Raydonia and allowing Satine to get her message out on Mandalore to 

lure in Obi-Wan, and using Ezra’s immense capacity for empathy to gain 

his trust. 

So there is some truth to the idea that “compassion is a weakness,” but 

it’s merely a sliver of the whole. The true reason the Dark Side rejects 

compassion is because compassion is its greatest threat. Despite the 

“Rule of Two,” Sith and other Darksiders are constantly attempting to 

recruit other Force wielders to their cause. Which, on the surface, doesn’t 

make sense. To quote the comedy recap blog Snark Wars: 

…and please, readers: with this, allow me to recite some things 

(this is by no means an exhaustive list) that have annoyed, 

enraged, or otherwise inspired a distressed emotional rant from 

the People of Star Wars: 

– Obi-Wan Kenobi being dead (Anakin, Luke, Everyone) 

– Obi-Wan Kenobi being alive (Maul, Vader, Tarkin, probably 

Sheev)… 

– Someone not joining the Dark Side (Everyone evil. Normally 

this would fall under “typical thing a bad guy gets mad about in 

any franchise”, but this one only gets me in Star Wars because, 

really: 99% of the time it would do these guys ZERO good to have 

MORE Darksiders running around. It’s just more people to 
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compete with and have possibly try to murder you later! Guys, 

think it through. Did NO ONE hear the Tragedy of Darth Plagueis 

the Wise?! FFS.) (2) 

The reason, however, that this trend exists in Star Wars is because the 

Dark Side is ultimately about control. Not self-control, as the Jedi teach, 

but the control of others, and coercing someone to play by your rules is 

the ultimate means of control. At least until someone starts playing the 

game better than you (see: Sidious and Plagueis). 

In the Legends novel Darth Plagueis, the Sith espouse that they are the 

ones in control of the Force, unlike the Jedi who submit to its will. The 

Jedi are buffeted about by fate, they claim, but it is the Sith that bend 

even the Force to their will. In canon, we see shades of that philosophy, 

particularly in the method in which the Sith create their lightsabers. In 

the novel Ahsoka, we learn that the Jedi listen for the song of the crystal 

that belongs to them, and in The Clone Wars we learn that constructing 

a lightsaber is an act of cooperation with the Force. The Sith, on the other 

hand, take kyber crystals and “bleed” them, bending them to their own 

ends. 

However, this claim of the Sith and other Darksiders – that they are in 

control and the Dark Side is not – is false. The Dark Side is insatiable and 

will always keep taking, even from its servants. Mark Eldridge from 

Eleven-ThirtyEight explores this in relation to Kylo Ren: 

Just as in the Mortis trilogy in TCW, which begins with a state of 

balance between light and dark, the dark side ultimately proves 

insatiable. Kylo Ren cannot resist the lure of the throne… Balance, 

it turns out, is not found in the light and dark sides teaming up 

against a greater enemy, because when that enemy is gone, the 

dark side remains insatiable. Kylo only wants more (3).  

Kylo is the more conflicted soul, but… he ends TLJ as the definitive 

example of Lucas’s conception of the dark side: corrupting your 

thoughts, making you want more and more, and leaving you with 

nothing. His brief alliance with Rey in the throne room is 
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unsustainable, because the dark side in TLJ is what it has always 

been: an insatiable desire for power, and violently lashing out at 

anyone who may take it from you (4). 

We have seen this in Ezra’s journey here in Rebels as well. Maul and the 

influence of the Holocron was a violent ripping away of what was left of 

Ezra’s youth. The Rebellion may have called him into greater 

responsibility, honed him into a young man, but the Dark Side simply kept 

taking from him. Because it’s never the user who is in control, but the 

Dark Side itself, and it only grows in power the more it’s used. 

Son: Can you feel it, sister? Can you feel the anger? The hate. 

The fury. 

Daughter: Their conflict is feeding you, isn’t it? 
(“Altar of Mortis,” The Clone Wars) 

Therefore, the greatest loss a Darksider may face is death, but the 

greatest loss the Dark Side itself can face is redemption. The death of a 

Dark Side user may be a setback, but in the long run, it’s simply the loss 

of a tool that can be replaced. The redemption of a Darksider to the Light 

is the loss of control itself. And redemption is not found through moral 

arguments or comparisons of power; it’s found through compassion. 

Darth Vader’s redemption through Luke is the most obvious example of 

this, but he’s not alone. It’s Ezra’s empathy that causes Saw to back down 

on Geonosis and brings about a character shift in Hondo by 

the Rebels finale. It’s Ventress’ love that saves Quinlan Vos from the Dark 

Side. And then there’s Finn, who broke away from the First Order and its 

conditioning not through someone else’s compassion for him, but 

through his own compassion for others. 

This is why the Dark Side rails so hard against even the idea of 

compassion; because through compassion, it loses control. 

Consider prejudice for a moment. If you have a bias against something – 

race, gender, political affiliation, etc. – you will automatically have a 

lower regard for what someone with those credentials has to 
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say, especially if they are speaking from the experience provided by said 

credentials. In short: if you are sexist and a woman attempts to speak to 

you about a situation from the female perspective, you will dismiss it 

because you have learned to disregard the worth of women. 

This is what the Sith do with compassion. Painting it as nothing but a 

weakness to be exploited, they attempt to take away its power to ensure 

that their followers cannot be swayed by it. Perhaps consciously, they 

truly believe that’s exactly what compassion is: a weakness. But when 

everything is stripped away and nothing but the Dark Side is left, it reacts 

to compassion in a wholly different manner. 

Where have we seen the Dark Side in its purest, most undiluted form? 

No, not the Son of The Clone Wars Mortis trilogy. While he was an avatar 

of the Dark Side, we know from the word of the Father that he 1) chose 

it and 2) wasn’t fully consumed by the time of his death. Another example 

of compassion undermining the Dark Side’s power. 

Palpatine, perhaps? Definitely a stronger argument as we have yet to 

see any genuine compassion or selflessness from him, but he’s still able 

to present the appearance of it. Even as Emperor, he was able to convince 

some of his followers that he was working towards the greater good. He 

was immersed in the Dark Side, but not consumed by it. 

So, who was? 

Spider-Maul. Spider-Maul from Lotho Minor is our most refined example 

of the Dark Side. 

Witwer once stated that where we find Maul in The Clone Wars is… 

Witwer: …showing, for the first time, the raw, unadulterated 

– this is what the Dark Side is. It’s not cool lightsaber fights, 

jumping around, and having awesome costumes. …It’s also 

madness and despair and agony. Let’s just give [the audience] the 

Dark Side without a guy strong enough in the moment to hide all 

this underneath (5). 
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What we see in Maul here is the pure heart of the Dark Side. It’s ugly, 

pathetic, and pitiable. And what’s its response to compassion? 

The barest display of it from Savage sends Maul fleeing. 

His avoidance of Savage in the moments beforehand were framed more 

as a predator stalking its prey rather than someone fleeing a threat. Even 

as Savage proves himself to be a more difficult meal than the others sent 

his way, Maul still presses his attack. But the moment Savage addresses 

him definitively as “brother” – with a note of longing and pity in his voice, 

no less – Maul breaks off and runs. Consumed by the Dark Side, he flees 

the greatest threat to his current state: compassion. 

But already, the “damage,” so to speak, is done. 

The first display of compassion gives Maul his voice back; his growls give 

way to language, and like a child learning words, his first is “no.” As 

Savage pursues him and continues to insist on Maul’s worth – “You are 

my brother!” “[Someone] should have been helping [you]!” – Maul grows 

more and more verbose and coherent. Though it will take Talzin to 

restore his mind, and Maul never fully rejects the Dark Side, it is Savage’s 

compassion that brings Maul back from being wholly consumed by the 

darkness. 

Compassion such as this drives Maul to become a better person. 

Becoming a “better” person doesn’t necessarily mean becoming a “good” 

person. Even at the end of his life, Maul is no hero, but he did improve. 

Under Sidious, Maul had no concept of loyalty to anyone outside himself 

and Sidious, and the latter was not secured through compassion. In the 

2017 run of the Darth Maul comics, he casually considers how he would 

have had sport hunting his hired crew if he had no other use for them. 

The only thing that gives him pause in killing a Jedi Padawan is the idea 

of her as an ally to the Dark Side, but the notion is quickly dismissed to 

avoid challenging Sidious so openly. 
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Once rescued by Savage in The Clone Wars, Maul still maintains his 

brutality and forces Savage into a Master-Apprentice dynamic, 

“depersonalizing his brother” or trying to (6). But that compassion Savage 

showed Maul doesn’t fully allow it. Maul still becomes distressed when 

Savage is injured and breaks off an assault to pull him out of harms way. 

He holds himself back from assaulting Vizsla and Bo-Katan when they put 

a gun to Savage’s head. And his grief over Savage’s death leads him into 

the most open defiance of Sidious he has ever displayed. 

Witwer: [Maul] realizes he’s losing something meaningful beyond 

just controlling people or using people. There’s a real relationship 

here (7). 

Thanks to Savage, there is a part of Maul that learned to love. We see him 

in Son of Dathomir try to rush to his mother’s side even as her fate is 

sealed. We see him express similar concern for Ezra in Rebels, trying to 

keep the young Jedi safe on Malachor and on Dathomir. According to 

Dave Filoni in the “Twin Suns” audio commentary, “Maul’s life changed 

and began again when he met Ezra, so [he knows] he’s probably going to 

need Ezra in the end” (8). That empathy Ezra showed him on Malachor, 

along with the parallels to Savage finding him in a cave on Lotho Minor, 

retriggered that desire for compassion in Maul. This time, Maul is aware 

of that desire (even if he doesn’t fully understand it) and doesn’t try to 

push it down as he did in The Clone Wars, but rather openly begs Ezra for 

it in the ruins of his homeworld. Much like how he begs Ben Kenobi for 

hope in the end. 

Again, Maul still commits horrendous atrocities up until his death, and his 

treatment of Savage or Ezra was still cruel. However, I think it’s important 

to acknowledge the contributions both Savage and Ezra had to Maul’s 

redemption. In spite of what Maul did to them, their compassion was an 

influence on his life that brought him to the point where he was able to 

accept forgiveness and forgive Obi-Wan in return. 

This growth is visually reinforced by how Maul dies. In the famous Ring 

Theory essay, Mike Klimo points out that Maul’s first death is 
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thematically similar to Sidious’s: “A Sith falling down a deep chasm to his 

death.” However, after Maul returned, his actual death reflects that of 

Qui-Gon and that of Vader: “A slain Jedi being cradled… And a funeral 

pyre” (9). Through the compassion of Savage, Ezra, and Ben, Maul is 

spared the fate of oblivion that befell his Master. 

It Will Kill You in the End… You May Rely on It 
In “Twin Suns,” Maul is almost always lit by some form of red or “hot” 

colored light. The suns in daylight, the red of his lightsaber, or the glow 

of the fire, and when one light source vanishes, one of the others takes 

its place. When Maul attacks the Tusken Raiders at night, we get our shot 

of him only after his blade is activated. Similarly, he strikes out the fire 

with his lightsaber, never leaving himself illuminated by anything soft or 

welcoming. The rage is always burning in him until he registers Ben’s blow 

and he lowers and deactivates his lightsaber(s). Suddenly, he’s lit only by 

a soft blue. The smoke that billows from his chest brings to mind the fire 

he kicked out only moments before. It’s the very death he had 

unknowingly prophesied over himself over four decades before. 

Maul: My life ends only when my rage has been vented… when 

my need for vengeance is satisfied. It will be a long life. 
(Bunn, Cullen & Luke Ross. Darth Maul #2) 

As “a soft answer turns away wrath” (Proverbs 15:1a), so Ben’s 

compassion quells Maul’s rage. And his desire for vengeance is satisfied 

by the knowledge of the Chosen One: “He will avenge us.” There is 

nothing left from the Dark Side for Maul to cling to in order to preserve 

his life as he did on Naboo. It’s compassion that finally lets him rest. 
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Do Not Scorn Forgiveness that is a Gift of a Gentle 
Heart 
Stephen Stanton, in the “Apprentices to Outcasts” featurette, describes 

the look of pity on Ben Kenobi’s face as “powerful” (10). Emotionally, it is 

an incredibly potent moment, but there is also literal power behind the 

act as well. Forgiveness itself is powerful, a means by which both the 

offended and the offender are freed. Despite the fact that I’m about to 

quote a Rabbi and the Bible, I am not simply imposing my own worldviews 

on “Twin Suns.” The power of forgiveness has been canonically and 

explicitly established in the Star Wars universe. 

According to Dooku in “Witches of the Mist,” forgiveness is not the way 

of the Sith. It is as forbidden to them as revenge is to a Jedi. After all, 

forgiveness undermines the very point of revenge. It undermines the very 

power of the Sith. 

Rebels goes beyond that, demonstrating how forgiveness works in the 

Force. “Empire Day,” and “Gathering Forces,” from Rebels Season 1, are 

centered around Ezra’s conflict with Tseebo, a Rodian who failed to 

protect him or his parents from the Empire. Ezra freely slings his 

bitterness at Tseebo, who is discombobulated and occasionally catatonic 

throughout both episodes. At first, it appears that Tseebo’s state is 

caused solely by his neural implants. Then, at a critical junction, as they 

are separated by entire systems of space, Ezra forgives Tseebo. 

Immediately, Tseebo becomes lucid, and Ezra unlocks an ability in the 

Force he was previously unable to access. An ability – his empathetic 

connection with other beings – that becomes his defining characteristic 

as a Jedi. 

Ezra’s forgiveness freed both Tseebo and himself. Ben’s forgiveness has 

that same power. 

In “Time of Death” by Cavan Scott in From A Certain Point of View, Ben 

Kenobi’s moment of dying is punctuated by a series of memories. Maul is 

present in these repeated refrains: 
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Maul’s pyre raging beneath the desert sky… 

…Eyes. Scream. Saber. Pain. Anakin. Padmé. Qui-Gon. Maul. 
(Scott, Cavan. “Time of Death,” From A Certain Point of View) 

Every memory is tied to critical turning points in Ben’s life. Qui-Gon’s 

death, Luke’s birth, the duel with Anakin on Mustafar, the moment Obi-

Wan lost Owen’s good graces and any chance to train Luke. So why is 

Maul listed here? 

The clue is in the context of Ben’s memory of Maul. Qui-Gon’s death is 

present, but Maul isn’t contextualized within that memory. Nor are any 

other atrocities of Maul present in this moment. The memory that flashes 

at him is that of Maul’s death but in a manner that recalls Ben’s 

compassion and forgiveness; he gave Maul the funeral due to a Jedi. 

This might well be the moment that Ben achieved life after death. 

Forgiving Maul unlocked that within him. “Twin Suns” is the moment that 

Obi-Wan Kenobi became immortal. 

Maul’s fate is a little murkier, but there is still freedom to be had for him. 

Rabbi Johnathan Sacks once wrote this on forgiveness: 

Sacks: Forgiveness breaks the chain… It represents a decision not 

to do what instinct and passion urge us to do. It answers hate 

with a refusal to hate, animosity with generosity. Forgiveness 

means that we are not destined endlessly to replay the grievances 

of yesterday. 

I was introduced to this quote of Sacks by Allyson Gronowitz’s article on 

“Twin Suns”, where she compares the scene to Return of the Jedi and 

how Luke’s actions lead to Vader’s redemption (11). In that movie, Vader 

is explicitly redeemed, while Maul is seen clinging to revenge until his 

very last breath. …Almost. We’ll get to that in a moment. 

There are arguments that Vader actually is not redeemed in Return of the 

Jedi because it’s Anakin rushing in to save his son. It’s the exact same 

motivation that drove him to murder the Tusken Raiders in Attack of the 
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Clones and fall to Dark Side in Revenge of the Sith. To a certain extent, I 

can see that. Even George Lucas has been quoted on this matter, though 

it is a topic on which he’s been on both sides of the debate: 

“It really has to do with learning,” Lucas says, “Children teach you 

compassion. They teach you to love unconditionally. Anakin can’t 

be redeemed for all the pain and suffering he’s caused. He doesn’t 

right the wrongs, but he stops the horror. The end of the Saga is 

simply Anakin saying, I care about this person, regardless of what 

it means to me. I will throw away everything that I have, 

everything that I’ve grown to love- primarily the Emperor- and 

throw away my life, to save this person. And I’m doing it because 

he has faith in me; he loves me despite all the horrible things 

I’ve done. I broke his mother’s heart, but he still cares about me, 

and I can’t let that die. Anakin is very different in the end. The 

thing of it is: The prophecy was right. Anakin was the chosen one, 

and he does bring balance to the Force. He takes the one ounce 

of good still left in him and destroys the Emperor out of 

compassion for his son” (12 p. 221). 

Vader didn’t turn out of any moral compunction from his actions as a Sith 

Lord. It was in response to Luke’s own love for him, but that doesn’t rules 

out redemption. 

A basic tenant of Christianity is the impossibility of a person to overcome 

their own sinful nature without help. Due to our original fall from grace, 

we have a predisposition to be selfish and self-destructive. The Law, given 

in the days of Moses, was intended to provide us guidelines to control 

those impulses and a means to provide payment (animal or grain 

sacrifices) when we acted on those impulses. 

But the Law, though provided for our benefit, was not to be the long-term 

solution because outward actions of a person do not always change the 

outlook of their internal (and eternal) soul. That’s where Jesus and his 

sacrifice came into play. Not only was it a means to provide payment for 
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every selfish and self-destructive impulse ever acted on in all of humanity, 

but also as a way to change the heart. 

A common refrain in Christianity – I’m sure you’ve heard it – is 

“relationship, not religion.” Though occasionally repeated to the point of 

becoming trite, it nevertheless is true. Jesus changes hearts (and souls) 

because He meets us as a person and treats us with love. Knowing that 

we are loved, that we are forgiven, on a personal level inspires a desire 

to change to meet that love. “We love Him because he first loved us” (1 

John 4:19). When we choose to respond to that love and forgiveness – 

offered while we are still selfish – therein is redemption. 

That’s what we see with Vader. He is acting to save his own son, but it’s 

a self-sacrificing act that is a response to the love offered him while he 

was yet a Sith Lord. And self-sacrifice is the core of the Light Side of the 

Force. 

Daughter: My nature is to do what is selfless, but my brother’s 

will always be to do what is selfish. 
(“Altar of Mortis,” The Clone Wars) 

That is Vader’s redemption. The choice to respond to selfless love with 

selfless love in return. 

Responding in-kind of course can work the other way as well, which is 

where Maul and Obi-Wan both find themselves the cycle of revenge. 

Sidious may have begun Maul’s cycle by exposing him to the memories 

of the Sith killed on Malachor, inciting his need for revenge against the 

Jedi, but both Obi-Wan and Maul perpetuated it. 

Maul killed Qui-Gon out of his inherited need for revenge against the Jedi. 

Obi-Wan in-turn bisected Maul to avenge Qui-Gon. Thus Maul’s inherited 

motivation became personal and pulled Obi-Wan along for the ride, 

because the Padawan had also stepped in with the need for revenge. As 

Luke told Kylo Ren on Crait – “Strike me down in anger, and I’ll always be 

with you” – the intent behind an action changes the atmosphere and 
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causes consequences. Obi-Wan “killing” Maul in anger and hatred on 

Naboo simply added blood to the cycle of vengeance. 

It’s this cycle on which Sam Witwer has said Maul is trapped.  

Witwer: I think Darth Maul has been on a vicious cycle, he’s been 

on a merry go round… Guess what? We’re going to see almost a 

replay of what we saw in Clone Wars because this guy is not 

learning what he needs to learn. Maybe he is going about it in 

slightly smarter ways and maybe he understands a little bit more 

through the loss of Savage what it means to have a brother, but 

ultimately he’s going to make a lot of mistakes. This is a man who 

needs Obi-Wan to help him get off this ride, to help him out of 

this cycle. That’s the way I read it. Without anyone’s help, Darth 

Maul will only commit himself to his mistakes of the past (13). 

It’s this cycle that Rabbi Jonathan Sacks says is broken by forgiveness. 

Forgiveness means that we are not destined endlessly to replay 

the grievances of yesterday. 

It’s this cycle that is broken by Ben Kenobi in “Twin Suns,” an ending that 

had been foretold ever since Maul had returned: 

Moral: A fallen enemy may rise again, but the reconciled one is 

truly vanquished. 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

In Ben’s cradling and comfort of Maul, reconciliation is found. The 

forgiveness of Ben, that much is made clear, though both Dave Filoni and 

Sam Witwer are reluctant to call Maul redeemed. 

Filoni: [Maul] doesn’t really seek some redemption in the end. 

He’s still bent on revenge (14). 

Witwer: I love the fact that he’s that close to redemption and he 

maybe doesn’t get there. He misses the point. But at the same 
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time, through the cinematography, there’s a clarity that he has 

been, if not redeemed, forgiven (15). 

After all, like Vader’s final act, Maul’s final words are keeping with the 

very thing that caused him to pursue the Dark Side in the first place. 

Maul: He will avenge us. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

It’s still about revenge. He doesn’t let it go, not entirely. 

But the thing about reconciliation is that for it to work, it has to go both 

ways. One cannot be reconciled to another who resists the act. That is 

why, despite Obi-Wan reaching out with compassion, he and Maul were 

not reconciled on Mandalore. Here on Tatooine, however, the result is 

different. 

With his last breath, Maul responds to Ben’s forgiveness in kind. 

He will avenge us. 

Even though Maul still clings to the notion of revenge against Sidious, his 

final word shows that he has indeed learned to “to cease to feel 

resentment against (an offender)” (16). Maul dies accepting the lesson 

Ben was trying to teach him. A lesson as forbidden to a Sith as revenge is 

to a Jedi. 

Maul dies having forgiven Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

And therein, maybe he finds a spark of redemption. 

Filoni: The Emperor is cast into oblivion… For Maul, it’s hard to 

say …Maybe he’s a part of the cosmic Force (14). 
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A Brave Hope 

It’s Like Poetry 
I would hardly be the first to point out that “A long time ago, in a galaxy 

far, far away…” is another way of saying “Once upon a time…” but it’s still 

our first indicator that Star Wars is a story about stories. 

All of the films since the original trilogy was released, have been, in some 

way, a commentary on previous Star Wars media. The prequels were 

meant to mirror and rhyme with the originals. The sequels have taken an 

even harder turn into the meta by deconstructing and reconstructing 

mainstays of the franchise. The anthology films are focused on providing 

new context to events or characters with which we already are familiar. 

Even the original trilogy was about reflecting, deconstructing, and 

rebuilding the stories of yore. Even without the context of the prequels, 

Luke’s story still reflects Anakin’s. Anakin Skywalker, the Jedi Knight, is 

introduced to Luke and the audience primarily through stories from Obi-

Wan, Yoda, and the Force itself. We then see these stories play out in 

Luke: an incredible pilot, strong in the Force, who Owen Lars believes 

should have stayed home and not followed Obi-Wan off on some damn 

idealistic crusade. In Empire Strikes Back, the cave shows Vader literally 

as a reflection of Luke, someone who he might become, a threat 

hammered home in the throne room of Return of the Jedi. By knowing 

this story of his father and changing its ending, Luke redeems Anakin by 

reflecting, deconstructing, and rebuilding his story. 

In a similar manner, Anakin becomes the redemption for multiple 

characters from the prequel era. This era is full of “proto-Vaders” as 

numerous essays have already pointed out. There’s the mentor murderer 

and Obi-Wan rival (Maul), the cyborg with respiratory issues (Grievous), 
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the fallen Jedi (Dooku), and the man who simply wanted to save someone 

he loved but ended up killing them instead (Savage). Even Darth Plagueis 

finds himself among this crowd: the Sith who sought to prevent death. 

Unlike Luke, Anakin’s reflection, deconstruction, and rebuilding of their 

stories were not deliberate. Most of these characters were individuals he 

only met in passing. All save Plagueis were individuals Anakin only ever 

considered as enemies, as people to be stopped. Yet he still ended up 

reflecting their hateful desires in his fall: 

The heartbreak and death of Obi-Wan. A galaxy with no Jedi. The 

Republic’s fall. The fulfillment of his Master’s bidding. 

Then, in his redemption, Anakin deconstructs their desires and finds the 

deferred heart that birthed that hate. And then he fulfills that heart’s 

desire, the conclusion that they truly sought. 

A family member was saved, which is all Savage ever wanted to do. The 

corrupt government against which Dooku railed, the government which 

became the Empire, fell. True power, which is what Grievous sought in 

upgrading his body, was found. Palpatine faced the consequences of the 

all torment he had brought on the galaxy, including the abuse he had 

heaped upon Maul. And that ever elusive dream of Plagueis, immortality, 

was achieved. 

This is the promised story that allows Maul to pass away in peace. Yet I 

would still argue that the full redemption of Maul’s story is not found in 

Anakin. Justice is given to Maul’s story in the conclusion of Anakin’s, but 

even in his defeat of Palpatine, the heart of Maul’s story is not quite 

achieved. Not until another thirty years pass and another character 

arrives on-screen. A character whose themes and backstory echo’s 

Maul’s, who even faces the shadows of Maul’s arc and overcomes them. 

This character? He’s a pretty big deal. 

Granted, Maul and Finn never meet in canon, and I doubt that Finn ever 

heard of Maul. Even if the First Order knew of him, the Tragedy of Darth 

Maul the Lost is not a story they would tell their troops. A failure of a Sith 
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at best, a chaotic crime lord at medium, and evidence of the Dark Side’s 

true nature at worst. Nevertheless, I don’t think this disconnect discounts 

the idea that Finn redeems Maul’s story. 

Consider the field of stars. When Maul and Ben’s duel comes to its final 

end, they are left lit only by a field of stars. 

Filoni: [The Star Wars movies and shows are] all a connected 

thing. …They’re not disparate from each other. …They are 

inclusive of each other. I believe that Star Wars has this grandeur 

to it; I believe the Force has this infinite space to it. So I started 

seeding… this idea of a place where there are stars (1). 

The Ring Theory by Mike Klimo speaks to the meta craftsmanship of 

the Star Wars universe, how George Lucas worked to have the elements 

of the Star Wars saga rhyme with each other as a means to provide 

context and catharsis to the audience (2). However, I believe the Ring 

Theory applies in-universe as well. The World Between Worlds is 

indicative of that. 

In this place, we hear voices from all across the timeline of Star Wars. 

Every moment in the series is “not disparate from each other… they are 

inclusive of each other.” It’s through this World, which is the Jedi Temple, 

that Yoda uses Kanan’s knighthood as a redemption of the Grand 

Inquisitor’s story. 

Henry Gilroy: The vision of the Grand Inquisitor is entirely 

motivated by Yoda, who’s basically letting Kanan know that he is 

a Jedi Knight (3). 

Grand Inquisitor: You are what I once was. A Jedi Knight. 
(“Shroud of Darkness,” Rebels) 

Mark and Meghan of Jedi Archives Podcast go further with this concept: 

It’s no coincidence that the World Between Worlds is associated 

with the Mortis Gods, an arc of The Clone Wars that deliberately 

repeated elements of the Star Wars saga. It was in this place that 
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the actions of a few individuals, each representing larger concept 

at work, were caught up in a morality play that reflected, 

deconstructed, and rebuilt the galaxy’s story (4). 

Even simple trends in the galaxy, such as the Test of Compassion, are 

found deliberately repeated across stories (5). It’s as if the Force itself is 

playing and replaying certain events and scenarios, as if trying to redeem 

the past or maybe even the future. Therefore, it’s not too far a stretch to 

consider the notion that one of two individuals, without knowledge of 

each other, can end up walking out redemptive patterns of the other’s 

story. 

Let’s explore how Maul’s story is reflected, deconstructed, and rebuilt by 

the bravest character in Star Wars. 

The Only Name They Ever Gave Me 
Real name? Yes… I once had a real name. So long ago, I… don’t remember. 

REFLECT 

It almost seems too easy, this comparison. After all, I get to start with 

these quotes: 

Maul: The Sith… the Sith took everything from me. Murdered my 

brother, ripped me from my mother’s arms, used me as a 

weapon…  
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

Finn: I’m a stormtrooper. Like all of them, I was taken from a 

family I’ll never know. And raised to do one thing.  
(The Force Awakens) 

Two children appropriated from their families at a young age to be 

disposable weapons, they are taught to conceal their true identities for 

the purposes of their masters. Maul is not supposed to reveal the 

presence of the Sith, and Finn is supposed to be another faceless cog in 

the First Order’s machine. Both are individuals who were denied 
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emotional attachments throughout their childhood, and as a result, 

attach fast and strong to those they befriend. 

They are both confronted by a significant death and feel empty as a result 

(though for vastly different reasons). In killing his first Jedi, Maul does not 

gain even fleeting fulfillment, his emptiness only deepens. When his 

squadmate Slip dies in Finn’s first battle, it shakes him to his core, and he 

cannot bring himself to participate in the carnage. 

In Rey’s Hero’s Journey, Tricia Barr and BJ Priester of the Fangirl Blog 

identify Finn as a Shapeshifter Archetype: 

The Shapeshifter is a character whose nature is confounding to 

the Hero, often because the Hero is unsure who the Shapeshifter 

really is or whether they can be trusted. In Rey’s path as a Hero 

in The Force Awakens, Finn is a Shapeshifter. First she believes he 

is a Resistance fighter, then learns he is not who she thought he 

was – in identity or in courage. Ultimately, though, she finds their 

friendship validated upon learning it was his idea to undertake 

great risk to come to rescue her at Starkiller Base (6). 

In Ezra’s Journey, Maul has cast himself in almost every archetypal role. 

He wears Obi-Wan’s face to play the Herald and he’s cast himself as Ezra’s 

Mentor since Malachor. As the Shadow, he knows he is a reflection of the 

Dark Side’s draw on Ezra, and he reveals himself as an enemy to lure Ezra 

deeper into the desert. And of course, he sees himself not only as Ezra’s 

true Mentor but also his true Ally. In “Twin Suns,” Maul is the ultimate 

Shapeshifter, projecting whatever masks he requires to draw out the 

right reaction from Ezra. 

Finn and Maul both have a tendency to fall into cyclical patterns: 

Witwer: I think Darth Maul has been on a vicious cycle, he’s been 

on a merry go round. In some way he’s begging for Obi-Wan 

Kenobi to take him off that ride. Guess what? We’re going to see 

almost a replay of what we saw in Clone Wars because this guy is 

not learning what he needs to learn... This is a man who needs 
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Obi-Wan to help him get off this ride, to help him out of this 

cycle… Without anyone’s help, Darth Maul will only commit 

himself to his mistakes of the past. (7).  

Barr/Priester: Although [Finn] readily offers up the information 

he knows about Starkiller Base, he is not doing it because he 

already is fully committed to the Resistance cause. Instead, he 

still retains some of his earlier pattern: deceiving his new allies 

about his true selfish motivation, in this case his desire to ensure 

he is sent on the mission so that he can rescue Rey (6 p. emphasis 

mine). 

They both start out passively opposing their former masters – Finn by 

fleeing, Maul by working the underworld. When someone they love is 

attacked and a statement is made about their current allegiances, they 

are both compelled them to take up open arms against their former 

masters. 
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When Finn and Maul choose to leave their respective orders, marked by 

a change in their name… 

Phasma: FN-2187…  

Finn: Not anymore. The name’s Finn, and I’m in charge. 
(The Force Awakens) 

Seventh Sister: So, the rumors are true: Darth Maul lives. 

Maul: Formerly Darth, now just Maul. 
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

…they find themselves in a trek across a desert, looking for a way out of 

their old lives. This journey ends up wearing them down. In “Twin Suns,” 

we see the physical wear-and-tear of Tatooine on Maul, and we see a 

similar toll taken on Finn crossing Jakku. On his journey, Maul refused to 

be transformed by the experience. Finn, however, literally sheds his 

stormtrooper outfit in the desert, akin to how Tatooine shed the Dark 

Side influence from both Ezra and Obi-Wan. 

Finn’s metamorphosis into heroism manifests visually in his Belly 

of the Whale as he staggers through the sand, tossing off pieces 

of his stormtrooper armor one by one before finally donning the 

jacket instead (6). 

For all the ways Finn reflects Maul, the critical difference between them 

is clear from the outset. 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: I know where you’re from. I’ve been to your 

village. I know the decision to join the Dark Side wasn’t yours. 

The Nightsisters made it for you.  
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars, emphasis mine.) 

Finn: But my first battle, I made a choice. I wasn’t gonna kill for 

them. So I ran. …I’m done with the First Order. I’m never going 

back.  
(The Force Awakens, emphasis mine) 

Finn chooses for himself. And he chooses compassion. 
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DECONSTRUCT 

When Maul’s internal state is laid bare on Lotho Minor, he recites a four-

piece mantra supposedly taught to him by Sidious: 

Maul: Always remember, I am fear. Always remember, I am 

hunter. Always remember, I am filth. Always remember, I am 

nothing. 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

Through examining how Maul and Finn play off the elements of this 

mantra, we can see the ways that Finn deconstructs Maul’s path and 

overcomes that which Maul never did. 

Always remember, I am fear… 

While this is an extension of the TV spot monologue “Fear is my ally” 

for The Phantom Menace, in which Maul declares himself to be a 

fearsome being, I think there is another interpretation of this line. Maul 

isn’t just fearsome; he is fearful. And more than that, he is driven by fear. 

Anger and hate, yes, he is driven by those as well, but recall the famous 

path to the Dark Side: 

Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to hate. Hate leads to suffering. 

His fears, created and exploited by Sidious, including the fear of Sidious 

himself, is the birthplace of all Maul’s anger and hate. 

Finn is likewise a character who is afraid, and like Maul, his fear also stems 

from his former masters. He’s seen the First Order from the inside and 

once he gets out, all he wants to do is run. But unlike Maul, Finn turns 

back around to face his fear time and time again. He chooses to stand 

against the First Order out of compassion. 

Maul projects an image of power and confidence and may even convince 

himself that it is true, but when he’s confronted by his fear, the mask falls 

away. Finn is openly afraid, but willingly chooses to stand his ground and 

tell a powerful Force user to “Come get it,” resulting in the bravest 

character in the entire franchise. 
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Always remember, I am hunter… 

Maul and Finn were both trained to hate the enemies of their masters 

but were held in reserve because Sidious and the First Order didn’t want 

to show their hands too soon. Maul bucks this and actively seeks out not 

only the Jedi Eldra Kaitis to sate his bloodlust, but also picks fights with 

animals, criminals, and civilians. Finn on the other hand, one of the top 

students of the First Order’s training, finds that he cannot bring himself 

to kill civilians, even in a simulation. 

Always remember, I am filth… 

The Dark Side of the Force has a twisted metric of determining the value 

of people and of things, assigning worth to vices like greed. 

Maul is always looking to define himself by this metric. He is looking to 

find value in a rise to fortune and power. That is why, when the role of 

the Sith Apprentice is denied to him, he turns to the underworld and 

crime syndicates, a fertile place for him to flourish. It’s a place for him to 

acquire the power that he thinks he is due. The wealth that he thinks will 

define him as something more than filth. 

Like Maul in his apprentice days, Finn was also a promising student who 

was assigned worth by the metrics of the First Order. In Before the 

Awakening, we see Finn as the top strategist and combatant of his team: 

officer material. Then, when he breaks from the First Order, he is 

tempted by the world Maul used to define his own worth, as pointed out 

by Film Crit Hulk of Observer. 

When they get [to Canto Bight], at first Finn sees the glitz and 

glamor and wants to partake in a world that seems so 

alluring… (8) 

Compare the yacht of Crimson Dawn – Maul’s syndicate in Solo: A Star 

Wars Story – to Canto Bight in The Last Jedi. It’s a glamorous scene in 

which our drably-dressed protagonists stand out like a sore thumb. It’s a 

place run by those who profit off the pain in the galaxy. The two locales 
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even share the same color schemes of black and gold. And for a moment, 

Finn imagines himself among these rich and powerful people… 

…but then he sees the way the rich treat those below him. The 

way they profit off murder. The way they treat children and slaves 

and animals. Suddenly, he sees the larger world and the way they 

are affected by the oppressive First Order (the very place he came 

from). It’s not mere sympathy, suddenly he taps into his own 

anger, built from all the years of his own abuse, seeing himself in 

the animals who were prodded and caged (8). 

Instead of looking at the top and saying “that will be me!” Finn sees the 

oppressed and thinks “that is me,” a display of empathy Maul never 

considered. Then Finn proceeds to tear up the exact sort of place that 

Maul would have sat in power. 

Moreover, by the end of The Last Jedi, Finn doesn’t just reject the value 

metric of the First Order but flips it on its head. He takes an intended 

insult and turns it into a badge of honor. 

Phasma: You were always scum. 

Finn: Rebel scum. 
(The Last Jedi) 

Always remember, I am nothing! 

This word has been a running theme in Maul’s life, so what does it mean 

for Finn? Surely his claiming “Rebel scum” as a badge of honor means 

he’s overcome this element of “nothing.” Not quite yet. He rejected the 

First Order’s external declaration of his worthlessness – “You’re just a bug 

in the system” – and but it could be that he was still internalizing parts of 

that message. Because he still sees himself as someone who fights, not 

someone to save. 

When they get [to Canto Bight] … he sees the larger world and 

the way they are affected by the oppressive First Order (the very 

place he came from). It’s not mere sympathy, suddenly he taps 

into his own anger, built from all the years of his own 
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abuse, seeing himself in the animals who were prodded and 

caged. He wrestles with this, but when they’re both duped by a 

turncoat who doesn’t believe in anything, one who even tempts 

them with some “both sides” nonsense (a brilliant, telling little 

detail), Finn finally is ready to flip… 

Now, fully believing in the cause, he has so much anger to 

unleash. He’s so angry at all the injustice and abuse that he 

wants to be a brave hero the way he sees Poe, the man who will 

fly into a dreadnought (8 p. emphasis mine). 

Like the anger Maul has pent up from his years of abuse and from things 

he counted as wrongs against him, Finn’s anger is destructive in a way 

that becomes self-destructive. Gretchen Ellis of The Fandomentals 

reflects: 

[T]earing things down isn’t enough. True resistance includes the 

preservation of what is good and the desire to build up from 

what is saved, not just the destruction of what is old. The latter 

isn’t only what Finn has to move beyond (as Rose does in Canto 

Bight and Poe on Crait), it’s quite literally the mentality of the 

primary villain, Kylo Ren. 

All this to say, Finn’s arc in TLJ wasn’t ‘retreading’ his arc from 

TFA. In TFA, he progresses from a self-oriented desire to flee to 

saving someone he cares about. In TLJ, he builds upon this 

foundation in order to understand not just that there is a cause 

worth fighting for, but also things worth saving (9 p. emphasis 

mine). 

Maul’s hatred of Sidious, of Obi-Wan, of himself never leads him towards 

a path of creation. For him, it’s about tearing things down until his bitter 

end. And the one time he does allow himself to start thinking about 

building something better – hope – he reverts almost immediately to a 

Sith mindset and thus brings destruction on himself and others once 

more. 
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Finn – yet again – overcomes that. Even in his reckless attempt to destroy 

the cannon and his urging to join Luke Skywalker in the fight, even with 

his cry of “I won’t let them win!”, it’s all about protecting others from the 

same people he suffered under. All he needed was a slight course 

correction, if you will, from Rose. 

This is why Rose saving him has meaning. It’s not about his 

sacrifice not being worthy or important compared to Holdo’s or 

Luke’s … It’s about the fact that he would have been throwing his 

life away for little gain, and just when he had a lot to live for. In a 

way, he’d tapped into his Stormtrooper mindset once again, 

only in a new context; he was just a cog in a machine again. He 

didn’t matter, only the destruction of the enemy. Only, now his 

target was the First Order rather than whomever they had 

ordered him to kill, as in the beginning of TFA (9 p. emphasis 

mine). 

Briana Lawrence of SyFy adds: 

I’m ecstatic that my boy Finn lived to see another day, but seeing 

people upset that he didn’t die is a reminder of how expendable 

they think we are... Though I suppose movie viewers aren’t the 

only ones who felt Finn’s death was necessary: Finn himself 

jumped in, rusted ship ablazin’. It was tragically symbolic to me, 

after all, how many times does a person of color willingly walk 

through the flames, putting their own well-being on hold, to 

attempt to make things better? …Rose was making a clear point: 

you don’t have to be the sacrifice. …In one single moment, I 

learned an important lesson from a galaxy far, far away: stop 

being the sacrifice and start living (10 p. emphasis mine). 

Then, almost to put a perfectly fine point on how Finn overcomes 

everything that plagued Maul, whenever Finn wields a lightsaber, he 

takes the stance that beat Maul. The Ataru ready form. And despite 

receiving a wound similar to that which ultimately killed the former Sith, 

Finn survives. 
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Rey 

Outside of the “always remember” mantra of Maul, let us consider Rey. 

Oh, consider Rey. 

Rey reflects two separate things in Maul’s life. First is abandonment. Rey 

was abandoned. Maul was abandoned. They’re both incredibly lonely 

individuals who want to be someone, but in fact believe that they are 

nothing. They’re both stuck in deserted places, waiting for family to find 

them. For Maul, I speak both of Lotho Minor and of Malachor; what he 

wanted from Ezra was brotherhood. Moreover, their parents sold them 

off for a fleeting promise that eventually left the parents dead. 

Finn is the one who overcomes that for Rey. He comes back for her. He 

tells her she is someone by his actions. In The Force Awakens, Finn 

defeats the same type of abandonment that had plagued Maul for his 

entire life. 

If Rey first reflects a wound of Maul’s, her second reflection is that of a 

flaw. Rey does not represent a flaw in and of herself, but who she is to 

Finn reflects who Ezra was to Maul. Maul’s painful flaw is a weakness 

shared by Finn; that desire to belong. 

The stormtrooper fixed FN-2187 with a stare. “No nickname. 

You’re one of those.” 

“One of those what?” FN-2187 asked. 

The stormtrooper laughed. He looked to be in his late twenties, 

perhaps, but there was something hard in his eyes, and the 

laugh wasn’t amused. “An outsider, cadet. You’re on the 

outside, and you’ll always be looking in and wondering why you 

don’t belong.” 
(Rucka, Greg. Star Wars: Before the Awakening) 

That desire to have someone look at you in a way that no one ever had 

before. The way Ezra looked at Maul with trust on Malachor. The way Rey 

looked at Finn with awe on Jakku. That desire for family. 
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Just as Maul seemed caught off by Ezra’s genuine trust, Finn is also caught 

off-guard by Rey’s appraisal of him. Both Maul and Finn hold up some 

degree of deception to hold onto that emotional attachment. But unlike 

Maul, Finn doesn’t try to override Rey’s agency and tries to tell her the 

bare truth multiple times over. Not as a means of manipulation, but as a 

way to set Rey free from any obligation to him. 

When Finn follows up his confession of who he is, he asks Rey to come 

with him. When she refuses, for the sake of a larger purpose, his reply is 

of compassion and support. 

Maul’s response to finding someone he cares about is to control, 

dominate, and possess. Finn’s response is to protect and let go. Finn 

encounters this shared flaw of Maul’s and overcomes it, multiple times 

in The Force Awakens and The Last Jedi. 

In The Last Jedi, we can see shades of Maul’s actions from “Twin Suns.” 

Finn takes the beacon that would lead Rey back to the Resistance and 

tries to run with it. Granted, the intent behind this action is leagues apart 

from Maul’s use of the Holocron: Maul lured Ezra into danger for his own 

ends; Finn tried to run for Rey’s sake. Nevertheless, had Finn succeeded, 

the outcome would have been similar to the outcome had Maul 

succeeded on Tatooine. 

It would have removed someone with inside knowledge (Ezra on Lothal, 

Finn on the First Order) from the cause. Had Finn been captured with the 

beacon, it would have all but assured that Dark Siders (Maul, Snoke and 

Kylo) would have gotten their hands on a young Jedi and learned about 

Luke Skywalker. It would have been an action that undermined Rey’s 

decision to aid a cause and separated her from those she had chosen to 

fight alongside, which was exactly Maul’s strategy with Ezra on Dathomir 

and Tatooine alike. But again, Finn overcomes where Maul fell. 

He willingly gives up what control he had over Rey (the beacon to bring 

her to him), and through his mission, he learns to look beyond his 

immediate emotional attachments (something that Maul barely grasped 
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in his last moments). And see the reward for Finn, that which could have 

been Maul’s: 

  

REBUILD 

It is a triumph of a promise for Ezra when he returns to his family to say: 

Ezra: We won’t be seeing Maul again. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels, emphasis mine) 

It is a promise of hope from Rey when she leaves Finn after saying: 

Rey: We will see each other again. I believe that. 
(The Force Awakens, emphasis mine) 

Through compassion, Finn has gained what Maul had denied himself time 

and again. Family. 

Coming from nearly the exact same circumstances, Finn broke free of the 

cycle that defined Maul’s entire life. And in doing so, he began breaking 

that cycle in others. Gretchen Ellis of The Fandomentals continues: 

In light of recent events, Finn’s and M’gann’s [from Supergirl] 

stories are even more powerful. They’re a beacon of hope and 

light, a reminder that we have the power to break ranks with the 

traumas and brainwashing of our pasts. We can choose to be 

better than the violence of our upbringing and society. Like them, 

we can redeem ourselves with the choices we make to be better 

than what we were trained to be. We can transcend racial, 

ideological, religious, and cultural divides and find a home with 

those we once called ‘enemy.’ (11). 

Finn’s compassion makes him a far more active player in his own fate and 

in the fates of those around him than Maul ever was. It ends up breaking 

through multiple variations of Maul’s cycle in multiple characters. The 

child weapon in Finn himself. His own fear. The ever-abandoned Rey. 

That desire for a sense of belonging. The oppressed and downtrodden on 
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Canto Bight. In the alternate scene of Phasma’s death, we even see Finn 

reaching out to try to break Phasma’s hold on the other stormtroopers. 

But what does that mean for Maul, here in “Twin Suns”? 

Finn achieves Apotheosis when he accomplishes his personal 

goal, embracing Rey upon their reunion. But his transformation 

into a hero of the Resistance requires the Ultimate Boon. 

Together with Rey, he aids Han and Chewie in infiltrating the 

oscillator facility so that Poe and the Resistance pilots can destroy 

it. Then in the forest, Finn wields the lightsaber for a second 

time to defend unconscious Rey from the murderous Kylo Ren. 

… the Hero wielding the weapon the Shadow covets (6 p. 

emphasis mine). 

The Apotheosis Maul wanted and that Finn achieves is family. Then, like 

Anakin did for the stories he deconstructed and rebuilt, Finn gets to the 

heart of what Maul coveted: the Ultimate Boon of legacy and hope. 

Witwer: Isn’t that interesting that Ezra is seeking something that 

is honestly more of a Sith motivation. Maul is showing his more 

Jedi motivation. Jedi are all about hope. Jedi are about living a 

life that is worth remembering after you’re dead, right? (12 p. 

emphasis mine). 

Pablo Hidalgo: I think Maul is obsessed with legacy. Y’know, he’s 

come to the realization that he’s the last of his particular kind. 

Mother Talzin is gone. His brother is gone (13).  

Legacy is an ongoing theme in Star Wars, everyone is either the source or 

the bearer of one, and frequently we find redemption of the past within 

its legacy. Finn is both who Maul was and who he could have become. 

Finn’s story ends up reflecting, deconstructing, and rebuilding Maul’s in 

the same way Luke’s rebuilt Anakin’s. 

Finn is the redemption of Maul’s legacy. Because of who he is and who 

he chose to be, Finn is Maul’s hope realized. 
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Masterhood of the 
Ultimate Jedi 

 

The Ultimate Jedi, Almost 
“Twin Suns” manages to be many things in a very short span of time. A 

major factor to this is the episode’s status as a nexus of multiple stories. 

From this nexus, we can draw out an in-depth examination of the most 

classic element of Star Wars: 

What does it mean to be a Jedi? 

Ben: I had no intention of fighting him, though that seems 

inevitable now. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

This is a critical line for Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

For one, it establishes that this is not General Kenobi; this is Master 

Kenobi; this is Ben. He is not here to fight a war. For another, it answers 

a critical question about his arc. How does Obi-Wan go from his horror at 

the prospect of assassinating Dooku and executing Vos in Dark Disciple to 

these lines in Return of the Jedi? 

Luke: I can’t do it, Ben. 

Ben: You cannot escape your destiny. You must face Vader 

again. 

Luke: I can’t kill my own father. 

Ben: Then the Emperor has already won. You were our only 

hope. 
(Return of the Jedi) 
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In “Twin Suns,” Ben is far beyond whatever mastery of the Force Maul 

could claim. Clearly aware of Maul’s hunt, he’s likely been leading the ex-

Sith about on a merry chase on his dewback, keeping him away from the 

Lars homestead. In addition to protecting Luke, Owen, and Beru, Ben 

could have been trying to wear Maul down, a tactic long associated with 

Obi-Wan Kenobi both in Legends and in canon. 

In the Legends series Jedi Apprentice by Dave Wolverton and Jude 

Watson, this is the first lesson we see Obi-Wan learning from Yoda: 

Obi-Wan could sense the Force flowing around him, within 

him. He could feel the living Force in Bruck, the dark ripples 

caused by Bruck’s anger. His impulse was to match that anger 

with his own. He had to resist it. 

Obi-Wan assumed defensive stance as Bruck lunged. He let the 

Force guide him as it had done earlier… 

For long minutes, the two students fought... Obi-Wan leaped 

away from every attack and blocked every jarring blow. He did 

not try to hit Bruck… 

Bruck fought slower and slower. Soon, Obi-Wan did not even 

need to leap away from Bruck’s weary attacks. He merely 

blocked them, until finally Bruck gave up. 

“Good, Obi-Wan,” Yoda called. “Learning you are… You see, to 

defeat an enemy, you do not have to kill. Defeat the rage that 

burns in him, and he is your enemy no longer. Rage the true 

enemy is.” 
(Wolverton, Dave. Jedi Apprentice #1, emphasis mine) 

In Revenge of the Sith, stunt coordinator Nick Gillard designed the fight 

between Obi-Wan and Anakin to be about Obi-Wan trying to wear Anakin 

down: 

Gillard: We saw it as a fight like you might have with your wife, 

where you just got to take it for as long as you can and hope she’s 

going to run out of steam. …We figured that Obi really wouldn’t 

want to kill Anakin (1). 
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In Gillard’s original choreography, Anakin’s dismemberment was an 

accident, not a final blow by Obi-Wan. While Lucas chose to end with the 

deliberate dismemberment, that delaying tactic was quite possibly still in 

Gillard’s mind as he crafted the rest of the moves of the fight. 

Even Obi-Wan’s chosen form is defensive, focused on defeating an 

enemy not by killing but by expending: 

[T]he only form in which he was truly proficient was Soresu, 

which was the most common lightsaber form in the Jedi Order. 

Founded upon the basic deflection principles all Padawans were 

right – to enable them to protect themselves from blaster bolts – 

Soresu was very simple, and so restrained and defense-oriented 

that it was very nearly downright passive. 
(Stover, Matthew. Revenge of the Sith) 

This is Obi-Wan Kenobi and Ben Kenobi in his prime. 

Mace Windu: “I am called a great swordsman because I 

invented a lethal style; but who is greater, the creator of a 

killing form – or the master of the classic form? …Not a 

master. The master.” 
(Stover, Matthew. Revenge of the Sith, emphasis mine) 

This is Obi-Wan Kenobi: …A devastating warrior who would 

rather not fight. …the ultimate Jedi. 
(Stover, Matthew. Revenge of the Sith) 

Obi-Wan, Ben, when he is being all that he is meant to be and is on the 

path he is meant to follow, is the incarnation of Yoda’s line from The 

Empire Strikes Back: “A Jedi uses the Force for knowledge and defense, 

never for attack.” 

So how could Obi-Wan, even after shedding the title and role of general, 

even after coming the closest he’s ever been to that “ultimate Jedi” 

described in the pages of Revenge of the Sith, still encourage Luke to kill 

his own father? 
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At first, I had considered this to be a matter of Ben truly believing that no 

one could come back from the Dark Side, and Maul’s death on Tatooine 

only seemed to reaffirm that. Yet there still was Dark Disciple, and no one 

in that novel was more opposed to the assassination of Dooku than Obi-

Wan himself, no one more supportive of both Vos’ and Ventress’ 

redemptions. The novel even concludes with a speech from Obi-Wan 

about how Ventress saved the Jedi Order itself through her turn to the 

Light. 

“She didn’t just save his life. She saved Quinlan. And… I believe 

she may have saved us… We lost our way,” Kenobi had said. 

“We lost it when we decided to use assassination, a practice so 

clearly of the dark side, for our own ends, well intentioned 

though they may have been. All that has happened since… all of 

this can be traced back to that single decision. Masters, I submit 

to you that Vos’s fall was of our making. And Asajj Ventress’s 

death is on all our hands. That Vos is here with us today, 

devastated but on the light path once more, is no credit to us 

but to her. …this bitter lesson that came to us at so dear a price. 

We are Jedi, and we must, all of us, always, remember what 

that means.” 

(Golden, Christie. Dark Disciple, emphasis mine) 

There has never been anything else in Star Wars canon, Legends or the 

new EU, which has cast Ben’s assertions in Return of Jedi in such a harsh 

light. Here is a man who had vehemently argued against the use of 

assassination, a man who passionately praised the actions of a Darksider 

who was pulled back to the Light, and he now is encouraging someone to 

kill his own father, who Ben all but calls irredeemable. It almost appears 

like Ben Kenobi is bitterly asking Luke to carry out the old Jedi’s own, 

personal vendetta against Vader. 

It’s a rather horrific picture of a Jedi once renown for compassion. 

That’s why “Twin Suns” is critical to Obi-Wan’s arc. 
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Ben: I had no intention of fighting him, though that seems 

inevitable now. 
(“Twin Suns,” Rebels) 

Fighting was not Ben’s first choice with Maul. Nor was it his first choice 

with Anakin on Mustafar. 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: I will not kill Anakin. …He is like my brother! I 

cannot do it! 
(Revenge of the Sith) 

The difference in these two interactions is Obi-Wan’s ability to follow 

through. 

Unlike some interpretations I’ve seen of the duel on Mustafar, I do not 

think Obi-Wan left Anakin to burn out of cruelty. I think Obi-Wan was 

incapable of landing that final, killing blow: “I cannot do it.” That failure 

is why he urges Luke to be willing to do so: Obi-Wan’s admonishments 

and advice usually come from a place of pain, from lessons he learned in 

the worst ways. 

“This lightsaber is your life,” he tells Anakin in Attack of the Clones, a scold 

that takes on a different tone when you consider the moment Obi-Wan 

lost his own lightsaber. With it kicked over the edge by Maul, Obi-Wan 

would likely have been killed if Qui-Gon’s blade hadn’t been nearby. He 

scolds Anakin because he doesn’t want him being left defenseless like he 

was. 

In the story reels of the Bad Barch arc of The Clone Wars, Obi-Wan 

cautions Rex, “Your intentions are honorable, Rex, but defying the 

Council’s orders for a personal crusade, on a neutral planet no less. That 

is not advisable.” Here, Rex has learned that fellow trooper Echo may be 

alive and is planning to mount a rescue mission. Obi-Wan’s caution comes 

close on the heels of his own loss of Satine in “The Lawless,” in which he 

did exactly what Rex plans to do now. We could read this as being 

hypocritical, or we could see it as Obi-Wan wanting to spare Rex from the 

same pain he went through. 
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Then in Return of the Jedi, Ben hears his own words from Luke’s mouth: 

“I can’t kill my own father.” Obi-Wan could not kill Anakin, and look what 

Vader has wrought on the galaxy. 

The key is in the intent versus the will. Ben did not wish to fight or to kill 

Maul; it was not his intention, but he was willing to if needed. Seeing that 

in Ben here in “Twin Suns” – that lack of malice and the overwhelming 

compassion, even when the fight became inevitable – is the critical bridge 

for Obi-Wan’s character arc. 

Even after seeing the potential for redemption in Ventress, even after 

Anakin’s bitter, destructive betrayal, there is no malice or desire for 

revenge in Ben speaking to Luke in Return of the Jedi. He is not telling 

Luke that he needs to assassinate or execute Vader, but that he must 

be willing to kill if the need arises. 

George Lucas: This mission isn’t for Luke to go out and kill his 

father and get rid of him.  The issue is, if he confronts his father 

again, he may, in defending himself, have to kill him, because his 

father will try to kill him. (2). 

That doesn’t make Ben right in his assertion, but “Twin Suns” allows us to 

see that Ben was not speaking out of hate. It allows us to see Obi-Wan 

still as that Jedi who would rather subdue than kill, even if he believes the 

latter has become inevitable. 

I Had Only One Thought Before the Slaughter: This 
Man Will Not Make an Orphan of Skywalker 
Maul’s death becomes inevitable the moment his taunts initially trigger 

the reaction of General Kenobi. Ben is brought back to the person he used 

to be when he faced Maul all those times before:  

Sam Witwer: [W]hen Maul sparks up his lightsaber, Obi-Wan 

does the same thing, but he goes into the Ewan McGregor pose. 

It’s almost like a reflex. “Oh, I remember how this feels … it’s like 

that dude that I hate from high school and he’s still being a 

bully”… 
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Sam Witwer (cont’d): …And it makes you react like when you 

were a young person, so Obi-Wan sparks up the Ewan McGregor 

pose (3). 

Having Maul trigger that reaction from him is something that the team 

behind Obi-Wan has been doing since Maul’s return in The Clone Wars. 

James Arnold Taylor, Obi-Wan’s voice actor in The Clone Wars, spoke 

many times on how he would deliberately play his voice between the 

range of Sir Alec Guinness and Ewan McGregor, depending on the context 

of the scene. In “Revenge,” he vocally provided the same reaction we see 

in “Twin Suns,” going even farther back in time: 

Taylor: I did try to… revert a little to the younger, The Phantom 

Menace Ewan McGregor voice. Y’know, the lighter, younger… it’s 

not [as] confident (4). 

The reaction Maul sparks in Ben Kenobi by threatening Luke is fear and 

anger. That’s what makes Ben strike the pose of General Kenobi. This 

move by Maul is deliberate. This is something he has been doing 

since The Clone Wars. 

In “Revenge,” Maul taunts Obi-Wan over Qui-Gon’s death, besting him 

because: “your rage has unbalanced you. That is not the Jedi way, is it?” 

In “The Lawless,” Maul tries to provoke this reaction again, and we visibly 

see Obi-Wan fight down his anger and hatred as Maul strangles Satine in 

front of him, vocalizing his beliefs to keep himself steady: “It takes 

strength to resist the Dark Side; only the weak embrace it.” 

In “Twin Suns,” we see a conclusion to this arc. Ben doesn’t fight to 

remain calm. He simply is calm. And when Maul at last gets the reaction 

he wanted, Ben slides back into that calm without words or a struggle. 

Witwer: But then [Ben] gets in the moment, he goes, “No, no, no, 

that would be a mistake. That was always the mistake I was 

making with this guy. I’m not that guy any more. I’m not that kid… 
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Sam Witwer (cont’d): …I’m Alec Guinness,” and then so then he 

goes into the Alec Guinness pose. And then, realizing that Maul 

sort of provoked him into becoming Ewan McGregor for just a 

moment, he goes, “Let’s see if I can do the same thing for him, 

and let’s also see if I can honor my master,” and he goes into the 

Qui-Gon Jinn pose (3). 

Beyond Qui-Gon 
Novelizations always seem to live in a grey area of canon, but according 

to Revenge of the Sith by Matthew Stover, this isn’t the first time Kenobi 

has used the Ataru-ready stance as a feint. In the final duel against Dooku, 

Obi-Wan and Anakin take on ready stances of forms they have not 

mastered to play into Dooku’s overconfidence. Dooku falls for this 

completely. He plans his attacks to directly target Ataru’s weaknesses. 

Weaknesses that Dooku had learned from sparring with Yoda and with 

Qui-Gon Jinn. 

According to Filoni, in “Twin Suns,” the moment Ben cuts through Maul’s 

hilt is not only the moment of Ben honoring his former master, but also 

growing beyond him: “The Apprentice learned from the Master’s 

mistake” (5). He is not fooled by the same trick Maul used before, 

countering it instead. But it’s not just in the avoidance of death that Ben 

becomes a greater Jedi Master than Qui-Gon; it’s also in the moment he 

embraces it. 

As Lucas once pointed out, Star Wars is meant to rhyme with itself. Qui-

Gon’s death is supposed to be the precursor to Obi-Wan’s, which in-turn 

is echoed by Han Solo’s and Luke Skywalker’s. 

This is the death of the father figure of our young hero, removing the 

foundation of their world, forcing them to face the next foe or challenge 

on their own. The critical difference between Qui-Gon and Obi-Wan is 

that Old Ben Kenobi sets the precedent of sacrifice. 

Qui-Gon’s death is a shock to him, an event he was trying to avoid. There 

was no element of sacrifice to his death, just a cost. Ben, however, 
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deliberately invites death when it comes to save Luke and the others. His 

death is a choice, solidifying the foundation for all others who follow: 

Han, Luke, even Vader, all of whom witnessed his sacrifice. Ben Kenobi 

becomes The Master from whom all the other father figures learn. 

This demonstration of Ben’s growth is also used to emphasize Maul’s lack 

thereof. 

“Master” is a title Maul has been fighting to claim since his return in The 

Clone Wars. As a Sith apprentice, that title is something he would have 

expected to eventually claim, following the Rule of Two. Therefore, Maul 

could easily see that as yet one more thing Obi-Wan had taken from him 

on Naboo. 

In “Revenge,” during Maul’s torture of Obi-Wan, he flings a number of 

taunts at the Jedi, including one that EW’s recap describes as “simmering 

resentment” (6): 

Maul: And they call you ‘Master.’ 
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Not only has Obi-Wan prevented Maul from rising to the rank of Master, 

but he had the audacity to become a Master himself. 

It’s after this encounter in “Revenge,” that Maul decides to claim the title 

for himself. He enforces the Master-Apprentice dynamic between 

himself and Savage and introduces himself and his brother Savage to 

potential allies as “lords” and even the “true lords of the Sith.” In Rebels, 

even after he had his power stripped from him entirely, he still introduces 

himself to Ezra as “Old Master.” 

Maul has loudly declaring that the title of “Master” belongs to him. Ben 

has simply been living it out. And like Kyūzō’s opponent in Akira 

Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai – of off which the “Twin Suns” duel is based – 

failure to recognize true Masterhood comes with devastating 

consequences. 
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Take a Knee 
When struck down, Maul doesn’t simply pitch forward. Instead, he drops 

first to one knee, and the animation holds on that pose long enough to 

imply additional meaning, as if Maul is kneeling in recognition of a 

Master, someone with authority and power, deserving of respect. 

This is a parallel we see in The Clone Wars, “The Lawless” where Maul 

collapses to a knee after Sidious bests him in their vicious one-on-one 

duel. Both instances are times when Maul is forced into an 

acknowledgement of someone else’s authority, but the contexts could 

not be farther apart. 

In “Twin Suns,” Maul was given multiple opportunities to acknowledge 

he was out of his depth, but he kept pressing forward despite the warning 

signs. Ben Kenobi is forced to respond with violence. In “The Lawless,” 

Maul immediately submits to Sidious on his Master’s arrival. Sidious 

rejects this acknowledgement in favor of breaking Maul violently. 

Sidious wants to see Maul reduced, as is proper for a Sith Apprentice in 

the presence of his Master. 

Ben wants to see Maul elevated, as is the desire of any Jedi Master for 

his Padawan. 

In taking this knee, Maul symbolically acknowledges Ben Kenobi not just 

as a Master, but his Master. 

It’s a bittersweet recognition. Maul only accepts Kenobi’s status after he 

is physically subdued, just as Sidious did to him before, and just as he 

himself did to Savage. Maul still cannot comprehend what Masterhood 

looks like outside of the Sith. And yet, as Maul pitches from his kneeling 

position towards the ground, to complete the parallels to Sidious and 

Savage, Ben Kenobi literally steps in to show him a better way to be a 

Master. As a guide, as a teacher, and yes, even as a brother. 

And that Masterhood looks a lot like Duchess Satine Kryze. 
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A Good Sword 
In The Clone Wars episode “The Academy,” there are various parallels to 

Akira Kurosawa’s Sanjuro (7). This classic film is about a team of young 

samurai rooting out corruption in their clan with the help of the titular 

wandering warrior, roles played by Mandalorian cadets and Ahsoka Tano 

respectively in Duchess Satine Kryze’s government. 

Of course, it’s one thing to parrot a classic tale; paying homage does not 

make something in-and-of-itself good. It’s another thing to take the extra 

step and make the homage mean something. As such, “The Academy” as 

a Sanjuro homage works as a highlight to reflect and foreshadow the role 

Satine plays in the broader Star Wars franchise. 

In “The Academy,” Satine mirrors the chamberlain, a MacGuffin of a 

character in Sanjuro. He is there to represent the honor of the clan, the 

Item to be rescued, remaining off-screen until the movie’s end. Satine is 

likewise given a passive role here. Yet when we step back to look at 

Satine’s larger arc, we see that she actually plays the more active role of 

the chamberlain’s wife. 

Sanjuro is significant as an entry in Kurosawa’s filmography because it’s 

the first time he “makes female characters central to an ironic treatment 

of conventional samurai (and samurai cinematic) values” (8). The 

chamberlain’s wife is a restraining influence on Sanjuro throughout the 

movie, forcing him to consider less violent solutions. Shortly after her 

rescue by him, she says, “You’re too sharp. That’s your trouble. You’re 

like a drawn sword. Sharp, naked without a sheath. You cut well. But good 

swords are kept in their sheaths.” 

In a similar way, Satine is significant as an entry into the Star Wars 

filmography. Obi-Wan is frequently referred to as the “ideal” or 

“ultimate” Jedi, particularly by the Revenge of the Sith novelization, but 

also by a couple of Dave Filoni interviews, but that isn’t entirely accurate. 

He certainly is the closest the Jedi Order has to an ideal in the time of the 

Clone Wars, but really, it is Satine who best reflects the ideals of the Jedi. 
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Dave Filoni: Y’know it’s interesting. In a way, she has a lot of 

similarities to what it’s like to be a Jedi. Fighting for her cause. 

Though she’s doing it through completely pacifistic means. You 

can see Satine is trying to not make the same mistake the Jedi 

frankly are making, which is they’re fighting this all-out war. And 

when you get into the politics, and you start to see how the galaxy 

is fractured, you start to see how someone like Palpatine can use 

corruption to his advantage and, in the end, take over the galaxy 

(9). 

Satine is playing the role of peacekeeper that the Jedi should have been. 

She plants her feet against Palpatine’s power grabs. She speaks out 

against the war, avoiding the human-centric language that likely was 

used to isolate non-humans during the Empire: 

Tal Merrick: Are you suggesting we oppose the war 

on humanitarian grounds? 

Satine: I am going to oppose it as an affront to life itself. 
(“The Voyage of Temptation,” The Clone Wars, emphasis mine) 

She maintains neutral ground in the war, which she then uses to act as a 

peacemaker. In “A Friend in Need,” she opens up her own throne room 

to allow peace talks to happen between the Republic and the Separatists. 

This is a role that the Jedi should have been playing in the Clone Wars. As 

Mace Windu once said: “We are keepers of the peace, not soldiers.” The 

Jedi, however, have fallen into the roles of soldiers and generals, leaving 

the likes of Satine Kryze to take up the neglected duty. 

This too is reflective of the movie Sanjuro and the chamberlain’s wife. In 

his first movie, Yojimbo, Sanjuro is the hero by virtue of his violence and 

his cunning method of creating violence. In Sanjuro, other virtues take 

the foreground. Restraint and cunning methods of avoiding violence are 

praised. The mercy of the chamberlain’s wife brings one of the corrupt 

guards over to their side, giving them an ally and informant.  
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It’s the virtues of the chamberlain’s wife which end up being the more 

fundamental values of the samurai, virtues best displayed when swords 

are sheathed and not “glittering” like a naked blade. 

A Jedi, A Sith, and A Duchess  
Walk into a Death Scene… 
Satine was initially planned to appear in “Twin Suns” to haunt Maul, 

which was a curious decision (10). While she is a major point of 

connection between Maul and Obi-Wan Kenobi, she’s also a symbol of 

Maul’s victory against Obi-Wan. Why would this haunt him? 

Perhaps it is because Maul didn’t get the closure he wanted with his 

revenge. We’ve discussed time-and-again in this close read that Maul 

constantly misses the point of the lesson the Force is trying to teach him. 

He overlooks what could actually give him hope, what could actually fill 

that need in his soul, because he is fixated on the Sith point of view. 

Satine could be haunting him with the mockery that he had achieved this 

great revenge and yet is still this miserable failure, scrounging to survive. 

This interpretation is supported by the defaced painting of Satine he had 

on Dathomir. The violent lines of blood across her throat seems like Maul 

has tried to “kill” her again, perhaps a means to remind himself of (or 

even relive) how he felt that day in Mandalore’s throne room. 

This haunting also fits with the Sith mindset Maul still carries. Voice actor 

Sam Witwer will deliberately give Maul inflections on words that are 

reminiscent of Sidious. Witwer has voiced Sidious in multiple pieces 

of Star Wars media, but more importantly, Maul was raised by Sidious. 

There are mannerisms that he’s picked up from his old Master, and 

Sidious’s old critiques must ring hard in his ears whenever he fails. In the 

case of Satine, it was Sidious who undercut Maul’s victory on Mandalore. 

Through the murder of Savage, Sidious puts Maul through the exact same 

tragedy Maul had just forced upon Obi-Wan. 
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Satine’s haunting could very well be the ever-looming shadow of Master 

Sidious in Maul’s mind, a shadow that has simply chosen a new face due 

to his obsession with Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

However, it is not a haunting that is very honoring of Satine herself. Not 

that Maul would care, but I think Dave Filoni would. In discussing the 

plans for Satine and Savage’s appearances in “Twin Suns,” Filoni said they 

were cut was because the episode would have to spend time explaining 

who these two were to the Rebels audience. If “Twin Suns” was to be 

someone’s first introduction to Satine Kryze, the love of Obi-Wan Kenobi, 

I think we would have seen a more sympathetic bent to the haunting. 

Filoni is nothing if not dedicated to his characters. 

Let us then consider another angle to the haunting. Throughout the Star 

Wars canon, there are plenty of instances of the spirit, or “will” as Ahsoka 

calls it in Rebels Season 4, of a person shaping or guiding the living after 

their death. Most of the time, these people are Force users: Force ghosts, 

the Dume wolf, the Daughter, Nightsisters, etc. However, there has been 

instances in which non-Force sensitives are referenced in this manner as 

well. Chirrut Îmwe tells Baze Malbus to look for him in the Force. Obi-

Wan Kenobi says that Steela Gerrera’s spirit will guide the people of 

Onderon after her death. Beru has a whole conversation with someone 

over a cup of blue milk after she and Owen were murdered. 

Satine may not have maintained consciousness after death as Qui-Gon 

had, but there are elements of her life and influence that seem to almost 

be watching over Maul until his death. 

Some of this is purely meta, such as Satine’s voice actor, Anna Graves, 

reappearing in other areas of Maul’s story. Graves voices one of the 

Nightsisters in “Visions and Voices” and another of her characters is on 

the Jedi task force in Son of Dathomir. Other aspects of this haunting tend 

to fall into the grey area between meta-narrative and (in-universe) Force-

induced rhyming of events. 
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For example, in “Shades of Reason” as Maul is gaining the upper hand 

against Pre Vizsla, he is briefly, yet perfectly framed against the wall’s 

mural of Satine. It’s an image that brings to mind the later and more 

famous shot from Marvel and Netflix’s Luke Cage. 

 
Everyone wants to be the Duchess 

©Lucasfilm, ©Marvel 

Maul goes on to claim Satine’s throne and truly uproot her rule, and this 

shot is emblematic of that. A violent act destroying the legacy of a 

pacifist. A violent image eclipsing a peaceful one. 

It is not the only interpretation though. Her mural is in multiple shots 

throughout the duel with Vizsla, as if she is witnessing it all play out even 

while imprisoned. This idea is backed by her defaced painting on 

Dathomir, where not just her throat, but her eyes are slashed over as 

well, as if Maul is trying to cut away a pair of eyes that are always 

watching. 

Even before her death and before the duel for her throne, Satine’s 

influence presents itself to Maul. It is Satine who first appeals to Maul’s 

conscience, who calls him to be better. Despite knowing what sort of 

person Maul is, she still urges him not to take Almec as Prime Minister 

because of the damage Almec has already done to Mandalore’s people. 

Her advice hardly takes, but even her attempt is a reflection of one of her 

defining statements: 

Satine: Even extremists can be reasoned with. 
(“The Voyage of Temptation,” The Clone Wars) 
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It is this stance of Satine’s which changed Maul’s fate, because it changed 

Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

To return to Kurosawa and Sanjuro, consider the influence of the 

chamberlain’s wife, who caused Sanjuro to rethink his tactics. She tells 

him, shortly after his rescue of her, 

Chamberlain’s Wife: Good swords are kept in their sheaths. 
(Sanjuro) 

This is repeated by Sanjuro himself when his foe Muroto demands that 

they settle their differences in a duel, and Sanjuro is forced to kill him. 

Sanjuro: He was just like me. A drawn sword that wouldn’t stay 

in its sheath. But you know, the lady was right. The best sword is 

kept in its sheath. 
(Sanjuro) 

Sanjuro is not just withholding from violence to appease the wife of the 

man he’s bound to rescue. He has taken her beliefs to heart and acts on 

them. 

Obi-Wan is not nearly as prone to violence as Sanjuro was, but during the 

first Mandalore arc of The Clone Wars, his restraint is more to appease 

Satine than acting out of his own beliefs. Had Satine not been at Senator 

Merrick’s escape vessel, there is a high chance that Obi-Wan would have 

lopped off Merrick’s arm at least in order to save the ship. It is Satine, her 

pacifism, and her good opinion that prevents him. 

Satine wasn’t present for the first three encounters between Obi-Wan 

and Maul. In fact, Satine’s involvement neatly splits their interactions at 

a half-way point. Obi-Wan has encountered Maul a total of six times in 

canon, only four of which allowed for a touch of chat before crossing 

blades, the other two being in the heat of battle. Those four encounters 

are also equally divided by Satine’s death. On Raydonia and Florrum, Obi-

Wan uses up the time to trash talk Maul. Obi-Wan knows Maul won’t 

back down so why bother to try anything else? 
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This changes the moment Satine becomes involved. 

The scene in Mandalore’s throne room in “The Lawless” is staged almost 

as a mockery of the debate between Satine and Obi-Wan in “The Voyage 

of Temptation.” 

In “Voyage,” Satine rose from her seat, a level above Obi-Wan, to counter 

his claim that the Separatists can only be met with force. This is when she 

declares: 

Even extremists can be reasoned with. 

In “Lawless”, it is Maul seated on a level above Obi-Wan, Satine kneeling 

as a prisoner next to him. As Maul rises, he drags Satine up with him in a 

Force-choke. With both word and deed, he demonstrates his own 

extremism, once again eclipsing Satine and her influence. 

As Satine and Obi-Wan argued in “Voyage,” they approached each other, 

meeting on the stairs. Satine’s arguments in the whole arc were 

constantly calling Obi-Wan to be better, to stop thinking just in terms of 

the us-vs.-them of the war. To remind him of his Jedi ideals. Satine is not 

just calling him out but calling him “up.” 

Maul’s monologue on the other hand is deliberately designed to make 

Obi-Wan enraged and imbalanced, designed to make Obi-Wan react not 

just as General Kenobi – a Jedi who would fight a war – but as a Sith. 

Death Watch guards restrain Obi-Wan from approaching Maul as the he 

descends the stairs, dragging Satine with him. This is Maul trying to pull 

them both down to his level. 

Instead, with Satine’s urging, Obi-Wan rises to meet Maul. Not just as a 

Jedi would – 

Obi-Wan: You can kill me but you’ll never destroy me. It takes 

strength to resist the Dark Side. Only the weak embrace it! 
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars) 

– but also as Satine would have done. Obi-Wan tries reason. 
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Not only does he debate Maul’s philosophy on the strength of the Dark 

Side and of those who oppose it, but he also tries to make Maul see that 

there is a choice for him too. He tries to call Maul “up,” to call him to be 

better. 

Obi-Wan: I know where you’re from. I’ve been to your village. I 

know the decision to join the dark side wasn’t yours. The 

Nightsisters made it for you. 
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars) 

Even though Maul immediately rejects this (as he did with Satine’s advice 

in prison) and Satine dies, there is still a victory that Maul is unable to 

claim. Neither Obi-Wan nor Satine fell. In the novelization of this 

arc, Darth Maul: Shadow Conspiracy, Satine’s final words have changed: 

Satine: Remember, my dear Obi-Wan. No matter what, don’t let 

go of what you believe in. I never did. 
(Fry, Jason. Darth Maul: Shadow Conspiracy) 

Beyond that – beyond Obi-Wan and Satine standing true – they also 

called Maul to meet a standard to which he had never been held before 

in his life. 

Fast-forward nearly twenty years to a desert. Maul knows something is 

wrong in his life. He knows he’s been caught in a cycle, but he doesn’t 

know how to break out of it. He’s looking for answers but keeps 

responding to the ones he receives as a Sith would, and so he constantly 

comes up empty-handed. Maul needs a better way. 

Once again, Ben tries reason. Not to save Satine’s life this time, but to 

save Maul’s. 

Once again, when Maul rejects it, Ben not only mirrors his past self by 

cradling Maul’s final victim, but he also mirrors Satine. 

Parallels have already been drawn between Qui-Gon’s death in The 

Phantom Menace and Satine’s death in The Clone Wars, but there are 

two other deaths I wish to address here. That of the Death Watch 
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terrorist in “The Mandalore Plot,” which includes parallels to Savage’s in 

“The Lawless.” 

In “The Mandalore Plot,” after detonating a bomb meant for Satine, the 

terrorist throws himself off a building rather than be arrested. His hand 

briefly stretches towards the sky, as if reaching for something. Satine 

goes to his side as he speaks something in a Mandalorian dialect, with 

what seems like a touch of longing in his voice. Satine kneels and 

responds in kind, transforming the words into a kind of benediction. And 

with her reply, the terrorist seems to pass on in peace. By speaking a 

language her attacker understood, Satine gives him comfort in his final 

moments. 

The staging is similar to that of Savage’s death. Thrown from a great 

height, Savage also reaches up for something – his brother’s hand. Maul 

rushes to his side and takes his hand, but unlike Satine, he has no words 

of comfort to offer Savage. He has nothing to ease Savage’s passing 

because he doesn’t know how. He was never taught. 

Nevertheless, in “Twin Suns,” Maul finds himself begging for such words, 

a hand reaching up to grasp at Ben Kenobi’s shoulder before falling. And 

Ben gives it. He gives comfort and hope to Maul by speaking a language 

Maul understands, referring to an old Force prophecy, allowing Maul to 

pass on in peace. 

Ben’s treatment of Maul from the moment they meet each other in “Twin 

Suns” is constantly reflective of Satine’s actions and beliefs. Whether it’s 

Ben calling Maul up, that elevation any good Jedi Master seeks for his 

student, or a very demonstration of the lessons Maul was never taught 

or had failed to learn, these were gestures we saw first from Satine Kryze. 

Satine’s “haunting” of Maul could have easily been foreshadowing, a 

looming “threat,” so to speak, of forgiveness. 
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And They Call You “Master”… 
It is Satine’s influence on Obi-Wan that transforms him into the Jedi 

Master he should have been throughout the Clone Wars. And it’s that 

Master who now takes center frame. 

In the cinematography of Ben’s final blow, it is Maul dominating the 

center of the frame. Maul finally got the fight he was craving, a “victory” 

in goading Ben into a duel, even if ended in his loss. It’s not until the fight 

is done, all the lightsabers deactivated, and Ben taking a step into center 

frame to catch his foe, that Obi-Wan Kenobi is framed as the victor. 

Not as the Jedi Master who killed Maul, but the Jedi Master who forgave 

him. 

Maul’s acknowledgement of Ben’s Masterhood comes from the broken 

perspective of the Sith, a singular view of combat prowess and physical 

power. The last time Maul was on the receiving end of this – with Sidious 

on Mandalore – he pleaded for mercy, which was gleefully denied. 

Sidious’ torture is a reaffirmation of the Sith philosophy on which Maul 

was raised. 

Maul: I do not ask for mercy, Master. Mercy is a lie. A delusion 

of the weak to think themselves strong. 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

Compassion and forgiveness are likewise cast aside by the Sith. The first 

is considered a weakness. The second, according to Dooku in “Witches of 

the Mist,” is not the way of the Sith. It is as forbidden to them as revenge 

is to a Jedi. 

In contrast to Sidious, Ben steps forward to catch Maul, showing him 

mercy without even being asked. It’s never vocalized, but this act is a 

refutation of the Sith philosophy. It is a demonstration of mercy, 

compassion, and forgiveness – a lie, weakness, and taboo – as victory. 

Not the delusion of the weak but the choice of the strong. A choice that 

Ben had been trying to convince Maul to make all that time ago on 

Mandalore: 
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Obi-Wan: It takes strength to resist the dark side… I know the 

decision to join the dark side wasn’t yours. 
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars) 

Even as Maul is dying, Ben still tries to teach him a better way. No more 

words left to give (save two), just an example. A Master’s first and last 

lesson to his student. 

The Ultimate Jedi 
“Twin Suns” was the moment Obi-Wan Kenobi passed his Master by 

recreating the duel that killed Qui-Gon Jinn. The Last Jedi can be seen in 

a similar light as Luke surpases Obi-Wan in a dueal that stunningly mirrors 

“Twin Suns.” 

 
©Lucasfilm 
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It begins as a mirror image of the face-off between Obi-Wan and Maul, 

with the Jedi and the Darksider swapping places. The colors too are 

reversed. The dark blues of Tatooine’s night, the only light source being 

the sabers in contrast to the white and red of Crait in the day. 

There are similarities here too. The slow, deliberate movements of the 

Jedi against the eager, enraged lunges of the Darksider. In the moments 

leading up to the clash, the camera holds close on the face of the 

Darksider but keeps the Jedi at a distance. This indicates the intense 

passion on the part of our villain and the calm steadiness of our hero, and 

it puts us in the villain’s perspective. The Jedi has a trick up his sleeve that 

will be a surprise to us, audience and Darksider alike. 

Thematically, there is a similarity in the fact that the Jedi is standing 

between the Darksider’s revenge against them and the galaxy’s hope. 

They will not let the future pay for their past mistakes. 

 Best of all, the duel on Crait is where Luke’s victory builds on Obi-Wan’s 

in “Twin Suns.” He is the hope defended become the hope’s defense. And 

because of the foundation Obi-Wan laid, Luke goes to even greater 

heights. “We are what they grow beyond,” says Yoda. “That is the true 

burden of all masters.” 

It’s not just the images that are mirrored between the two duels, but the 

events as well. 

“Twin Suns”: 

▪ Maul throws barbs at Obi-Wan, who calmly dismisses them. 

▪ A statement from Obi-Wan results in Maul grabbing his 

lightsaber. 

▪ A fight ensues. 

▪ A metaphysical question asked with sincerity is answered in the 

affirmative – “Is it the Chosen One?” 
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The Last Jedi: 

▪ A metaphysical question asked with scorn is answered in the 

negative – “Have you come to say you forgive me? To save my 

soul?” 

▪ A fight ensues. 

▪ A statement from Luke results in Kylo engaging in conversation 

with him. 

▪ Kylo throws barbs at Luke, who calmly dismisses them. 

This reversal exists because Luke is in control the entire time. 

In “Twin Suns,” Obi-Wan gives Maul control for the barest instant. Maul’s 

digging triggers him into a violent response: activating his lightsaber. And 

that becomes the moment Obi-Wan cannot walk back. That’s the 

moment the fight becomes inevitable, and Maul gets the final duel he 

wants. 

Like Maul, Kylo still gets the fight he’s itching for, but it’s entirely on 

Luke’s terms. Luke’s ignition of his lightsaber is not an emotional reaction 

but an active choice, and he never rises to Kylo’s baiting. Luke’s control 

means that the situation de-escalates. Obi-Wan and Maul go from a 

conversation to a fight. Luke and Kylo go from a fight to a conversation, 

and both instances are things that Luke allows or causes to happen. Then, 

when Luke knows the Resistance is safe, he’s the one who digs and 

triggers a reaction out of Kylo to put an end to the charade. 

Part of the reason that Luke stays in control this whole time is because 

he has grown beyond Obi-Wan in another manner: Luke is self-aware. 

Obi-Wan was never even close to Maul’s utter lack of self-reflection. Part 

of his time in Tatooine was an act of penance for his role in the Clone 

Wars as a general. In Dark Disciple, Obi-Wan is the one who recognizes 

that the Jedi Council had taken a dark path, and it was only Asajj Ventress’ 

actions that saved the soul of the Order. Obi-Wan is capable of 
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recognizing when his actions, thoughts, or desires are disconnected from 

or at odds with his internal compass, the Jedi Code. He is capable of 

receiving and welcoming correction to bring him back in line with the 

Code. However, he rarely thinks to critically analyze that internal 

compass, and consider where it might have gotten corrupted along the 

way. 

Luke, on the other hand, does go that extra mile and critically examines 

not only himself, but the things he was taught by the Jedi. In The Last Jedi, 

we see him at a point where he has taken this too far – 

Rian Johnson: Luke is saying, “Let’s kill religion. It’s the thing 

that’s messing us up. This right here, let’s kill it.” And the truth is 

it’s a personal failure. It’s not religion; it’s his own human nature 

that’s betrayed him (11). 

– and conflates his own personal failure with a failure of his internal 

compass. This is where Luke takes a step backwards from where Obi-Wan 

was. Obi-Wan’s hermitage was, like Luke’s, an act of penance for his role 

in creating the current state of the galaxy. But the time on Tatooine was 

about the future and investing in another person. Until Rey arrives on 

Ahch-To, Luke’s hermitage was about the past and removing himself from 

a position of influence. 

However, that doesn’t negate the fact that the Jedi Code of old did need 

examination and that the Jedi of the future need to stand on the 

shoulders of their old Masters and reach beyond. Luke’s willingness to 

examine both his own failures and the failures of tradition is what brings 

him to his final duel on Crait. 

Crait builds upon the past in three different ways. First, it builds on Obi-

Wan’s preferred method of defeating an enemy not by killing them but 

by delaying. Second, it builds on the moment Obi-Wan becomes the Jedi 

Master he was meant to be by emulating Satine Kryze (by also building 

on the moment Luke first surpassed his Masters, when he threw his 

lightsaber away before Palpatine). Finally, it builds on Obi-Wan’s 

forgiveness of Maul. 
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First, Luke’s purpose on Crait is entirely to wear Kylo down, to delay him 

until the Resistance can escape. It’s a tactic well-loved by old Master 

Kenobi. 

Second, Luke achieves this in a wholly pacifistic manner. Take a moment 

to compare Obi-Wan’s “[Fighting Maul] seems inevitable now,” to Luke’s 

“No one is ever really gone.” The apparent reality of the situation says 

one thing. Hope and Jedi ideals say something else. 

Obi-Wan: A noble description, but not a realistic one. 

Satine: Is reality what makes a Jedi abandon his ideals, or is it 

simply a response to political convenience? 
(“The Mandalore Plot,” The Clone Wars) 

Finally, Luke doesn’t come to forgive Kylo Ren. 

Compare Obi-Wan’s “That is [my] responsibility. I will mend this old 

wound,” to Luke’s “I can’t save him.” Both are an acknowledgement of 

responsibility and acknowledgement that they created this problem. The 

issue is, Obi-Wan sees his failure as a failure to act; a failure to stop Maul 

all the times before. He recognizes Maul as his responsibility, he blames 

himself for everyone that Maul slaughters, but he’s missing that self-

awareness Luke has. 

Luke sees his failure not in failing to stop Kylo but in his contribution to 

Kylo’s fall. Neither Maul nor Kylo are justified in their responses to Obi-

Wan and Luke, but that doesn’t negate the fact that both the Jedi did 

contribute to the cycle of revenge. Obi-Wan struck down Maul in anger 

and a desire to avenge Qui-Gon Jinn. Luke ignited his lightsaber against 

Kylo on an instinctual fear. 

Obi-Wan gets to the point where he forgives Maul, but we never see him 

in self-reflection that the manner in which he “killed” Maul on Naboo was 

wrong. We see growth; when he kills Maul for real, he doesn’t do it in the 

same way, and shows infinite kindness as Maul collapses. He sees himself 

as responsible for stopping Maul, but he may never have seen himself as 

contributing to the cycle. 
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Because Obi-Wan never gets to the same level Luke did, the outcomes he 

sees are limited. He realizes his corrections and offers of redemption are 

not being received, so the sole solution he can find is to kill Maul. Luke 

however recognizes his own contributions to the cycle of vengeance. “I 

can’t save him,” speaks to the fact that Luke knows Kylo, like Maul before 

him, will not receive any correction or any offer of redemption. So Luke 

doesn’t come to forgive Kylo Ren. 

Luke comes to apologize. 

That is what de-escalates the duel down to a conversation, doing more 

than any of Obi-Wan’s admonishments or pity towards Maul. And, just as 

Obi-Wan’s forgiveness opened up Maul’s ability to forgive and thus be 

spared from oblivion, Luke’s apology opens up a pathway for Kylo back 

to the light. Kylo has already been on the receiving end of forgiveness; it 

is solely his actions and decisions that are keeping him on this path. If Kylo 

is to make his way back, it must start from repentance on his end. It must 

start with his own apology. 

Obi-Wan’s forgiveness and kindness were good and incredible things, 

actions that set Obi-Wan apart in his character and in his Masterhood. 

Luke grew beyond him, a sight all Jedi Masters wish to see. And in the 

end, Luke passed into immortality where Obi-Wan achieved his: under 

the light of twin suns. 

But Luke and Obi-Wan are not the only Master-Apprentice pair to be 

found in “Twin Suns.” For a time, Maul had tried to claim an apprentice 

in Ezra Bridger, only for Ezra to grow beyond him as well. 

Step Outside Yourself. Make a Connection with 
Another Being. 
Maul was such a perfect villain for Ezra. Other villains tested Ezra on an 

external level or by confronting his weaknesses, such as his fear or 

overconfidence. Maul specifically preyed on Ezra’s strength, his empathy, 

and thus challenged him in a way no antagonist had before. 
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Taylor Gray: I think Maul did expose him to another side of himself 

(another side of ourselves: the darker side) and Ezra thought 

maybe he could be stronger if he held his core beliefs but also 

knew more about the dark side but that is simply temptation (12).  

Empathy is the core of Rebels and it’s the core of Ezra’s power. He gained 

his lightsaber crystal in “The Path of the Jedi” after confessing that 

empathy, not revenge, was his motivation for becoming a Jedi. 

Ezra: Before I met Kanan, I only ever thought of myself. But 

Kanan and the rest, they don’t think like that. They help people. 

They give everything away, and I see it. I see how it makes 

people feel. 

Yoda: Feel, yes! How? 

Ezra: Alive. They feel alive. Like I do now. 
(“The Path of the Jedi,” Rebels) 

The finale’s – “Family Reunion and Farewell” – success is built on Ezra’s 

empathy. His connection with the Lothwolves and purrgil provide key 

forces that Pryce and Thrawn cannot predict. Most of the characters who 

make up their small army were brought about by Ezra’s reaching out to 

them. Hondo and Vizago were both untrustworthy ne’er-do-wells who 

became reliable because of Ezra. The clone troopers, especially 

Wolffe who may have carried out Order 66 (13), were given as second 

chance to fight with Jedi, because of Ezra. Ryder chose to overcome his 

fear and join the Rebellion because of Ezra. The exceptions to this are 

Ketsu and Kallus, who were swayed by the empathy of Sabine and Zeb. 

Even then, Ezra had a place in Kallus’ arc, and Sabine and Zeb themselves 

were both encouraged to connect with their pasts because of Ezra. As 

discussed on the podcast Rebels Chat: 

Maria: I believe that it shows how important Ezra’s connections 

are. He earns people’s trust, y’know. He doesn’t make people do 

anything. I don’t like using the word “play,” but he plays to 

people’s strengths, and he allows them to be who they are while 

doing something good. Hondo is a pirate… 
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Maria (cont’d): He’s a sketchy character. He’s not the greatest 

person, reliable person you can meet, but Ezra knew this, and he 

used that in a way that allowed Hondo to still be who he was but 

become part of something more important. 

Johnamarie: Exactly! And you see it throughout the series. You 

see Ezra… one of my favorite examples is when Ezra is trying to 

get Rex to come with them. And he’s trying to figure out a way to 

have this military leader be part of something that they can 

believe in again. Ezra was so good at that, and everyone he’s met, 

everyone he’s interacted with, he’s left an impression on (14). 

Upon first viewing, I had not understood why the boy Mart was in the 

finale among this collection of people who Ezra impacted throughout his 

life. It had appeared to me as simply a means to give Mart’s episode “Iron 

Squadron” weight in the bigger picture, when the role could have easily 

been filled by other characters. Things became clearer, however, on a 

rewatch. 

In “Iron Squadron,” Zeb remarks that Mart’s crew “sounds like a ship full 

of Ezras.” There are many similarities to Ezra in Mart, as the younger boy’s 

bravado sounding a lot like Ezra in Season 2. Additionally, Mart’s safe 

return to Atollon at the end of “Iron Squadron” reflects Ezra’s safe return 

from Tatooine in “Twin Suns.” Shaken, but penitent, acknowledgement 

of family with an embrace, and feet at last set on a proper course. 

Mart’s parallels to Ezra give his uncle Commander Sato’s inclusion in 

“Twin Suns” a second meaning. Logistically, Sato is in the beginning of the 

episode because he is in command of this particular Rebel sect. However, 

he could also be considered a stand-in for his nephew, a reminder to the 

audience about how Ezra treated Mart, a sharp contrast to how Maul 

treated Ezra. 

Maul’s reaction to finding Ezra, who reminds him of himself, is to corrupt 

him. Maul wants to make Ezra follow the same path he did. When Ezra 

finds Mart, he wants him to follow a better path than he did, to not 

repeat his mistakes. In fact, Ezra’s conversations with Mart in “Iron 
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Squadron” sound a lot like Ben Kenobi’s gentle lectures to Ezra in “Twin 

Suns.” Maul and Ezra are another contrast between a Sith seeking to 

reduce his apprentice and a Jedi seeing to uplift his student. Mart’s 

presence in “Family Reunion and Farewell” is a reminder of how far Ezra 

has grown and what sort of leader his empathy has made him. 

This empathy is what Maul targeted time and time again. Instead of 

attacking where Ezra was weakest, he redirected Ezra’s strength to 

himself, in the same way he redirected Ezra’s attention from Lothal to 

Tatooine. Maul used Ezra’s empathy for him on Malachor to gain his trust 

and betray his friends. He used Ezra’s friends constantly to bring Ezra back 

under his influence, where he again tried to redirect Ezra’s empathy. 

Maul: I seek something far simpler, yet equally elusive… hope. 
(“Holocrons of Fate,” Rebels) 

Maul: My family, the Nightsisters, were killed… I know you can 

relate. 
(“Visions and Voices,” Rebels) 

Maul: We can walk that path together! As friends! As brothers… 
(“Visions and Voices,” Rebels) 

By manipulating Ezra’s empathy like this, Maul is effectively draining his 

strength, by demanding that Ezra spend it only on him. There’s a visual 

and audio cue of this in “Twilight of the Apprentice.” When Ezra and the 

audience first meet Maul on Malachor, he’s faded in color, the red of his 

tattoos are dim, he’s hunched over, and his voice is weak. As they 

continue on, and Maul gains Ezra’s trust, his voice becomes stronger, he 

stands straighter, and his skin becomes vibrant in color, almost as if he’s 

feeding off Ezra’s support. 

In “Twin Suns,” the change is reversed: Ezra starts fading. After the 

sandstorm, Ezra is caked in dust, and the vibrant colors he usually wears 

are masked and pale, as he staggers across the desert. Maul’s actions are 

draining him. 
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With the collection of characters redeemed and inspired by Ezra and his 

empathy in the finale, Maul would not have been completely out-of-place 

as an ally. Maul was close to finally getting it right. However, with the way 

Maul used Ezra, it was not Ezra’s job to redeem him. 

Like Kylo Ren and Rey in The Last Jedi, Maul had a genuine desire for a 

connection and a friendship with Ezra, but he pursued it in a 

manipulative, selfish fashion. Kylo and Maul both tried to cut away the 

rest of Rey and Ezra’s support systems and connections, to isolate the 

Jedi in a manner that only they could have their affection. For empathetic 

people like Rey and Ezra, it can be difficult to see hurting people and 

choose to break free of that relationship. That’s why, as important as it is 

to see Luke redeem Anakin, as important as it is to see all the allies to 

whom Ezra gave a second chance, it’s equally important that Rey closes 

the door on Kylo and that Ezra actively, consistently rejects Maul after 

Malachor and is not present for whatever redemption he finds. It’s a good 

message for empathetic people: manipulators are not your responsibility 

to save. 

My Apprentice 
If there’s anything good to come from Maul’s influence on Ezra, it is this: 

his attempts to take Ezra on as an apprentice were a training ground for 

Ezra. They were an experience that helped him become a better Jedi. 

Ironically, Maul’s ultimate legacy might live on as a warning to 

Ezra, who now knows the trickery and temptation of the dark 

side, and how to avoid it with the help of his friends (15). 

“Family Reunion and Farewell” displays this perfectly. Maul inadvertently 

taught Ezra how to resist Darth Sidious. Back in “Twilight of the 

Apprentice,” Maul mimicked Sidious in his attempts to win Ezra over, but 

rushed through it, which was part of why his plan failed. In “Family 

Reunion and Farewell,” it’s now Sidious who mimics Maul. He does so 

without realizing his first apprentice had already tried this tactic and, 

surprisingly enough, actually did it better. 
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Both Maul and Sidious present themselves as kindly old men, but Sidious 

casts himself in a position of power, a magnanimous gentleman who can 

grant Ezra something wonderful. He puts on a disguise, coats himself in 

insincerity. While what he has to offer is far more tempting than the 

promise of knowledge on Malachor, he doesn’t play the angle right. Maul 

had not been wholly sincere with Ezra, but he had been real enough to 

present himself as he was, haggard and lonely, which triggers Ezra’s 

empathy. 

Beyond that, everything that Sidious had tried in “Family Reunion and 

Farewell” was something Ezra already fell for back on Malachor, 

strategies he now recognized thanks to Maul. 

What Sidious wants is for Ezra to open the last doorway of Lothal’s Jedi 

Temple for him, much like Maul wanted Ezra to help him open Malachor’s 

Sith Temple. Sidious does this by appealing to Ezra’s desires his wish to 

be with his parents again. Maul likewise twisted Ezra’s desires to his own 

ends, rebranding “revenge” as “justice” and encouraging him to use the 

Dark Side because hesitation might cost him “the lives of his friends.” 

Both Sith Master and Apprentice also sought to appeal to Ezra’s ego; 

Sidious calls his time with his parents “the life [Ezra] deserved,” and Maul 

had coached Ezra into believing he was entitled to the Force and the 

power it granted him. 

 In fact, Sidious’ tactics could be summed up in a quote from Ben Kenobi: 

“Maul used your desire to do good to deceive you, and in doing so he has 

altered the course of many things.” – Sidious wants access to the Temple 

to alter the course of time itself. – “He knows your fears, your heart…” – 

He overheard Ezra wish for his parents in the World Between Worlds. – 

“…and he manipulated the truth, which has led you here, where you 

should never have been.” – Had Ezra stepped through that Temple door, 

he would have put himself out of time. 

But Ezra has learned from his mistakes with Maul. He’s no longer 

confused by mixed messaging, which was another factor that had 

contributed to his trust of Maul on Malachor. Both Ahsoka and Maul 
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repeat a version of the adage, “To defeat your enemy, you must know 

them,” but there’s nuances in the meanings of “defeat,” “enemy,” and 

“know” between Sith and Jedi. However, Ezra doesn’t understand those 

yet, and Maul muddles the message. 

In an interview, Taylor Gray discusses that the time Ezra spent with Maul 

was a mark of a child learning those nuances: 

“I think we’re all tested at times by what the dark side may be, 

and there are easier paths, easier ways to go about life.  While 

you may have more immediate results it doesn’t beget overall 

happiness and satisfaction.”  He explains that is something we 

see Ezra learn, but when you’re young, as a child you may not 

understand things to that extent (16). 

By the time “Family Reunion and Farewell” rolls around, Ezra has grown. 

Thrawn’s line – “It was not my intention to utterly destroy Lothal, but that 

is inevitable now” – carries eerie similarity to Ben Kenobi’s line in “Twin 

Suns” – “I had no intention of fighting him, but that seems inevitable 

now” – but Ezra doesn’t blink. He knows the differences now, the depth 

of the meaning behind these lines. He knows whose wisdom to yield to 

and whose arrogance to fight. 

Another moment of this growth is seen in the parallels between “Visions 

and Voices,” “The World Between Worlds,” and “Family Reunion and 

Farewell.” All three of these episodes have Ezra hovering at an entrance 

of supernatural importance, being goaded by an older Force user to let 

someone go. 
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Maul was wrong, Ahsoka was right, and with Sidious hovering at his 

shoulder, Ezra must conflate those two lessons on his own. 

Gray: You’re trying to become a man, become a complete person, 

the best person you can be, and if that’s not the path of the Jedi… 

(16) 

I Don’t Mean about the Force. I Mean about Life. About 
Being a Good Person. That’s What You’ve Taught Me. 
At first, “Family Reunion and Farewell” seems to end with Ezra repeating 

the same irresponsible things he did as a child: stealing ships and 

disobeying orders from Hera. But there’s a difference between now and 

the “Brothers of the Broken Horn” and “Twin Suns,” as demonstrated in 

this small bit of playacting by Sam Witwer (17): 

Witwer: <Lawrence Kasdan voice> Hey, so, George, in the last 

movie, we made this and it was about how you need to respect 

your elders, right? 

<George Lucas voice> Uh, yeah yeah. And he didn’t respect his 

elders, and Yoda tried to tell him what to do, and he didn’t, and 

then he tried to save his friends, and his friends had to save him. 

<LK> Yeah, so this one, he’s going to respect his elders in this 

movie, right? 

<GL> Uh, no, no. He’s going to reject his elders. 

<LK> What? But that’s against the lesson of the last movie. 

<GL> But Luke’s a man now. 

Johnamarie Macias points out this parallel between Ezra and Luke’s 

growth in her essay “Ezra Bridger: The Boy Who’s Misunderstood” (18). 

She quotes Witwer, who is quoting Mark Hamill on how deliberate Luke’s 

arc was, moving from a “callow and out of his depth” youth, to a 

“troubled young man,” and finally to “the very centered adult he 

becomes in Return of the Jedi.” 
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Ezra is a man now. Confident, calm, and fully aware of what he’s doing 

and why he is doing it, following the path the Force has laid out for him. 

This growth is demonstrated in how both Sabine and Chopper support 

Ezra’s actions; Chopper stowed away both times before to keep an eye 

on Ezra, and Sabine once installed a tracking device in Ezra’s commlink. 

Now, they both provide him a way out. As a child, Ezra learned to respect 

his elders, but being a man now, he must reject them to save his people. 

At the end of Star Wars: Rebels, Ezra becomes a Master in his own right. 
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VI 

 
One Last Lesson 
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The Lesson Animation 
Taught Me 

The best stories are the ones that encourage exploration. 

 

Dr. Scary* was the best lecturer in the physics department at my alma 

mater. Not the best teacher; students were rumored to leave his office in 

tears. Not the best writer of grad school recommendation letters; he 

might have at least formatted his passive aggression. But his lectures 

were astounding. 

*All names from my personal history have been changed. 

Whether the topic was the basics or quantum mechanics, Dr. Scary never 

simply slapped the equation up on the chalkboard and told us to 

memorize it. Instead, he always started with the story. 

Like a Classic Campbellian, he established the Normal World: the physics 

known before the equation was created. Then came the Call to Action, 

where the known physics fell apart, the clear void in our Normal World 

of human understanding. We follow our Hero, the intrepid physicist or 

grad student, as they pieced together the answer bit by bit, until at last, 

the new equation was revealed: a Boon of white chalk painted against 

the blackboard. Dr. Scary turned equations into a living tale, and as a 

result, I learned more from his classes than from any other professor in 

the department. 

Unfortunately, Dr. Scary has well-earned his pseudonym. His intimidating 

nature and occasional snide remark towards and about us, his pupils, 

coupled with those rumors of tear-inducing office hours, prevented many 

a student from properly exploring the stories he wove. I personally never 

felt comfortable reaching out to him for help or further explanation of 

the concepts, and I barely scraped by his classes with a passing grade. 
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Therefore, how grateful I am that another great lecturer of my life is far 

more welcoming of questions. In fact, I believe that Jesus chose to teach 

in stories – the famed parables – because they would require exploration 

on the part of the listener. He never made a habit of offering explanations 

up front, but never did he turn away a single question. Even those who 

asked in bad faith were rewarded with an answer for exploring. 

Parables were made for exploration, for seeking out various 

interpretations of the central truth, based on where the listener placed 

themselves in the story. Were they the robbed man? The Pharisee or the 

Sadducee? Perhaps the titular Good Samaritan himself? 

Because they were made for such a purpose, parables are stories that 

endure. They evolve as we grow, both as a society – today this parable 

might better be called “The Good Immigrant,” or “The Good Trans Man” 

– and as individuals. I don’t think it takes much to make a story a parable, 

simply the relevance to one person’s life and the willingness to partner 

with Jesus to make sense of it all. As such, modern parables are created 

every day, from drabbles of fanfic to blockbuster movies. 

When I first started this close read of “Twin Suns,” I didn’t realize I was 

about to discover a parable that would change my life. 

 

~~AN APT METAPHOR TO KEEP IN MIND~~ 

I caught a football wrong, and it broke my finger. 

Thinking it sprained, I iced it to numb the pain and kept going.  

By the time I realized it was broken, it had healed wrong.  

Fortunately: 

The only lasting side effect is an oddly lumped, 

but perfectly functional, index finger. 

Unfortunately: 

Not all side-effects are so trivial. 

Sometimes the bone needs to be re-broken  

before it can properly heal. 
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A Pair of Parables 

 

The Shackled Heart 
“My heart is a shack,” the woman says, by way of an apology as she 

opens up the door to let him in. As with each visit before, Jesus gives a 

smile as if it’s a masterpiece of a mansion. “But come, sit down,” she 

says. “I’ll put the coffee on.” 

It’s a long corridor for her little shack of a heart, before they reach the 

chairs the woman has set next to the pot. Too long, in her opinion, 

providing too much opportunity for him to observe the unseemly seam 

on her corridor wall. And, as with each visit before, he does just that. 

Giving a gentle tap against the uneven, unpainted plaster that stretches 

from the ceiling to the floor. 

“Yup. Been meaning to get to that.” She moves ahead down the 

corridor. “Gotta get some paint to polish it up.” She moves the 

conversation ahead to coffee, the seam already forgotten. She is 

allowed a few cracks here and there. Her heart is a shack, after all. 

 

A Close Read of Star Wars Rebels “Twin Suns” 
“So, you like the goody-two-shoes, whereas I like characters with a little 

more depth.” 

It wasn’t said as dismissively as it reads on paper, but nevertheless: 

them’s fightin’ words, and I confess they may have been a sticking point 

for me. My respect for Obi-Wan Kenobi as a character had been present 

since his snark had been tempered by polite steadiness in Attack of the 

Clones, and he was certainly my favorite in Revenge of the Sith, but this 

was the first time I ever felt defensive of him. 
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A college hallmate and I had been discussing the merits of Anakin versus 

Obi-Wan as heroic characters in the Star Wars Prequels, and even if I 

didn’t have a strong opinion back then, I was firmly in Camp Obi-Wan. 

I’ve always preferred the kinder heroes. Marvel’s Steve Rogers and Tony 

Stark had also been involved in this conversation, myself firmly on Team 

Cap. DC’s Superman was only out-matched in my love by an equally warm 

soul in J’onn J’onzz. My favorite of Star Trek, Leonard “Bones” McCoy, 

was a cantankerous piece of work wholly driven by compassion. Optimus 

Prime was the reason I ever gave the Transformers franchise a second 

look. And Jake Lloyd will always be my favorite Anakin. 

So suddenly, in this polite discussion between two college students, I had 

skin in the game regarding interpretations of Obi-Wan Kenobi. It wasn’t 

just about one character; it was about a set of characters who held 

importance to me personally. Caught off-guard as I was, I don’t recall how 

I replied – probably something tantamount to “nuh-uh” – but clearly, the 

claim stuck with me. 

I turned it over multiple times in my head over the years, as I saw many 

characters that matched these traits come and go, each one unfailingly 

labeled as “boring” or “underdeveloped.” It’s true that they didn’t react 

to situations or change through the years in the same way as Anakin 

Skywalker or Tony Stark, so how could one possibly describe the 

dynamism and depth of the unyielding? 

Finally, an answer stuck with me: appropriately enough, the word 

“steadfast.” 

It’s not that characters like Obi-Wan are untouchable or infallible, but 

rather that, through it all, they remain steadfast in their faiths, in their 

beliefs, in their kindness. They doubt, they hurt, they fail, they mess up, 

but at the end of the day, they climb back to their feet, plant themselves 

on moral ground, and stand. 
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In this, the woman is proud of her heart. 

It takes a beating. Sometimes accidentally, leaving her gritting teeth to 

push through the pain. Sometimes deliberately, leaving her grasping for 

reasons never proffered. Either way, the woman can feel the seam 

swell, ripple, and crack further into the corridor. 

Yet through it all, through every new path to spider-web out from the 

seam, her heart is steadfast in compassion. 

Not perfect – it is a shack, after all – but steadfast. The woman is always 

finding odd corners to clean. Always trying to make it a welcoming place 

for whoever needs a good heart to listen. 

Well, maybe not good. Still a shack, of course. There’s room for no one 

but her to live here. Not even enough for family. 

But compassion keeps her door open and the coffee on. 

And she is proud of that. 

 

Obi-Wan has the richest rogues gallery out of any Star Wars hero. Even if 

they cross blades – sometimes quite literally – with other heroes, there 

always seems to be a particular investment in his downfall. Cad Bane, 

Grievous, Asajj Ventress, Count Dooku, and Darth Vader, they all bring an 

extra, personal touch when it comes to dealing with Obi-Wan Kenobi. 

And yet none of them have challenged his central quality of “steadfast” 

as deliberately as Darth Maul. The other rogues sought to kill Obi-Wan; 

Maul wanted to break him. As a result, some of the best Obi-Wan 

episodes in The Clone Wars are those with Maul, as we see how close to 

the line Obi-Wan is pushed, where he chooses to plant his feet and 

withstand the storm. 
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It was for these reasons that I was elated at Obi-Wan’s impending return 

in Star Wars Rebels. Maul had already made his debut on the show, and 

Lucasfilm was promising me a thrilling, final encounter between these 

bitter foes. 

 

~~TWITTER CHALLENGE:~~ 

~~“DESCRIBE THE PLOT OF YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE IN LIMERICK FORM”~~ 

Lured from home by wicked mystery, 

A boy witnessed a soft tragedy. 

Free of the darksider, 

The boy returned wiser, 

Thanks to the old men and the Dune Sea. 

Now that my contribution is done, 

“This was no movie!” surely said someone. 

Yes, cheated I did, 

But heaven forbid, 

I pass up a poem ‘bout “Twin Suns.” 

 

The episode “Twin Suns” lived up to every level of expectation I had, as I 

saw Obi-Wan plant his feet once more against the raging storm and 

stand. Then, as Maul fell at those same steadfast feet, my expectations 

were shattered. 

I never anticipated this. 

A collision of the kindest and the cruelest that Star Wars had to offer. It 

left me grasping at something inexplicable. All I knew was that Obi-Wan 

cradling Maul in his arms was tapping on a place I’d long since iced over 

in my heart. An old sprain, perhaps. 
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The seam has existed in her heart for as long as she can remember. She 

recoils from calling it a companion, but it has been a constant. She is 

older now than when it used to gape wide and ravening. Beyond the 

splintering edges, she would catch glimpses of grotesque, abandoned 

wastes, haunted by twin shadows and a yearning that threatened to 

consume her heart whole. 

Nowadays, the plaster is layered on thick. A laughable defense, 

perhaps. Indeed, small cracks find their ways into her hard work, 

insatiable whispers riding on escaping drafts of air, rain like tears 

seeping through to soak her corridor wall. 

Nevertheless, a laughable defense is better than no defense at all. 

At the very least, the plaster keeps her heart from shattering. 

 

“Villains are always cooler!” 

So said a boy in one of our neighborhood bouts of make-believe. I never 

really tracked that logic. To be sure, I enjoy them, especially when they’re 

as well-developed as Maul, but they’re never going to make it into my list 

of favorites. That list is reserved for the steadfast goody-two-shoes, those 

in whom I can see myself, or at least who I aspire to be. Therefore, the 

fact that I was now fascinated with Maul, one of the cruelest villains Star 

Wars has ever gifted to the world, was of slight… how you say? …concern. 

Clearly there was research to be done. 
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When her heart chooses kindness, it can hardly be called a choice. 

When she watches someone thrown to the ground before her very 

eyes, when she sees their humanity torn away, what other choice is 

there? 

The woman’s heart may be a shack, but she can make room. She will 

make room.  

She sets to work to prepare for her new guests. Old dust is kicked 

away, and whatever noise the seam might make is muffled by its 

plaster and her busy hands. Generosity finds room, boldness finds its 

voice, and she finally discovers the ground on which she shall plant her 

feet and stand. 

She has no plan for what a small woman like her will do against such 

reckless hate, but surely, she is not alone. 

For a moment, she pauses in the center of her shack. To her delight, 

she sees a glimpse of what Jesus might see. It is the closest her heart 

has ever felt to deserving that smile of his. No masterpiece perhaps, 

but at last she feels… enough. She feels as if this is a heart Jesus could 

call home. 

Barely has she opened her heart to share it and the world seizes her at 

the throat to throttle her back into silence. She is gasping at the 

doorstep, on her knees. A conversation continues above her. In casual 

dismissals of the suffering she sees with her own eyes, of her guests 

whom she has worked so hard to love, they even invoke Jesus as the 

heart of their callousness. 

At first, she is shaken. 

Rage is quick to overtake. 
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“Twin Suns” instantly became my favorite piece of audiovisual 

storytelling, and nothing but my best would do for the close read. Books 

and tutorials on literary and film critique, catching up on classics like 

Kurosawa (because Dave Filoni mentioned Seven Samurai in an 

interview) or Moby-Dick (to explore quintessential tales of revenge). And 

of course, there was Star Wars to consider, canon and Legends alike. 

I started with Kenobi by John Jackson Miler, a novel which remains one 

of the most finely-crafted pieces of science fiction literature. This was the 

sort of story I was used to loving, a conflation of Obi-Wan Kenobi and 

Clark Kent. A celebration of goodness and resilience against the harshest 

of circumstances. My immediate follow-up in Maul: Lockdown by Joe 

Schreiber was a different beast altogether. 

Relentless in gore and mayhem, it was as perfect an encapsulation of 

Maul’s villainy as Kenobi was of Obi-Wan’s heroism. Not forthcoming in 

many clues as to how Maul had embedded himself in my affection, but it 

still managed to give a tap or two onto my old sprain. 

Other Maul-centric novels, comics, and episodes joined in. Canon or not, 

I experienced them as a singular story, and the tapping became as 

familiar as certain beats in Maul’s life. 

 

~~A PAIR OF MOMENTS THAT ARE A TOUCH TOO LITERAL FOR COMFORT~~ 

1. Bolting away from offered comfort, howling our way down a tunnel  

(I did not have the added benefit of being a giant spider). 

2. Knees hitting sand in the middle of a faith-based crisis,  

screaming for the object of said crisis to show themselves. 

 

One thread of his story hooked my attention sharply, and I could not 

shake it: isolation. 
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 Sidious tore away every friendship Maul ever tried to make. Then, when 

Maul had emotionally latched solely and wholly onto him, Sidious kept 

dangling the threat of abandonment as a means of control. This damaged 

Maul’s ability to connect with others, as the only relationship he could 

conceive of was that of a Sith Master-Apprentice dynamic. 

He forced his brother into the role of the Apprentice, he submitted to his 

mother as his next Master, and he attempted the same isolation tactics 

on Ezra. In Maul’s experiences, relationships only ever worked one way. 

Despite his desperation for connections, Maul was hamstrung by his own 

tunnel vision, trapped in his own corridor, if you will. 

 

The seam buckles under the rage that she howls into her heart. Plaster 

shatters, and the cracks race in a new spread down the corridor. How 

dare they. She slams both her hands against her door, throwing it shut 

behind them with a force that leaves splinters in her palms. How dare 

they. 

She is had by the throat again, this time by something inside, something 

feral. 

When she finally comes to, she is sitting in her shack. A grotesque, 

abandoned waste surrounds her, remnants of her heart work, all torn 

down by her same, bleeding hands. It’s a slow realization, but a 

shameful one: Her rage had not been for her guests. Her rage had been 

for herself. 

It takes a lot for her to want to share her shack of a heart; sometimes 

she feels as if there’s not even room for her. And the moment she 

thought she became something worthwhile, she was told she was all 

for nothing. 
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Now her heart settles in its tatters. Certainly not fit for her guests, as 

she had cast them out in her fury. Not even fit for those who throttled 

her love.  

In this self-reflection, the seam gapes at her by way of mockery. Her 

heart now matches its haunting shadows, like a long-forgotten past 

reborn. 

 

“It’s just a guy fishing! He doesn’t even get the fish!” 

That was one of two comments I remember receiving when I told my 

family I read The Old Man and the Sea for the sake of Star Wars. I had 

scribbled down a pun in my notebook of the close read: “The Old Men 

and the Dune Sea,” and unshakeable curiosity set in. Was there a 

connection to be found here? What resulted was a fascinating 

comparison; Maul and Obi-Wan representing two different 

interpretations of Hemmingway’s work.  

Maul is the classic interpretation of The Old Man and the Sea, that a 

man’s purpose is forever in the striving, in the external performance, and 

unto that is his worth tied. But as both Maul and the old man see, that 

purpose leads to nothing, only emptiness.  

Obi-Wan, however, demonstrates a more hopeful take on the tale. 

It doesn’t matter whether or not the fish was caught, what mattered was 

the relationship between the old man and his pupil. That was what gave 

Obi-Wan purpose; his connection with the Force and others, such as Luke 

Skywalker. That is what could give the old man purpose, if he only 

allowed himself vulnerability, if he only allowed in those who loved him. 

The second comment I remember was more of a question: 

“…You are seeing yourself in this whole analysis you’re doing, right?” 
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“My heart is a mess,” she says by way of misery, opening the door at his 

gentle knock. It’s a day she’d rather not have Jesus visit, but she 

nevertheless goes to put the coffee on. 

She notices he’s meandering behind in the corridor. As with each visit, 

he pauses at the seam. Taps a gentle finger against it. Remnants of 

plaster shudder into dust. 

“Yes, I know it’s ugly. Been meaning to paint it.” 

As with each visit, he smiles. A touch of mischief finds its way in. He 

settles down onto the floorboards, and paints. 

Not on the seam, but a shoulder-width and half again to its side. Right 

at the height a child would make play with crayons and markers. Blues 

and reds, oranges and yellows, colors of gray and witwer, stanton and 

filoni, melching, gilroy, and more, so many more. A thousand colors 

each as unique as their names. A whole desert scene with painted faces 

spills out onto her wall, down onto the trim just before the floor.  

It is the most beautiful thing the woman has ever seen. 

 

Advent 2017 wasn’t the worst crisis of faith I’d had, and it was not going 

to be my last. Rather, it was simply a period in my long disillusionment 

that was not helped by the fact that it was Christmas. 

I never really understood the Nativity. I believe it, certainly. I could 

theologically espouse the meanings of various elements. I could 

intellectually explain the significance of how this divine event would 

change the course of the world. But I could not emotionally connect to 

what ought to be the greatest celebration in my faith. 
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For years, even in the height of my passion for God, I found the birth of 

Jesus dull. Rote. Lifeless. And through the two-plus decades I’d sat 

through the same copy-paste message and the incessant carols on the 

Christian radio stations, the Nativity itself felt increasingly 

commercialized, insincere, similar to what my view of the American 

church had become. 

Most years, I would cheerily bear my emotional disconnect, but Advent 

2017 magnified my Grinchittude. Disillusionment is a difficult thing to 

reconcile. For the past year, my feet had been seeking purchase on faith 

grounds that rapidly seemed built more on political convenience than the 

true nature of the gospel. Voices of leaders and friends rang harshly 

discordant with the commands God had given to uplift the oppressed. 

Summer 2018: my disillusionment would spark into fury over the callous 

responses to family separations at the border. In a few short months, I 

would feel the greatest disconnect to the church that I’ve yet to 

experience. It would be a rage that would have me storming out of a 

sermon and breathing damnation against those who shared worship with 

me. 

But I hadn’t gotten there yet. It was still Advent 2017, and I was still 

researching for the “Twin Suns” close read, working my way through the 

quintessential tales of revenge. Moby-Dick was already down the hatch, 

and it was time to crack open Ben-Hur. 

The opening chapters were ridiculously ripe for comparison, as three men 

converged on a desert camp in search of the answer to visions and 

prophecies of an Anointed One. The men seek hope, freedom, and 

redemption. Perhaps it is a stretch to include Ezra and especially Maul in 

the archetypical trio of the Three Wise Men, but that didn’t matter. 

All that mattered was that I finally understood the Nativity. 

In the same way that Ezra’s journey in “Twin Suns” gives us the emotional 

context for Obi-Wan and Maul’s history, all three of them gave me the 
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emotional context for Advent that I’d missed for so long. I didn’t just 

know the significance of Jesus’ birth; I felt it. 

Through Obi-Wan, I felt the longing of the faithful, those who remained 

steadfast in the seeming absence of God under an oppressive regime. 

Through Ezra, I felt the fire of the searching, that which would drive three 

men to cross deserts and defy kings for the sake of hope. 

Through Maul, I felt the desperation of the wretched, the outcasts and 

wicked alike, who grasp at the promise of salvation and home. 

In the middle of the doldrums of my faith, “Twin Suns” helped me glimpse 

the divine. 

 

There is a masterpiece in her heart, and the woman doesn’t know how 

to react. 

For the longest time, she simply sits. She sits, and she sees it. Her eyes 

take in every inch of the painting. Vaguely noticed, Jesus sits with her. 

He sits, and he sees her, and he smiles. 

She will later realize it was the red, painted face in the desert sands that 

sparked it. That day, however, she only knows that she’s found herself 

once again cleaning an odd corner of her heart. 

The next day, a different corner finds itself dusted, this time because a 

splash of blue and orange reminds her of the chair she keeps folded 

here. There’s the day the coffee percolates once more, prompted by 

warm paint strokes in the lower left. 

Then there’s the day she props the door open again. 

Trickling in, the sun warms those odd corners, and for a moment the 

woman remembers the compassion of which she’d been so proud.  
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Her heart feels welcoming again and also  

…maybe  

– still a shack, of course –  

but just maybe,  

even a little bit… 

good. 

It helps, the way the sun catches the painting, sending a kaleidoscope 

of color across the corridor, even beautifying both seams. Just for a 

moment, the woman pretends her shack is the masterpiece mansion 

that smile of Jesus always sees. 

Both seams. 

Her momentary illusion shatters. The woman tries not to panic. 

She never saw the second seam form, it looks as deep as the first, and 

worst of all, it’s under the painting. Neatly bisecting the painted face of 

red. 

Her pace back from the doorway is slow. Reluctant, terrified, 

involuntary. It takes her past the first seam’s ravenous gape, and she 

glimpses the old haunts of the wastes. Twin shadows for twin seams. 

The woman wishes Jesus had visited today. 

Relief blossoms, just a bit, as she takes a knee next to the new seam. 

Small, controlled, neat. It almost seems like… 

Her fingers trace, right angles meeting her touch. 

Under the painting is not a seam. Under the painting is a door. 

On the other side, relief dies. It is not what she expects. It is not what 

she wants. It doesn’t make sense that such a masterpiece would lead 

here, to this. 

The wasteland beyond the seam. 
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The woman watches the wastelands coalesce into a dilapidated 

mansion. She watches one of the shadows coalesce into familiarity. I 

watch the ruins coalesce into my childhood. 

 

The Lesson Childhood Taught Me 

 

In childhood, something in me broke. I didn’t realize it at the time. Sure, 

it hurt, but come on. What kid doesn’t feel like an outcast among their 

peers? It wasn’t like I could call it trauma. 

If I was confined, if I was ignored, if I suffered, it doesn’t 

matter… 

I soon learned not to cry. 
(Watson, Jude. Star Wars Episode I Journal: Darth Maul) 

It wasn’t one single event. I wasn’t abused. I wasn’t assaulted. I had a 

doting family. Rather, it was a lesson that stacked. A constant, ongoing 

noise that became the background radiation of my life, a simple 

expectation for any and all relationships. 

When rejection came in my teenage years, with no explanation, I’d 

already learned the lesson well; walls were easy to rebuild. Survival had 

become instinctual, isolation comfortable. By the time in college, when 

someone confessed they’d only befriended me to get close to my family, 

I shrugged off the apology as unnecessary. It was rather refreshing, really, 

to have someone be forthright about it for once.  

It was Irene who had been the first to teach the lesson to me years 

before. And as a child, it became my fundamental truth: I was an 

unwelcome burden, politely tolerated at best. 

Sidious: Maul came to me as a child – a not-so-appreciated gift 

from Mother Talzin. 
(Barlow, Jeremy. Darth Maul: Son of Dathomir. Issue #1) 
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I don’t know how old I was the first time it happened, or at least the first 

time I became aware of it, but the moment burned itself into my memory. 

We were mutual friends: Irene’s daughter, a pair of sisters, and me. Four 

little girls tight as a sailor’s knot and bound at the hip. Playing all day into 

the evening hours until our parents’ voices echoed through the 

neighborhood air, summoning us to dinner tables. 

One such evening, as the sky turned a little darker than usual, I felt a surge 

of worry in my gut. Irene lived right across the alley; her daughter was 

home in no time. The sisters, however, lived another block over, which 

might as well have been a mile to our little legs. Enough of a walk for 

some ne’er-do-well to come along and snatch them before they could 

make their front steps. 

I had no plan for what a small child like me would do against the dreaded 

adult of my imagination, but I didn’t have time to think. I bolted down the 

block to catch up with the sisters and escort them the rest of the way 

home. By the time I reached the corner, they were already illuminated by 

the light of their doorstep, safe and sound. 

Embarrassed at my unreasonable imagination, I hid against a tree and 

waited, just to make sure the ne’er-do-well didn’t make a flying leap from 

the shadows and tackle one of the sisters into the night. 

Sure enough, they stepped into the house, and I turned to leave, just as 

a van pulled into the driveway. Irene’s van. Perplexed, I stayed and 

watched through the branches as the sisters reemerged and climbed into 

the van, and Irene drove off with my friends. Without me. 

I would later learn, as my three friends casually relayed their evening with 

the guilelessness only children can possess, that Irene had taken the 

three of them out to dinner as a special treat. I was not invited. 

I did not understand, and I would never be given an explanation. 

Maul: My mind reels. I have no focus. I am vulnerable. Why 

would [Sidious] turn against me? Have I displeased him? 
(Williams, Rob. “Marked,” Star Wars Tales Volume 6.) 
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Throughout my childhood, the passive exclusions were the most 

frequent. Dinners at that same restaurant. Sleep-overs. Adventures to a 

cabin up north. Even in simple playdates that used to be an accepted 

norm in my life, I was treated more and more as an afterthought, if I was 

invited at all. But not every exclusion was passive. 

A host of people gathered at Irene’s house for a party. So many adults, 

but more importantly, so many kids! Some attached to an invited adult, 

some not. My three close friends were there, alongside other exciting 

faces I rarely got to see. It was revelry. When the time came to eat dinner, 

out of all the adults, out of all the children, out of every mouth to feed, 

Irene singled me out and sent me home. 

I was shattered, but I held my wailing until I was out of the house. After 

all, crying might guilt them into letting me stay, and it’s not polite to invite 

one’s self over. 

It’s another moment I cannot place exactly, but the details that I do 

remember set it around second grade. 

By third grade, this constant exclusion, this constant abandonment had 

become my new normal. I know this because of two details. The first is 

that 1999 was the year The Phantom Menace was released in theaters. 

Yes, hello Maul, but this bit isn’t actually about you. It’s about Jar Jar 

Binks. 

Obi-Wan Kenobi: Why do I get the feeling we’ve picked up 

another, pathetic life form? 
(The Phantom Menace) 

Ahmed Best’s character was everything to me back then. Even as a kid, I 

knew it wasn’t just because he was funny. I knew something resonated 

with me emotionally. 

Jar Jar was an awkward character who was cast out from the society he 

was raised in for a trivial reason. He was painfully unwanted by those 

around him, and yet he became a hero. Not by changing who he was – 

he’s as graceless and enthusiastic at the movie’s end as he was at the 
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beginning – but by people learning to accept him. In the face of my own 

outcast status, Ahmed Best’s Jar Jar made me feel less lonely. He gave me 

hope. 

In fact, Ahmed Best may very well have saved my life. He gave me an 

outlet to explore these emotions without becoming self-destructive. 

Understand, it was also in third grade that I carved four words into a 

notebook: “I want to die.” 

Some unknown trigger had struck me from my classmates. However 

unintentional, it was clear proof that I was unwanted in every part of my 

life. Which meant there was only one way out. One classmate noticed, 

and as she turned in alarm to call for teacher, I scrambled to cover. I never 

meant to share those words, but out my pain had come onto the page 

before I’d even realized it. 

There’s a moment in the novel The Wrath of Darth Maul where Maul – 

also 7 or 8 years old at the time – is hit by the reality that he too is alone 

in his world. Without thinking, he paints his pain out on a wall, envisioning 

a window he can escape through. It’s a memory of a window he used to 

stand at, imagining that his reflection wasn’t just a reflection, but instead 

another boy who could help him. 

It would be in my twenties that I would jot down my pain in a notebook 

again, sketching my own window through which I watched a larger world 

and wished for someone to come help me find it, because I couldn’t 

discover my own way out. Like Maul after his last fall from power – living 

in the remnants of his old life – abandoned places became familiar to me. 

After all, it wasn’t as if people enjoyed me. I was the person politely 

tolerated until I could be dismissed. If rejection was something always 

waiting for me around the corner, better to hide away before it could 

strike. 

Some part of me knew this stemmed from my childhood, but calling it all 

trauma never crossed my mind. I wasn’t broken. My heart was just 

sprained. I just had to keep numbing the pain until the swelling died 
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down. I just had to ignore that my heart was malhealed, a crooked 

remnant and shadow of its former self. Ignore that it was just waiting for 

the right – 

There would be moments that pulled me up short. Seasons where people 

would act out of sync with my fundamental truth. “Where were you?” 

they’d say. “We missed you,” they’d say. Hesitantly, I’d set my foot 

outside my shack of a heart. 

– trigger. Maybe an act of rejection. Maybe something wholly unrelated. 

Didn’t matter. 

Nothing mattered except getting myself safe. Alone. Abandon them 

before they could abandon me. Such was my reaction in the summer of 

2018. 

My glimpse of the divine during Advent 2017 had grown into a deep 

understanding of God’s heart for the oppressed. It felt like I finally knew 

my Jesus, like my disillusionment had turned to hope. There was much 

work ahead, and politics was still a dividing factor, but I was sure my 

fellow Christians and I would be united in compassion. When the 

immigration crisis came to light, I was sure I would not be alone. 

But when I lifted my chin to speak, I was dismissed, both as a member of 

some phantom collective and as an individual. When I tried to reach 

across the aisle, I was flatly ignored. Those who did respond played up 

legalistic arguments to silence me. My compassion was slowly being 

choked by a multitude of hands I’d once trusted. 

Looking back now, it was clear that I was not alone among Christians in 

compassion, but my ear had been trained to listen to rejection. A lesson 

I had learned oh so well. As it was, the voices of rejection grew louder 

and louder until a chorus of amens greeted a pastor’s off-hand dismissal 

of the plights of the oppressed. It was then that I stormed out of the 

sermon, rage clouding every inch of me. 
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My fury transformed reaching across the aisle from difficult to 

impossible. I couldn’t reach my fellow Christians if I hated them. I couldn’t 

find something to love unless I made a connection with them. And no 

matter how I tried, I simply couldn’t connect with anyone. 

The anger was for their callousness, yes, but it was stoked by selfishness. 

By the fact that I had thought I’d at last found my place, only to be left 

isolated and alone as I fought a losing battle from without and within. In 

the middle of the heights of my faith, my old lesson came back to throttle 

me. 

As with every trigger, it was as if all the habits I’d learned to survive Irene 

would kick into gear. I acted on instinct. 

Maul’s thoughts cycled back to his early childhood, further back 

than he’d ever dared reflect… As painful as it had been, there 

was knowledge there, a realization that in the end, the galaxy 

was a cold and uncaring place that would never protect him. 

And if he was going to survive, it would only be because he 

would never give up… 

Something broke open inside him, a vein of pure instinct that ran 

even deeper than his commitment to the mission. 
(Schreiber, Joe. Maul: Lockdown.) 

It was during a worship service that I gritted out a single, furious prayer, 

“What is wrong with me?” 
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Collision 

 

August 15th, 2018. I dreamed of Irene. 

Phantoms swarm the mansion wastes, sharing revelry amid the ruins, 

swallowing Irene’s shadow even as I call for her. These phantoms, these 

memories, are pressing in too close. My heart is a shack; I don’t have 

room for this! Irene, Irene! Where is Irene? 

I push through. Shattered glass slips and spins beneath my feet. The 

foyer gives way to a wing, still swelling with phantoms. Ahead, turning 

a corner: Irene’s shadow. 

I race. Doors fly past me, each one boarded or locked shut with chains. 

Without knowing, I feel where the hallways lead. Without conscious 

thought, I take a hidden passage. I catch her. But the question hitches 

on my breath. 

Her feet quicker than my words, her shadow vanishes among the 

phantoms. My own feet give chase. 

Again, I catch her. Steel myself, in;exhale, and imagine a shadow of 

satisfaction on her mouth’s corner as the phantoms swarm again. 

A third time. 

I square against her towering indifference, take a breath, and wake up. 

“Why did you do this to me?” My question finally met air when there was 

no one to answer. 

The phantoms of the past fade, Irene’s shadow joining them once more. 

The woman is left alone in the foyer, feeling the breath of the seam at 

her back, the familiar sounds of her heart, the shack. Her feet still, the 

crack of glass drifting to silence. 

Almost no one. 
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She feels him before she sees him. The second shadow who haunted 

the seam, with a smile she knows so well. Her next question for him. 

“What was that?” I asked, my face buried against pillows that are slowly 

soaking. 

He settles to the floor and gently taps his finger on shattered glass. The 

woman’s eyes follow, and she sees a painted face reflected back. 

Maul: Such is how you found me, brother. Discarded. Forgotten. 
(“Revenge,” The Clone Wars) 

Maul: The Sith… cast me aside. Abandoned me! 
(“Twilight of the Apprentice,” Rebels) 

Sidious howled with laughter… “Oh, poor Maul. 

All he ever wanted was a friend.” 
(Windham, Ryder. The Wrath of Darth Maul) 

I had my answer. The incessant tapping on my heart now clearly echoed 

back into a part of me I’d locked away years ago 

behind twin doors, 

shackled and boarded tight, slathered with crumbling plaster that 

cracks at a jagged, breathing seam where the doors meet. Her heart is 

the wastes, her shack merely the entryway to a mansion walled off, an 

act of survival from so long ago, she had forgotten it had a name. 

“Trauma.” 

And naming it is all it takes. One final time, the seam buckles. The long 

illusion shatters. Her heart the shack – the shack, her heart’s entryway 

– her last refuge – is laid bare to the wastes. No defenses left. 
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~~WHEN A BONE NEEDS RESETTING~~ 

It must break again. 

This is a good thing. 

This leads to better things. 

This still hurts. 

 

It was like reliving every inch of the trauma, built up over two decades, in 

the span of seconds. When my tears cleared my throat long enough to 

breathe, 

 a third question, 

“Why now?” 

A gentle reply: 

[Maul is] trying to figure out "Where did it all go wrong? Why do 

I feel so broken?" He's maybe starting to ask… the right 

questions. 
(Witwer, Sam. Interview with ComicBook.com) 

The woman stares at the painted reflection in the shattered glass, 

pieces and patterns softly clinking into place. 

Obi-Wan: I know where you’re from… I know the decision to join 

the Dark Side wasn’t yours. [They] made it for you. 
(“The Lawless,” The Clone Wars) 

It wasn’t my decision to develop trauma, but on August 15th, 2018, I could 

decide what to do with it. I could make the decision Maul never did. 

I squared myself against the towering trauma, took a breath, and sent a 

text. 
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Let’s Reset 

 

My childhood was defined by a set of lies masquerading as lessons. 

Persistent as they were, they were the easiest to believe. I remembered 

so little else. Just the lessons. 

Maul: Always remember, I am filth. Always remember, I am 

nothing. 
(“Brothers,” The Clone Wars) 

The lessons were generous in their masquerade, presenting acts of love 

as strained tolerance and warm souls as two-faced. Those they could not 

remask were forced into obscurity. Memories became dreamlike in their 

disconnect with the fundamental lesson of my life: I was a burden 

unwanted. 

On August 15th, 2018, I decided I was done believing that. I defied my 

lesson, and my bravery wore the mask of a text message. 

It was a simple request to hang out, but that simple decision was mine. It 

was a decision to believe a better lesson: that I was worth a friendship 

offered to me months ago. It was a decision to heal. 

As with the trauma, the healing has not been a single step, but rather 

increments that gradually build. As one example: I am not ready to reach 

across the aisle to some fellow Christians yet – I am still much too quick 

and burning in my anger – but to my delight, I found my hatred gone. My 

heart, the mansion, has room for both them and immigrants alike. The 

first step towards reconciliation. 

Some steps have been less kind in the taking. These are the ones that 

threaten to misalign my heart and cause it to heal back crooked once 

more. But I have been fortunate. “"Twin Suns” has done more than help 

reset my malhealed heart; it has provided support as my heart regrows 

properly.  
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~~NOTABLE ADDITION TO AN APT METAPHOR~~ 

When a bone is broken, a splint helps to keep it steady. 

Helps to make sure it heals right. 

A splint is not meant to be permanent. 

 

 

Triggered into a rather horrific breakdown, I texted a friend, looking for 

help (in itself, a step into healing). Unable to immediately come to me, 

my friend sent a grounding exercise she had used in managing her own 

trauma: 

Name 5 things you can see, 4 things you can hear, 3 things you 

can touch, 2 things you can smell, 1 thing you can taste. 

Early as it was in the morning, I had been required to wait for a reply, all 

the while drowning in emotions that I could not get under control, which 

is ultimately the purpose of a grounding exercise: to pull yourself from an 

emotional state of mind to a logical one. Exactly what I needed. 

But as I sent the initial text, knowing the time of day might mean a long 

wait, I was clawing for any degree of normalcy. By the time I’d received 

the reply (as quick as my friend had been able), I was halfway through 

“Twin Suns” and breathing easier. 

Involuntarily, I had already completed the first two steps of the grounding 

exercise multiple times over. 

As emotional as the story is for me, the craft of the piece and this close 

read had put me in the practice of making logical observations. It had 

become an automatic response of mine. In putting it on in the middle of 

my breakdown, "Twin Suns" became Baby's First Grounding, steadying 

me enough to complete the exercise properly after my friend replied. 
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The trigger for that particular breakdown had been a memory of Irene’s 

neighborhood, a common place for me to revisit. In the first month or so 

of realizing I had trauma, my thoughts revolved around returning to the 

space I once called home, to try to find answers there. I spent days 

wondering what it would even look like to reconnect with those 

childhood friends, to confront Irene. How much anger would I have a 

right to? How many tears would I be allowed, both of mine and theirs?  

With the desperation of a woman learning to reclaim her self-worth, I 

carved words again into a journal: "I deserve closure. I deserve closure." 

Maul: Trust me, Ezra. I only want the answers I deserve, nothing 

more. 
("Visions and Voices,"  Rebels) 

The reality of their personhood hit home. Irene, her daughter, our 

friends, they all had lives far beyond me. Even as that fact carved painfully 

against my old wound, the picture of Maul's desperation reflected back 

at me, a warning against the bitterness ready on my tongue. He and I had 

a right to healing, yes, but we did not have the right to tear down the 

world around us in our desperate climb towards it. I began seeking other, 

better paths, gently redirected by the familiarity of Maul's sand-ridden 

screams.  

Slowly, I am growing beyond these supports. I've not used "Twin Suns" in 

place of a grounding exercise since; the real thing is much more effective. 

I've needed Maul's reflection less and less as a warning to steer me away 

from unhealthy reactions to the past I’m rediscovering. But that doesn’t 

lessen their importance. 

 

~~CONCLUSION TO AN APT METAPHOR~~ 

A splint is temporary. 

Its effects are eternal. 
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There is a pile of shattered glass swept into a corner now. Another 

boarded door or two has been cracked open down one of the wing’s 

hallways. She hasn’t even seen the whole of her heart yet.  

The woman allows herself to dream as she sets to work. Her heart is a 

mansion; how many could she fit in here? How many disparate groups 

might find reconciliation in these halls? 

Far-off dreams, perhaps, but she knows for sure that she is not alone. 

As she hears the coffee percolating from the old shack, she gives a smile 

that she would find familiar, if she could see it. Maybe there’ll be room 

not just for Jesus to visit, but room for him to stay. She thinks she’ll like 

that. She thinks she’s going to like her heart. 

It’ll take some work, but then so did the painting that brought her here. 

Masterpieces such as these are worth the effort. 

 

~~TWITTER CHALLENGE REDUX~~ 

Lured from home by wond’rous mystery, 

She recognized a soft tragedy. 

Free of the lie, 

She found her place to abide, 

Thanks to the old men and the Dune Sea. 
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Onward… 

 

The world has enough teachers like Dr. Scary and Irene, ones who 

masterfully impress the fundamental rules of the world upon their 

student but brook no challenge to the lesson. In physics, that simply 

meant the concepts, as beautifully presented as they were, would 

eventually leave no lasting impact. As frustrating as that was, physics and 

I were free to part ways, a degree in my hand. It defined four years of my 

life and no more. 

It was not so with Irene’s lesson. Dr. Scary brooked no question because 

he expected perfection. Irene’s lesson brooked none because it thrived 

on my stagnation. For the lesson of my trauma to live, it needed to shut 

down any and all challenges, because it was in fact a lie that would not 

hold. My survival instincts had become its, and so to find freedom, Jesus 

would need to lead me by a secret way inside the wastes. 

He would need to lead me by other teachers. The ones whose stories 

encourage exploration. The ones who paint a masterpiece and say “come 

see, come ask!” Ones who probably don’t even know that they were my 

teachers, but their lessons – big or small – were full of life and have 

withstood time and lies. 

Even just naming those teachers from “Twin Suns,” the cast and crew 

who wove freedom from tragedy, would leave out the teachers who built 

the foundation in Star Wars past. Even naming the ongoing supporters 

and readers of this close read would leave out my family, who swarmed 

me in embrace as I shared details of my rediscovered trauma. 

So, to everyone who brought me here today, to everyone reading this, 

thank you for changing my life. If our paths ever meet along this journey, 

let’s stop together for a visit. My heart has room. I’ll keep the coffee on. 
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VII 

 
Notes 
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